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IDF soldier killed, 3 others wounded in Hizbullah attack
' rric ijt .AN IDF soldier was killed and three oth-

ers were wounded when their tank was
hit by a Sagger missile during a lone-
range Hizbullah attack on an EDF out-
post in the security zone yesterday.
SgL Erez Yitzhak, 19, of Netamra, died

at the scene. He is to be buried today at
the Netanya Military Cemetery.
Two of the wounded soldiers were

evacuated by helicopter to hospitals in
Israel. The third with light wounds was
treated in the field.

The two were first brought to Nahariya
Government Hospital, where one was
admitted suffering from light bum and
shrapnel wounds to several parts of his
body. Deputy hospital director Dr

Mosbe Daniel said that overall his con-
dition was good.
“We also received the other soldier,

who was more seriously hurt, and after
resuscitation and other treatment he was
flown on to Rambam,” said Daniel.
Deputy director at Haifa’s Rambam

Hospital, Dr. Zvi Bcn-Yisfato, the
wounded soldier was admitted with neck
injuries probably by shrapnel.
“He underwent an operation and was

later transferred to the intensive care unit
in serious condition," said Ben-Yishai.
The attack occurred around midday,

when Hizbullah gunmen opened fire
with mortars, anti-tank missiles and light
weapons at an IDF outpost in the west-
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era sector of the zone, as well as at South
Lebanese Army troops in the samp area.

One of the missiles scored a direct hit
on a lank — not one of the well-protected
Merkava tanks but one of the older types
- which bad been positioned alongside
the IDF outpost.

The stronghold itself, known as
Karionn. in the Jabal Balm region, has
been the scene of several attacks in the
past, including one similar incident in
April in which an IDF soldier was killed
and two others wounded.
In an another incident in August, sol-

diers from the same post were involved

in a clash with gunmen in the area. One
IDF soldier was killed in that incident.

The death yesterday brought to 24 the
number of soldiers killed in south
Lebanon since the beginning of the year,

85 have been wounded.
During the same period, there have

been over 300 attacks against EDF and
SLA targets in the security zone and the

SLA-controlled Jezzine enclave north of
the zone.
Some 150 of the incidents occurred in

the first three months of the year, prior to

Operation Grapes ofWrath. There was a
marked drop in attacks afterward, with

only 21 in August and 23 in September,

when Hizbullah and its Shi’ite rival

Amal were involved in the Lebanese

elections.

Since then, however, there has been
another upsurge, with over 40 incidents

recorded last month and 10 so far this

month. Most of the incidents have been
in the form of long-range firing at IDF
and SLA positions, as well as ambushes
and shooting at patrols and convoys, and
roadside bombings.

The attack yesterday prompted heavy
return fire by IDF and SLA gunners
which lasted for several hours and cen-

tered on the Wadi Batzil area near Yatar

village, north of the zone, where the

Hizbullah firing originated.

OC Northern Command Maj.-Gen.
Amiram Levine said two Hizbullah
squads were involved in the attack.

One got to within close range of the
IDF position and opened fire with mor-
tars and light weapons.

There were no casualties in the first

attack, but then the tank, positioned near
the compound, pulled out to rerum fire

and suffered a direct hit from a Sagger
missile fired by the second Hizbullah
squad from about three kilometers away,
said Levine.
Reports from Lebanon said a 61 -year-

old fanner was wounded by shellfire

(Continued on Pagc'2)
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Police arrest a Palestinian demonstrator daring clashes in Hebron yesterday.
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Haredim
attack car
near Rehov
Bar-llan

Alternatives to security zone
provide worse scenarios
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DOZENS of haredim yesterday

attacked a car after the driver acci-

dentally turned onto a Jerusalem

street that is closed on ShabbaL a

police spokesman said.

The crowd forced the out-of-

town driver and four passengers to

a halt on Rehov Givac Moshe, near

the Shazngar funeral home. The
spokesman said haredim shook

and kicked the car and pounded on

its roof. They then attacked police

called to the scene by a secular

passerby.

Reinforcements had to be

:

brought in to help the first police

unit and free the passengers from

the car, which was slightly dam-
aged: A policeman was lightly

injured, die spokesman said. The

driver was taken to the Russian

Compound to file a complaint

There were no arrests.

Hundreds of haredim tried to

block nearby Rehov Bar-Dan yes-

terday afternoon, after Transport

Minister Yitzhak Levy called for

the road’s closure during Shabbai

prayer times at a High Court of

Justice hearing Thursday.

Police forced the haredim off the

road, and kept it open to traffic.

The court has yet to riile on Levy’s

request, and an injunction keeping

the road open remains in effect

Three policemen were lightly

injured during the clash, a police

spokesman said. There were no

arrests during this incident, either.

Police had been bracing for the

unrest at Rehov Bar-Ilan, believ-

ing that the haredim would not be

content with anything but the

road's closure for all of Shabbat.

On Thursday. Levy told the

court he accepted the Zamcret

Committee’s recommendation that

Rehov Bar-Dan be closed during

prayer times on Shabbat and hob"

"days. Levy was sharply criticized

by secular leaders for.rejecting the

committee’s recommendation that

(Continued on Page 2)

IT would be easy to say that yes-

terday’s Hizbullah attack is the

beginning of the post-US election

escalation in south Lebanon that

everyone has been predicting.

However, Israel’s highly visi-

ble retaliation following the

death of another IDF soldier is

sending a message to Hizbullah,

and ostensibly Syria, that the

army is not going to stand idle

for fear of being an accessory to

this flare-up.

The nature of the security

zone has changed drastically.

The posts the IDF set up in

1 985, after it withdrew the bulk

of its forces from Lebanon, were

placed on highly visible peaks

to serve as
1 a deterrent to

Palestinian terrorists wishing to

infiltrate into Israel.

Today, the enemy has .

changed, and for the Iranian-

backed Hizbullah gunmen who
have taken the Palestinians'

place, the hilltop bunkers and

trenches are nothing more than
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targets.

In the past year, the IDF has

invested over NIS 170 million in

protective equipment to defend
the Israeli soldiers in the securi-

ty zone.

The agreements reached fol-

lowing Operation Grapes of
Wrath in effect restrict initiated

IDF activity to neutralize the
elusive Hizbullah gunmen,
beDeved to number less than

1,000 men.
Instead, the IDF strategy is

based on defending territory and
using its air superiority, high-

tech intelligence and superior
firepower to keep the low-inten-

sity conflict static.

But like a virus, Hizbullah
fighters adapt themselves to

Israel’s increasingly technologi-

cal warfare.

They hit at the IDFs weak

Shara: Israel-Syrian talks

won’t resume until ’97

ELDAD BECK

points and like the classic guer-
rilla, they prefer the exposed
positions or supply routes and
attack almost daily.

So why stay? Why not conduct
a unilateral withdrawal to the

international border and take
away Hizbullah's pretext for
attacking Israel?

Despite the vulnerability of its

troops, Israel will remain in the

security zone simply because all

alternatives produce, a worse
scenario.

As long as Syria is able to use
Hizbullah as a proxy to attack

Israel; as long as the possibility

exists that once the IDF with-

draws to the international border
Hizbullah will move on to its

other declared goal of liberating

Jerusalem; and as long as no
formal or informal agreement is

made with a Lebanese body to

fill the void that would be creat-

ed when the IDF pulls out,

Israeli soldiers will remain in

the trenches in Lebanon.
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SYRIAN Foreign Minister Farouk

Shara said yesterday that peace

negotiations with Israel wiD not

resume before January, when he

believes the reelected US adminis-

tration will be able to focus on the

talks, ....
Speaking with journalists in

Paris after a meeting with French

President Jacques Chirac, Store

said that US President BiU

Clinton had sent a “positive and

encouraging" message to Syrian

President Hafez Assad after being

reelected.

He said Clinton expressed his

interest in renewing tire Syrian-

Israeli peace talks.

However, Share said that the

negotiations with Israel win not

resume “tomorrow,” but at the

.beginning of the yean since the

US administration must address

numerous domestic problems

before it can deal with foreign

issues.

Prime Minister
.
Binyamin

Netanyahu last night characterized

Store’s remarks as “interesting.”

He told participants at tire annual

Jerusalem Business Conference

that talks with Syria “may resume

by January.”

Share said that recent declara-

tions by Netanyahu and Foreign

Munster David Levy had made a

positive impress]cm in Damascus.

However, Share continued, it is

important that those declarations

be transformed into actions.

“There- has to be an [Israeli]

engagement in.the peace process

and then we wiDbe able to contin-

ue the talks from the point the

negotiations stopped,” Store

stressed-

Shara, who Is on a European

tour, also met with French Foreign

Minister Heive de Ctorette over

the weekend.

There are many hotels in

Jerusalem...

But all agree we are

second to none.
Cable T V. all rooms
Walking distance to the Old

City and city center

Facilities for family

functions

Quiet, family-run hotel

Shabbat elevator

strictly kosher

3 Mcndele Street

Jerusalem 92147 1st

Tel: 02-566311

Fax- 972-2-5610964

Clinton: Clear
Hebron hurdle

MK claims Kiryat Arba settler stoned him

(AF>

RESOLVING the impasse over
the IDF's redeployment in Hebron
would go a long way toward
bringing about further agree-
ments, US President Bill Clinton
said in Washington on Friday.

“I think the first and most
important thing we can do is to

nail down the agreement on
Hebron,” Clinton said at a news
conference. “If we can clear the

Hebron hurdle - it has such emo-
tional significance to both sides,

as well as such practical signifi-

cance - 1 believe thatwill open the

door to go on and fulfill all die

other challenges that are there

before us.”

Israel and the Palestinian

Authority were “very close” to an
agreement before PA Chairman

Yasser Arafat left for a trip to

Europe two weeks ago, Clinton

said.

A senior US official said on
Friday that it was highly unlikely

a Hebron deal would occur before
the opening of the Cairo regional

economic conference on Tuesday.
Because of the relatively low

level of the government represen-

tatives expected in Cairo, it is not
possible for negotiations to be
held at the conference, be said.

Meanwhile, thousands of Jews
from all over the country sprat the

weekend in Hebron to show sup-

port for the Jewish settlement
there. This weekend was chosen
for die event due to yesterday’s

reading ofthe Torah portionHayei
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Sara, which records Abraham’s
purchase of the land cm which the

Machpela Cave shs.

The visitors, some of whom
slept in tents, thronged to pray at

the Machpela Cave, which was
open only to Jews this ShabbaL
Many had to be turned away
because the site was overcrowded.
Three busloads of Hadash sup-

porters, led by MKs Hashem
Mabamced and Tamar Gozansky,
also arrived in Hebron yesterday
to stage a demonstration demand-
ing the immediate redeployment
of the IDF in the city and the divi-

sion of Jerusalem.

The group, consisting mostly of
Israeli Arabs, clashed with Jews
and with police, who said the
demonstration had not been coor-
dinated with them and was there-

fore illegal.

When police attempted to dis-

perse the demonstrators as they

approached the Avraham Avinu
enclave, the protesters began to

strike out and throw stones. Other
Palestinians in the area soon
joined in the clash. Fourteen peo-
ple were arrested, 10 Palestinians

from Hebron and four members of
the Hadash contingent

By last night most of them had
been released, including Hebron's
Palestinian governor, Aziz Amro.
At least seven of those arrested,

including the Israelis, had signed
commitments not to enter Hebron

and to adhere to other restrictions.

Mahameed, meanwhile, was
threatened by Jews last night

when be attempted to enter the

Givat Avot neighborhood of
Kiryat Arba to file a police com-
plaint relating to the clash. He
claimed that during die confronta-

tion he tod been hit by a stone

thrown by a settler.

When he approached the station

to file the complaint, he was sur-

rounded by Jews who threatened

to attack him. Police succeeded in

extracting him from the crowd.

Four Meretz MKs - Dedi
ZuckcT. Anai Maor, Naomi
Chazsn and Walid Sadek - also

toured Hebron yesterday and then

met with Mayor Mustafa Natshe.

They then walked through the city,

arm-in-arm with several dozen
Palestinians, in a march that had
been cleared with the security

forces.

Internal Security Minister
Avigdor Kahalani said yesterday
that dozens of Jewish extremists

from Hebron and elsewhere in the

territories would be arrested

before the redeployment in

Hebron.
“We are prepared for the possi-

bility that during the redeploy-

ment Jewish extremists will use
guns to try to ignite all of Hebron
in an attempt to prevent the pull-

back,” Kahalani told Army Radio.

“Wc will collect all the dangerous
ones, those who pose a threat to

(Continued on Page 2)

Iran said willing to help find Arad
IRAN is willing to assist in efforts

to locale Israel Air Force navigator

Ron Arad, who is believed to have
been held in captivity since his

plane was forced down in southern

Lebanon 10 years ago, an Iranian

source said here Friday.

Iran is disposed to do anything it

can to help find Arad, “just like

anyone else,” the source said. “It

is not a political problem, but a
humanitarian one. There is a man
who is missing.”

The issue of Arad was raised in

talks Thursday between French
Foreign Minister Heive de
Charetie and Iranian Deputy
Foreign Minister Mahmoud WezL
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Such talks are held every six

mouths, according to a French
diplomatic source, and are pan of
the “critical dialogue" which
France and other European
Community nations conduct with

Iran on bilateral issues and ret the

situation in the Middle EasL
France is trying to contribute to

the efforts of other countries, such
as Germany, to discover Arad’s

whereabouts. “We are toting to

have a useful role,” said the

source.

Among other questions dis-

cussed with Vaczi were the

Middle East peace process, and
the situations in south Lebanon
and the Persian Gulf. The French
called on the Iranians to play a

positive role in the advancement
of the Arab-Israeli peace
process.

Paris believes that Teheran
could use its influence to restrain

Hizbullah in Lebanon, as it did

during the negotiations that ended
Operation Grapes of Wrath there

in April. Contacts between France

and Iran enabled the cease-fire

agreement to be concluded and the

monitoring committee to be set

up, the source said.

THE ISRAEL
PHILHARMONIC
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Ross: No better

relationship than
with Christopher

LAST spring* as the US tried to

Sjroker a cease-fire in Operation

Stapes of Wrath, special Middle

Bast coordinator Dennis Ross got

a, insight into what he calls

Warren Christopher’s “strong

sense of purpose."

“Bringing that to a close, putting

ogether a monitoring group as a

result of that, the understanding

hat was worked out - it was a
pretty intense week of going back

ind forth on a very finite issue*"

Joss said in an interview Friday.

“It took a lot of patience and
jersistence to do that. But fealwas

something that he was determined

0 resolve, and he did.”

The day after Christopher offi-
-ially announced he would be
leaving the Stare Department,

Joss echoed President Clinton's

ribute to Christopher as a man
possessing an overriding sense of
tecency.

Ross and Christopher developed

1 closeness and muhial trust borne

jy their more than 30 trips to the

legion in the past four years in

pursuit of Middle East peace.
‘ Ross’s own future is unclear; at

least until Christopher's replace-

ment is chosen. But it is assumed

sy many here time since be is also

i trusted adviser to President

Clinton, Ross will remain under a
lew secretary of state.

Christopher retained Ross as a

special adviser following the
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ascension of tire Clinton adminis-

tration in 1993, and later appoint-

ed him to oversee US policy an
the peace process.

“I couldn’t imagine abetter rela-

tionship with a secretary of state

than I've had with Secretary

Christopher;” said Rbss, who was
also extremely close to secretary

of state James Baker during the

Bush administration.

“He’s always been tremendously
supportive of everything I’ve

done, a leader whose commitment
comes through over and again,

someone who has always been
there when I need something. I

never had to worry about getting it

from him- And he was always

available.

“When the secretary of state has

the Hnd of commitment and
involvement that be had,' it means
you can always bring whatever it

is that's required to his attention,

and he would always faring it to

the attention of the President.”

Christopher’s retirement means
the loss of “a very deep believer in

the pursuit ofMiddle East peace ~
a very good friend of Israel and [a]

thoroughly decent man,” Ross
said.

He dismissed critics who paint-

ed Christopher’s patience as a
fault, who pointed to die time last

April when Syrian President

Hafez Assad kept Christopher and

bis waiting in Damascus
while the Israeli and Lebanese

refugee problem grew.

“He could have reacted to the

snub by leaving, zn which case the

violence would have continued to

a large degree. Both peoples being

forced out of their homes would
have gone on with no end in

sight,” Ross said.

“And he could have taken it per-

sonally and washed his hands of it,

with die consequence of a lot of

suffering. Or he could have kept

his eye on the ball.” Despite not
having seen through die peace
process to an Israeli-Syrian deal

and a comprehensive regional

agreement, Christopher will go
down in history as having helped

construct a “basic pathway” to

peace, Ross said.

The two will make one last trip

to the region - for Tuesday’s
regional economic conference in

Cairo - before Christopher leaves

.Washington in January for his

California home.
“{Ifs] been a tremendously good

relationship in every sense of the

word: professionally, personally.”

Ross said. “I value him as a secre-

tary of state and as a boss, and I

value him as a friend. He’s some-
one who. regardless of where he
is, will always just be a telephone

call away.”

Jerusalem Business Conference opens
THE nearly 2,500 participants

attending last night’s opening of

the annual Jerusalem Business

Conference, at the International

Conference Center, observed a
moment of silence in memory of

prime minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Israel Manufacturers Association

president Dan Propper recalled that

GREER FAY CASHMAN

a year ago die conference had been
addressed by Rabin, who had not

lived to see his dream for a peace-

ful and prosperous Middle East.

Keynote speaker Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu told the

gathering, “Israel will pursue die

quest for peace and we will

achieve it not only with the

Palestinians, but also with Syria.”

Netanyahu spoke about die gov-
ernment’s plans for privatization,

reiterating that. “Above aQ, what
we now want to do is to privatize

and deregulate. We believe in

competition.”

Security forces continue to keep the part ofRebov Herzl byTdAviv’s Shalom Tower closed to traf-

fic, amid reports that Islamic Jihad is planning to stage a terror attack there. That and other secu-

rity measures, such as roadblocks around the Dan Region, are expected to continue today. (apj

With deep sorrow and pain we announce the passing of

AVIVA WARSHA
n6e Kiev

who bravely battled a serious illness.

The funeral.will ieawe-from our home In Kiryat Ono,

Rehov Rothschild 13,

today, Sunday, November 10, 1996 (28 Marsheshvan, 5757)

at 2 p.m. for Hayarkon Cemetery. Transportation Is available.

The ceremony will begin at 3 p.m.

Shiva will also be at Rehov Rothschild 13, Kiryat Ono.

Mourned by.

Husband:

Children:

Grandchildren:

Famines:

Avigdor

Mira and Dror Lavf

Gadf and Mira Waraha
Adi, Roy, Ofri

Waraha, Kiev (USA), Lavt and Carmel

B'nai B'rith International

extends its deep condolences to

Avigdor Waraha
International Vice-President of B'nai B'rith

and to the Waraha family

on the untimely death of their wife, mother and
grandmother

AVIVA ?"T

May hermemory be a blessing

Tommy R Baer,

International President

Dr. Sidney Clearfield,

Executive Vfce-Pesiderrt

Our deepest condolences to

Avigdor and the Waraha family

on the untimely passing of

AVIVA
The Jerusalem Post Management

NEWS IN BRIEF

Closure of territories eased
The closure of the territories was to be eased at 4 ajn. this

morning, the IDF Spokesman announced last nighL Entry is to be
prnnTttrvi-fn TSfim marriffH workers aver die age of3Q. The .

Spokesman said 20,000 ofthe workers would be from the West
Bank and the remainder from the Gaza Strip, ha addition, the Kami
crossing between Israel and Gaza is to be open to imports and
exports without restriction, and merchandise will also be allowed

to be transferred from Gaza to Jordan, the spokesman said. Itim

Body of Dlmona reactor engineer found
The body ofYaran Daniel, an engineer at the Dimona nuclear

reactor who disappeared over seven months ago, was found
yesterday in an advanced state of decay in his car near Makhtesh
Ramon. The body was discovered by an IDF patroL

The circumstances of his death are not cleat; nor is it known
where he spent the months smee his disappearance. Itim

Nazareth man stabbed to death
A Nazareth resident was stabbed to death last night in a fend

between two families. Apparently one family wanted to put an
electrical service box on the other family’s land. Police have
arrested five suspects. Itim

Israeli was on downed Nigerian plane
An Israeli citizen was on the Nigerian aircraft which crashed

Thursday on an internal flight to Lagos, the Nigerian Embassy
reported to the Foreign Ministry. No details of the person's ideality

were available at press time.

The search for the 141 passengers and crew member* continued

last night. The aircraft, a Boeing 727, left from Port Haicourt and
radio contact was lost with the Nigerian capital shortly after take-

off- Batsheva Tswr

Two bodies found
Civil Guard members discovered a body in a field east of Kiryat
Malachi while patrolling yesterday morning. Police were alerted

and came to the scene. Forensic specialists transferred the body to

tire Aba Kabir Forensics Institute. Police said the man was
apparently murdered during a criminal dispute. Lachish police
ruled out the possibility that the body is that ofmissing soldier

Sharon EdrL
South of Haifa, a passerby found a skull and bones yesterday,

and the remains also were transferred to Abu Kabir. Haifa police

said they are searching fra- four missing people and the remains
could belong to one of them. Itim
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Swiss
official

blasts

D’Amato
BERN. Switzerland (AP) - The
head of the Swiss government’s

newly appointed task force on
Holocaust assets accused US
Senator Alphonse D’Amato on

Friday of unfairly rushing to judg-

ment.

Ina separate development, a spe-

cial committee formed by Jewish

groups and Swiss banks concluded

that the books* estimate of posable

unclaimed Jewish assets was as

much as $3.2 million too low. That

would put the total amount Swiss

banks say they have in unclaimed

Holocaust assets at 535.2m.

Thomas G. Borer, a Foreign

Ministry lawyer who leads the new
Swiss task force, criticized

D*Amato, aNew York Republican,

in a kater for “chawing conclusions

before the facts have been estab-

lished”
D’Amato’s office said it had yet

to receive the tetter, but be again

criticized the Swiss.

“Tbe Swiss government contin-

ues to drag its feet as it relates to

tins matter;” D’Amato said. “That’s

unacceptable. We will continue to

pursue die facts.”

D’Amato chairs the Senate

Banking Committee, which is

investigating tbe issue of Holocaust

assets. He has said that Switzerland

profited in numerous ways from

World War D and that Swiss banks

had failed to hand over the assets of

Holocaust victims to their heirs.

“I must firmly reject your allega-

tion that tbe Swiss government has

a ’bead in fee sand’ attitude and is

attempting to ‘stall tbe issue,’” said

Bora; whose task force was set up
last month by the Swiss govern-

ment international pressure.

He also attacked D’Amato for

reteasing selected documents from

US Warid War n archives out of

their historical context which “con-

stitutes sensationalism and throws

doubt upon fee seriousness of pur-

pose.”

A confidential audit agreement

obtainedbyTheAssociated Press in

Washington this week disclosed

that Swiss bankshad found perhaps

10 percent more money that they

thought might have belonged to

Holocaust victims.

In January 1996 fee bankers said

they bad found about $32m. dial

couldhave belonged to Jewish fam-

ilies who deposited assets -abroad

shortly before or during WbridWar
n.
The document, prepared by the

independent committee former

Federal Reserve chairman Paul

’Nfelcker heads, said that since then

“some banks have identified addi-

tional accounts and amounts of for-

eign customers.”

Hie Swiss bankers association

has refused to comment on the
rHWiwnnH^ipi

Two killed on roads
TWO people were killed on tbe roads yesterday.

A man was kitted last night when his car collided wife a truck near

Hadera. A Rumanian worker was bit by a car and fatally injured in Tel

Aviv last mgfat while he was crossing the street. A Magen DavidAdam
ambulance took him to Sheba Hospital in Tel Hashomer, where be died

ofhis wounds. •

Another pedestrian was seriously injured in tbe head yesterday morn-

ing in a hit-and-run accident on Tel Aviv’s Allenby Street. Ambulances

took fee 18-year-okl Holon resident to Ichflov Hospital. Police are

searching for tiie driven

2b anotherhit-and-run accident, Ashkelon police are searching for tbe

driver of a blue car who hit and lightly injured a 15-year-old giri there

on Friday. Police request that anyone who witnessed the incident contact

them.

Last week 13 people were Irilkd on the nation’s roads, bringing fee

number of people killed this year in traffic-related accidents to 511.

(Itim)

SOLDER
(Contoured from Page 1) According to some observers.

Our deep condolences to
Avigdor Wartha, G*df end Mira

On the untimely passing of

AVIVA
Katz family from Montreal

. WWHUJOfMn&AMKMWNK \XXwsm tyun nn\y m
AMERICAN FRIENDS OF REUTH

mourn the passing of

IRMA ULLMANN
(n£e Lichtenstaedter)

We extend our heartfelt sympathy

to the family.

Rosa Strygler UllaMeHdn
Present Chairman

while he was working in fields

near Yatar. Levine stressed that

the IDF and SLA gunners had not
fired at the village itself or any
residential areas but only at the
points in open land where fee

Hizbullah firing originated.

According to tbe reports from
Lebanon, 1AF helicopter gun-
ships were also in action, support-
ing troops on fee ground, and
warplanes flew sorties over the
region, although without firing

any rockets or dropping bombs.
On Friday morning, two road-

side bombs were detonated
alongside SLA troops while they
were on operational duties in tbe
Jezzine enclave. There were no
casualties in feat inrident-

Hizbullah will likely continue to

intensify its activities againstIDF
and SLA troops in tbe security

zone, especially now that the US
elections are over.

An upsurge in operations, espe-

cially directed against tbe IDF
instead of fee SLA, would also

serve Syria's interests, provided
the fighting is contained within

southern Lebanon.

Levine noted that the Syrians

had an interest in hitting at Israel

in Lebanon. Sometimes they
restrain Hizbullah and other times

encourage the extremist Shi'ite

organization, depending on their

interests. He added that in his

opinion Hizbullah will continue

ilS anarfre

BAR-EAN
(Continued from Page 1)
to compensate for the partial clo-
sure of fee road, shared taxi ser-
vice be allowed in tbe city to
serve tbe noo-religious popula-
tion.

At about midnight Friday, hun-
dreds of haredinx tried to block
the intersection ofRehov Bar-Ban

and the Ramot road, throwing

trash onto the road and stones at

police. A police officer was light-

ly wounded, tbe spokesman said.

Last night, a border policeman
was hit in fee head with a stone

just off Rehov Bar-Ban, and had
to be hospitalized but was in

good condition.

CLINTON
(Continued from Page 1)

tiie public in Hebron, and we will

put them in some comer. If we
have to, we will onto: their

administrative detention.”

He said that though security

officials did not believe that the

extremists would shoot at soldiers

or policemen, “We are preparing

for that possibility, too.”

Kahalani added that the rede-

ployment could take place shortly
after reaching an agreement wife
fee Palestinians.

.
“Much of the army is no longer

in the city and Hebron’s Jewish
residents will not feel much ofan
actual difference between the sit-

uation now and that which will

prevail after the redeployment,”

he said
But MeretzMKYossi Sand said

in a statement that a “disaster” is

imminent in Hebron and that

administrative detentions would
nothelp prevent iL

“Everyoneknows that there will

soon be a disaster in Hebron, but
no one is taking die tough and
serious steps necessary tojnevent
iL The murderer Qoldstcm, may
hisname and his grave be erased
was a teacher to notjust afew stu-

dents in that awful place.

“Cursed be the day h was decid-

ed to establish fee settlement in

Hebron. Security arrangements
won’t help and administrative
detentions won’t help. What will

help is to evacuate fee settlement

from there.”

Labor faction chairman MK
Ra’anan Coben yesterday called

on Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu to stop Wasting time
and to come to an agreement on
fee Hebron redeployment before

it is too late.

“The prime minister, whether
deliberately or not, is inviting

pressure from the extremists' in

Hebron wife every day feat pass-

es wife no agreement and no rede-
ployment Every passing day
strengthens tbe extremist settlers’

belief feat an agreement will not
be signed ®>d as a result there has
begun an escalation that will
eventually lead tbe settlers and
fee security forces into a con-
frontation Wife the Palestinians.
Mr. Netanyahu is bolding a hot
potato in his hand and be should
act firmly before it is too late.”

BOARD OF EXAMINATION FOR

MEDICAL LICENSE FOR INTERNSHIP
According to the State of Israel’s Physicians

Regulations 1 988, the examination for license for

internship will be held at 08:00 a.m.,
.

on December 31 1996, at Ganei Hata’aruha,

Bvd. Rokach, Tel Aviv.

The examination can be taken in the following

languages:

Hebrew, English, Rumanian, Spanish, Italian, Russian

The examinees are asked to present their

original Identity Card plus a photo of the

Identity Card.
Prof. Joseph Schenker
Chairman of the Board of Examination !

According to State Regulations 1988
j
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Bvd. Rokach, Tel Aviv.
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languages:

Hebrew, English, Rumanian, Spanish, Kalian, Russian
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original Identity Card plus a photo of the

Identity Card.
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Hunger grips Zairians as well
as refugees; Rwanda agrees

to neutral force
DAVID GUTTENFELDER

GOMA, Zaire

INTERNATIONAL aid agencies
made preparations yesterday to
move food and medicine into a
border area crammed with more
than one million hungry refugees
in case the UN Security Council
approves a relief operation.
After toe United States balked at

immediate intervention in Zaire
the Security Council urged coon-
tnes interested in mounting a
relief operation to report back as
soon as possible.
The humanitarian

. mission
would be aimed al delivering food
and medical care to the more than
one million Rwandan Hutu and
Zairian refugees who have fled
fighting between Zairian rebels
and the Zairian army.
The refugees were cut off from

outside aid when the rebel army
drove Zairian government troops
away from border region. Aid
agencies fear the refugees may
already be dying in large num-
bers.

_ The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees and other aid agencies
aren't even sure where all the
refugees are. The British
Broadcasting Cdrp. reported yes-
terday rbar armed Hutu militia-
men - who fled with other Hntus
in mid- 1994 after slaughtering at
least half a million Rwandan
Tutsis - are using the refugees as
shields for protection from
advancing Zairian rebels, who
include local Tutsis.

In Florence, Italy, Italian Defense
Minister Beniamino Andreana was
quoted as telling reporters yester-

day that Italian troops who might

be sent to Zaire were getting vacci-

nated just incase.

Also yesterday, the French
Foreign Ministry urged the United
States to join the force. France has
been pushing for a quick interna-

tional response to the crisis, but
has said it doesn’t want to act

alone.

Spanish Minister Eduardo Sena
Rexach said, "the chaos in Africa
needs a response well-defined on
die part of the Western nations.”

Rexach. quoted by the Italian news
agency AGI. was in Florence, •

- -where die defense ministers from -

France, Italy, Spain' and Portugal
were gathered for a ceremony.
South African President Nelson

Mandela said he will assist any
peacekeeping force once leaders

in the Great Lakes region tell him
what they want
And in Brussels, Belgium, the

European Union Commission crit-

icized the UN's delay. "UN
Security Council representatives

should keep in mind that the them-

Divorce can be
predicted even
before knot tied

LONDON (Reuter) - An
American psychologist has

claimed that nine out of 10
divorces can be predicted even

before the couples are married.

Howard Markham, a clinical

psychologist at the University of

Denver, told a conference of mar-

riage guidance counselors last

month that failure to communicate,

or letting small problems escalate

into big ones were sure signs that

the relationship was doomed to fail

“Conflict in relationships is

inevitable. But we think if people

learned to manage it, the divorce

rate could be reduced by 80 to 90

percent,” Markham said.

Some people, particularly those

whose parents had divorced, were

more prone to fall into the same

pattern, but couples who had com-

munication problems before tying

the knot were nearly always des-

tined to undo it

“We believe we can predict

divorce with 90 percent accuracy,”

tesafcL “Coupleswi» are destined to

divorce are mere likely to hurt insults

at one another and the men are more

likely to withdraw. We find over time

that one insult or character assassina-

tion erases five. 10 or evea^O acts of

kindness m a relationship.”

During his 20 years of research

Markham found that money is the

most common cause of problems -

in a relationship, followed by chil- *

dren, careers, clothes and in-laws. <

A child plays alone at a refugee camp over the weekend in SJsoro, Uganda, near the border with
Zaire. About 8,000 refhgees from Zaire have crossed Into Uganda to escape the fighting. (Bau)

sands of refugees dying everyday. - KahHiv published in’- the 'late

in Mugunga cannot spend the . port town of Krgomd; "quoted
weekend in Long Island, as they . refugees 'arriving there' as"saying
do," BU Humanitarian Aid
Commissioner Pirnima Bonino
said Saturday, refecting to the resi-

dential area outsideNewYork City.

Meanwhile, a boat packed with

Zairian refhgees fleeing to

Tanzania capsized in Lake
Tanganyika, killing an estimated

400 people, a Tanzanian newspa-
per reported yesterday.

the boat from Uvira, 150 kilome-
ters northwest across the lake, was
overloaded and went down in

high winds Friday.

An estimated 12,000 Zairian

refugees, including some soldiers,

have arrived in Kigoma since the

fighting erupted three weeks ago.

Zaire’s ailing president has bro-
ken his public silence, telling a

leftist French newspaper he will

return to his"country to "take
things into iny own hands” - but
not tor several weeks.

"I sincerely believe, from all I

have heard, that people are wait-

ing for me.” President Mobutu
Sese Seko was quoted as saying

in an interview published yester-

day in the newspaper Liberation.
"1 don’t think that while I am
alive, the country can fall apart”

(AP)

Sinatra released from hospital
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Frank

Sinatra was released from the hos-

pital yesterday after eight days of

treatment tor what was said to be a

pinched nerve.

A Sinatra spokeswoman, Susan

Reynolds, refused to comment on

his ailment, saying only that he

was heading home after being

released from Cedars-Sinai

Medical Center by bis doctor.

“He is very happy to be home
and again thanks everyone

throughout the world for the won-

derful get-well wishes he has been

receiving,” Reynolds said.

Sinatra checked into the hospital

November 1 for treatment of a
pinched nerve. But various news
reports have said that the 80-year-

old entertainer is suffering from
more serious ailments.

On Thursday night, KCBS-TV,
citing an unidentified hospital

source, repeated its account that

Sinatra was being treated for

pneumonia and heart failure, and

that his private hospital room
resembled an intensive care unit.

A hospital muse told KNBC-TV
that medication for pneumonia
prompted an irregular heartbeat

that needed to be monitored. But
Friday night, a family friend told

KGAL-TV that reports ofan ailing

Sinatra were exaggerated.

Meanwhile, Sinatra’s wife,

Barbara, canceled plans to attend a

board meeting of the Sinatra

Invitational celebrity golf tourna-

ment and charily fund-raiser; which
she and her husband sponsor:

In Hoboken, New Jersey, die

entertainer’s hometown, city offi-

cials will today unveil a sidewalk

plaque in front of the remains of
his birthplace. His birthday is

December 12.

Novel beats astronomers to key to universe

LONDON (Reuter) - Scientists searching for one of

the fundamental keys to the universe found they had

been beaten to the answer by the humorous cult novel

Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy; and the answer

was 42.

In the British novel and radio serial by Douglas

Adams, an alien race programs a computer called

Deep Thought to provide the ultimate answer to

understanding life and the universe.

In the novel, seven and a half million years later

'Deep Thought comes back with the result - 42.

Astronomers at Britain’s Cambridge University

took a littie less time - three years - to calculate the

Hubble Constant that determines the age of tbe urn-

verae. But the answer was the same.

“It caused quite a few laughs when we arrived at me

fieure 42, because we’re all great fans of The

Hitchhiker's Guide" Dt Keith Grange, one of the team

of Cambridge scientists who worked an the project, said

on Friday. “Everyone thought itwas quite fun”

The scientists were using a new technique to deter-

mine the value of the Hubble Constant, a source of
constant controversy among astronomers. The
Constant is a measure of tbe rate at which galaxies

are receding from each other as a result of the Big
Bang that created die univase.

Knowing bow quickly everything is flying apart

can enable scientists to work out the universe’s age.

This has presented a problem, since the huge
Hubble Constant' values estimated by some experts

would mean that the universe is younger than its old-

est stars. The Cambridge team put the age of die uni-

verse at between 14 and 16 billion years.

Grange said the answer was unlikely to remain 42.

however. Tbe team plans to observe more galaxy

clusters and take an average of a larger number of

measurements.

“After averaging out all these values we’ll have a

relatively accurate answer.” he said. “It may be 42,

but it could be anything between 30 and 55.”
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Bosnian Serbs sack
Mladic; West waits

for army to act
THE Bosnian Serb government
has sacked alleged war criminal

Gen. Ratko Mladic, but Western
powers adopted a “wait-and-see”

stance, saying they wanted confir-

mation the Serb army would com-
ply with the order.

Bosnian Serb President Biljana

Plavsic announced she had

replaced Mladic and other top
generals in a shakeup of the top

brass “due tbe international com-
munity’s well-known stand.”

The military command was
repotted to have met to discuss the

announcement - which one gener-

al described as an illegal decree -
but the outcome of their talks was
not immediately known.
Revered by many Serbs as a

national hero and reviled as a
mass murderer by his former
Moslem and Croat foes, the bull-

necked and plain-speaking profes-

sional soldier has been indicted

by the UN war crimes tribunal.

With former Serb President

Radovan Karadzic, Mladic heads
the list of people wanted in The
Hague. Tbe Dayton peace agree-

ment that ended the 43-month-

long war in Bosnia stipulated that

Mladic must step down and face

the war crimes charges.
Maj.-Gen. Pcro Colic told local

Bosnian Serb television after his

appointment as Mladic’s replace-

ment: “I think we will find a com-
mon language and cooperate, and
that the BSA [Bosnian Serb Army]
general staff will abide by the

Dayton agreement.”

Defense Minister Milan

PETER GRESTE

BELGRADE

Ninkovic told the television the

army general staff headquarters
would move to the Bosnian Serb
capital of Pale, from Han Pijesak.

Political analysts saw this as a
significant move to undercut
Mladic’s authority. Han Pijcsak

was his stronghold and the army
headquarters throughout the

Bosnian war.

Western powers reacted cau-
tiously to Mladic’s dismissal.

“We don’t know what it is going
to mean in substantive terms* until

the next couple of days have
played out," said Maj." Simon
Haselock, spokesman for the

NATO-led peace force in Bosnia.

Haselock said NATO was still

trying to confirm whether the

Bosnian Serb army - locked in a
long-running dispute with its

civilian authorities - would obey
Plavsic’s order.

“As of this moment however we
have not received any official

notification of changes [in the mil-

itary leadership!,” he said.

The Bosnian Serb defense coun-

cil - primarily a political rather

than military body - endorsed the

appointment of Colic's appoint-

ment as the new military chief.

The Bosnian Serb news agency
SRNA quoted the Supreme
Defense Council as saying it

backed the decision by Plavsic to

appoint Colic and Maj.-Gen.
Dragan Josipovic as his deputy.

The council comprises the Serb

political leadership as well as mil-

itary representatives, but analysts

say it does not reflect the opinions

of the military command.
Colic told Western envoys on

Saturday he was m charge,

according to international media-

tor Carl Bildt.

“My people have met with the

new commander and the new
deputy commander,” Bildt told

Reuters.

“They do exist and they claim
they are in command,” he said.

Plavsic's statement said: “I

regret that because of the well-

known stand of the international

community. 1 cannot name Gen.
Ratko Mladic the Chief of the

Army headquarters...”

She thanked Mladic and other

officers “for all they have done for

the Serb people” during the war in

Bosnia.

Most of the senior Bosnian Serb
officers met in their headquarters

in Han Pijesak yesterday, and the

base was closed to journalists.

Radio Netherlands quoted an
interview with Mladic's deputy,

Gen. Manojlo Milavanovic, who
dismissed Plavsic's decree as ille-

gal, and said Mladic remained in

command.
The international community

has long campaigned for the

removal of the 52-year-old gener-

al, accusing him of directing the

siege of Sarajevo and overseeing

the massacre of some 8.000
unarmed Moslems from
Srebrenica. (Reuter)

Body parts litter Nigerian
plane crash scene

EJIRIN, Nigeria (Reuter) - Villagers used canoes
yesterday to recover bodies from a lagoon where a
Nigerian Boeing 727 airliner crashed, killing all 143
people on board, witnesses said.

Aviation Development Company (ADC), the oper-

ator oftbe aircraft, said in a statement dial there were
143 peopleon board against its tost statement putting

-the figure at 141. * - — *• • •

sThe -aircraft.had on-board 134 passengers and nine
crew’ members,” said the statement signed by ADC
chairman Captain Augustine Okon.

It appealed for divers, underwater metal detectors

and sonar boats to help in the search for the bodies
and the plane’s hufL

Pieces of the plane, which crashed on Thursday in

mangrove jungle 40 kms northeast of Lagos, littered

tbe lagoon.

ADC. which provoked anger among hundreds of
relatives of the victims for not releasing the passen-
ger list, said it had given toe list to the Federal Airport
Authority of Nigeria (FAAN).
“You have to prove you are a relation of someone

on the list and we’ll confirm it to you;" a FAAN
spokesman said.

Flight ADC086. from the southeastern oil city of
Port Harcourt, lost contact minutes before it was due
to land in Lagos on Thursday evening.

The wreckage was found late cm Friday.

In a broadcast yesterday, military ruler General
Sani Abacha declared a day of mounting and said a
committee would be set up to look into toe cause.

Western diplomats said there were many foreigners

on board, including six or seven British nationals, a
German, an Italian, an Israeli and an American. A
prominent Costa Rican lawyer was among the vic-

tims.

“There is unconfirmed information of two or three

more Britons,” one diplomat said, adding that some
of the families'in BritainTiad been informed.
" The US aircraft maters Boeing saidrthe plane was
a 727-200 initially delivered to an unidentified cus-
tomer in 1969. As of toe end of 1994 it had 63,300
flight hours and had made 43,000 flights.

“We’ve had no official word from either the

Nigerian government or the airline," Boeing
spokesman Dick Schleh said in Seattle on Friday.

The ADC statement said; “We have notified tbe

manufacturers of the aircraft, the Boeing Corporation

as well as tbe manufacturers of the engine, Pratt and
Whitney. They will play a crucial role in toe next
stage of development of Flight 086.”

The crash is toe worst in Nigeria since September
1992 when a C-130 transport plane went down in

swamps near Lagos, killing 173 people, many senior

military officers.

Several crashes have occurred since. Flying in the

vast West African country has become more haz-

ardous as an economic downturn has left infrastruc-

ture. including landing facilities, in ruins.

Abacha said toe government was determined to

improve aviation safety but added: “Accidents by
their nature occur even in toe best of systems.”

TWA crash families doubt
Salinger missile theory

STRASBOURG, France (Reuter)

-A group representing families of
toe 230 people Jailed in the crash

of TWA Flight 800 expressed
scepticism yesterday about ex-
White House adviser Pierre

Salinger's charges that a US mis-
sile shot it down.
“Pierre Salinger is referring to

documents which appeared on the

Internet at the end of August and
which were widely analyzed by
investigators without finding any
proof,” said Jose Cremades, head
of the relatives’ association.

Cremades, chairing toe first

general assembly of toe group
after toe July crash of toe Paris-

bound flight off New York, said

he spoke to Salinger by telephone

yesterday and felt he had sown
doubt in Salinger’s mind about tbe

missile theory.

But he told a news conference he
asked Salinger, press spokesman
for the late president John F.

Kennedy and later Paris bureau

chief for the ABC Television net-

work to “continue his inquiry."

Salinger said on Thursday that a

US Navy missile accidentally shor

down the jet. killing all aboard.

The US Federal Bureau of

Investigation and the US Defease
Department have both insisted

there is no evidence of a missile.

Cremades said Salinger also

quoted testimony from an unnamed
passenger on an Air France jet that

Salinger said took off seven min-

utes after Flight 800 from New
York and abruptly swerved.

The passenger asked for an
explanation for the sudden change
of course from the pilot, whom the

passenger quoted as saying: “We
avoided a missile.”

A missile, a bomb or a mechan-
ical fault have all been suggested

as possible causes for the crash,

which occurred just days before

toe opening of the 1996 Olympic
Games in Atlanta.

On Friday. Salinger said be got

tbe documents about the missile,

which he initially said came from
a US Secret service agent, second-

hand from an mmamed
Frenchman. And be conceded the

information had been on the

Internet for two months.
Cremades said that, in his tele-

phone conversation, Salinger

again cited sources in the French
secret services in contact with

American colleagues os a source

of his information.

The association - which groups

relatives of victims from nations

including toe US, France, Spain,

Italy, Britain, Norway, and Finland
- said it was demanding to take

part in toe official probe, which
Cremades branded “opaque.”

He said it regretted that “the repre-

sentatives ofTWA and Boeing take

part but not representatives of the

victims." He said the group would
seek the backing of governments in

victims’ nations to put pressure on
the US authorities to help.

“Investigators have found 95
percent of toe wreck. We think

that specialists ought to have a

precise idea of toe catastrophe. We
understand that they're waiting

for proof before concluding the

inquiry but we’d like to be
informed by our own experts,” he
said.
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Clinton names Bowles as top aide
WASHINGTON (Reuter) -

President Bill Clinton took the

first step to reshape his adminis-

tration for a second term on Friday

by timing North Carolina busi-

nessman and farmer top White

House aide Erskine Bowles as his

chief of staff.

Announcing Bowles’ appoint-

ment in a news conference,

Clinton also said be wanted to

work with Republicans on a broad

agenda since the verdict of

Tuesday’s election was That the

people want the country governed

from “the vital center."

“On Tuesday, our people voted

for the ideas of the vital American
center.” Clinton said. “The
American people want us to fulfill

our responsibilities as Democrats,

Republicans and independents
second, and Americans first, to set

aside our differences and join

hands to make die most of this

moment”
“I want us to forge a partnership

to produce results for the

American people,” he added.
While Clinton, aDemocrat was

easily re-elected, voters left both
houses ofCongress in the bands of
the Republicans, meaning the par-

ties must collaborate on any major

legislation.

Bowles, who replaces former

Congressman Leon Panetta, was

taking on what many view as die

second-most-powerful job in die

White House, controlling access

to the president and taking respon-

sibility for much of the agenda

that Clinton sets.

Clinton gave Bowles a taste of

justhow broad that agendamay be

in his news conference, covering

topics from reforming the Social

Security system to bringing peace

to the Middle Bast and Northern

Ireland.

The president specifically cited

balancing the budget and refonnii^

die campaign finance system, much
criticized during the past election

for the huge amounts ofmoney that

flowed to the political parties, as

priorities for his second term.

Before announcing Bowles’

appointment, Clinton lavishly

praised the outgoing Panetta, who
has decided to return to his native

California and was considering

making a run at the governorship

of that state in 1998.

Although there is always some
turnover among top-level officials

after a US election, the number
and speed of the departures undo'

Clinton has been unusual.

In addition to Panetta, six

Cabinetofficers have matte known
their plans to leave since the elec-

tion: the secretaries of State,

Defense, Commerce, Labor,

Energy and Transportation.

In another gesture to the

Republicans, Oman said he is

looking for members of that party

to join his cabinet. US officials

love suggested that former Maine
Sen. Wiliam Cohen could be
tapped for director of the CIA and

formerNew Jersey GovemonTom
Kean may be picked for secretary
of Education.

Hillary’s

role

unclear,

husband
says

Jurors in Simpson
civil case affected

by autopsy photos

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Clinton said on Friday that be and
his wife have been too exhausted

by the electoral campaign to dis-

cuss what her role might be during

the next four years.

At a news conference, Clinton

was asked if first lady Hillary

Rodham Clinton had been told by
.Whitewater special counsel

Kenneth Starr that she was a target

of the investigation into the first

family’s business and political

.
relationships in Arkansas.

“No,” be said tersely. “Not to

my knowledge.”
Asked about the toll of the Starr

.inquiry and many congressional

investigations of administration

'conduct, Clinton said, “It is just

part of being in public life today.”

During the campaign, Clinton

. raised (he possibility that he would
ask his wife to oversee administra-

tion welfare policy. But he appeared

to retreatftum thaton Friday, saying

he may have been misunderstood.

“We’ve been too tired to talk

! about it,” he said of a second-term
role for the first lady. He predicted

she would continue her advocacy
on children’s and education issues.

SANTA MONICA, California
(AP) - Jurors in the civil trial of
OJ. Simpson winced Friday as
they looked at gory autopsy'pho-
tos and heard testimony that

Nicole Brown Simpson died a
quick, violent death that likely

left little blood on her attacker.

Three female jurors appeared
particularly upset at the color
photographs on two evidence
boards. One woman, an alternate,

who sat less than a meter from
the boards, removed her glasses

and wiped her eyes with a tissue.

Others occasionally averted
their eyes but took copious'notes.

Last week, when crime scene
photos were shown, one alternate

juror became ill and was taken to

& hospital, complaining of stress.

He was excused from the paneL
The photos were shown during

testimony from Werner Spitz, a
forensic pathologist who theo-

rized Ms. Simpson died after a
rapid series of stabs from an
attacker standing behind her. __

OJ. Simpson, a former
American football star, was
found innocent of murdering his

ex-wife and her friend Ronald
Goldman, who were found dead
outside Ms. Simpson’s home in

June 1992. The victims’ families

are now suing Simpson in a civil

trial for compensation.
Spitz did not conduct die

autopsies on Ms. Simpson or

Goldman, and he did not testify

in Simpson’s murder trial last

year.'

The pathologist is receiving

$300 an hour from the plaintiffs

and based his opinions on a
review of the photos and police

and coroner reports.

Spitz testified that the killer

stabbed Goldman from behind,

and the body shielded the attack-

er from tire blood.

Spitz's testimony was designed

to bolster the plaintiff contention

that Simpson committed the

killings very quickly, leaving
enough time to get home for a
waiting limo ride to airport, and
to explain why Simpson would
not have been covered in more
blood.

No members ofthe Brown fam-
ily were in die courtroom.
Simpson, who went home
Thursday complaining of being

sick, also was absent
Goldman’s father and sister

were in the courtroom. They sat

with their heads down during the

testimony but couldn’t see the

pictures, which were directed

away from the audience and
toward the jury box.

Kim Goldman, sister ofmurder victim Ron Goldman, is viably

upset while leaving the LA Country Superior Court in Santa
Monica, f!ah‘f. on Friday.

Voters abolish

Today’s Israel- In Antique Style

Beautiful touring maps of today’s

Israel - decorated in

old-fashioned style, with

drawings of the historical and

holy sites incorporated into the

ornamental frame.

42 cm. W x 113.5 cm. H
(16.5" x 44.5”).

Israel Pilgrims’ Map - The
Land that Jesus Walked
(English)

Israel Touring Map -
The Holy Land

A vailable in Hebrew or
English

Suitable for framing - perfect gift

for tourists, friends, family - in

Israel or abroad!
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LONDON (AP) - For the fiist

time in 115 years, every pub in

Wales will be able to open today.

Referendums in two districts on
Wednesday abolished tire last of

tire Sunday “dry” laws. .

Wales was completely dry on
Sundays after the 1881 Sunday
Closing Act But with each refer-

endum, which was held every
seven years since 1961, the

licensing laws have been loos-

ened.

Some clergymen in North Wales
campaigned against pub Sundays
before tire referendum but were
heavily defeated in tire polL
In Gwynedd, 24,325 “wet” vot-

ers swamped tire “dry” vote of
9,829. In Rhondda, Cynon, Taff,

in South Wales, 24,863 people
voted in favor of Sunday opening,
while 3,427 were against

“ft’s an historic and overwhelm-
ingly decisive final vote oh an
issue which has been part of
Welsh life for generations,” said

hotelier David Baird-Muiray,
chairman of the Seven Day
Opening Council.

“But Welsh pub, church and
chapel can live in harmony from
now on. It’s alsogood forjobs and
tire economy because tourists were
often canftjsed about which pubs
were open and which were closed
on Sundays.”

Robert Jones, landlord of The
Ship at Porthmadog, celebrated

the decision as abusiness boost “I

was losing 12 months’ trade every

seven years because Of the Sunday
opening ban. It was bad enough
for business, but even more tern-

We whenNew Thar’s Eve fell ana
Sunday.”
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US thrown off

UN money panel
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) - assuming it would get one of tiw

The United States was voted off a two vacant scats for which it was

key UN financial committee for eligible automatically,

the first time on Friday; a reflec- * Asked why the US lost, a US

tion of countries’ anger at

Washington’s $1.4 billion debt to

tile world body, US officials said.

Instead, France and New
Zealand were given spots on the

prestigious 16-member Advisory

Committee on Administrative and

Budgetary Questions (ACABQ).
the first legislative step in formu-

lating toe UN’s $1.3 billion annu-

al budget.

Diplomats said it was the first

time toe United States, which is

supposed to pay 25 percent of toe

UN budget, was not given a seat

on tire panel of financial experts.

France received 1 17 votes fol-

lowed by New Zealand with 116

»nd the United States with 103.

French envoys said they tod not

campaign against Washington,

Asked why the US lost, a US
official said. “Three things:

money, money and money. The

resentment of US arrears to the

United Nations was clearly tire

decisive factor."

“The lack of our participation

will inevitably diminish the com-

mittee,” she added.

The United States owes toe

world body about Sl.4 billion for

dues and peacekeeping, more than

half of the UN’s entire debt.

Japanese and Western Europeans,

who pay tire bulk of UN costs,

have been openly critical of US
demands for reforms when it

foiled to pay its debts. In addition.

US influence has waned because

ofsevere cuts in international non-

military aid programs around the -

world.

Free speech protest

leader Savio dies
. SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Mario Savio, the campus radical who

became a symbol of tire 1960s free-spcech movement from atop a police

car; has died at age 53. Savio, who had a history of heart problems, col-

lapsed last Saturday night and went into a coma. He died Wednesday at

Palm Drive Hospital in Sebastopol, 95 km. north ofSan Francisco.

Friends described him as a brilliant orator and compelling voice for

student protest. “In the ‘60s, be was a powerful symbol of how an ordi-

nary person could stand up and history,” said Democratic state

Sen. Tom Hayden, a one-time fellow radical. “He symbolized tire possi-

bilities in all of us, to resist becoming cogs in somebody's machine.”

Savio rose to feme as tire voice of tire free-speech movement at tire

University of California at Berkeley in 1964* when he stood cm a cam-

pus police car following tire arrest ofa student for political activity.

Swiss worried about

showdown with Jewish

groups over funds
MICHAEL SHIELDS

ZURICH

SWISS bankets and Jewish groups

searching far Holocaust victims’

unclaimed wealth in Switzerland

could be beading for a showdown if

-asmany bankers expect-tire latest

bantfor lostriches turns up ooly pal-

try sums.
- Several Swissbankas say private-

ly they believe Switzerland was not

toe big magnet for Jewish wealth

before WorldWar II that groups like

tire World Jewish Congress (WJQ
have made it out to be.

Much of toe money that made it

here has already been quietly with-

drawn by victims' relatives unwill-

ing to share it with family members,

oeby friends equippedwith powerof
attorney that gave them control over

the funds, they say.

This is at odds with barbed allega-

tions from skeptical Jewish groups

and a US senator that Swiss banks

may sfientiy hold billions of dollars

in wealth leftby Hitler’s victims and
have stonewalled relatives trying to

track it down.
As uproar mounts, maqy bankas

.

see these attacks on Switradand -
made with persistent regularity - as

part of a campaign orchestrated by
jealous rivals to undermine Swiss

banks’ successful expansion in

Europe and the United States.

Some are even waiting for tire

anonymous people believed to be
pulling tire strings from behind tire

scares to came forwardml offer to

call offtoe attacks— for a price.

‘This is not about shedding light

on history. This is about money”
said a senior Swiss banker: “The
question is from whom [sich a
demand would come] and for how
much,” tire banker said, without

elaborating.

Maram Stem, assistant secretary-

general -of- the World Jewish
Congress,- labeled such thinking

“complete hilkhit I don’t know
how they even get tins idea,” he told

Reuters from telephone from

Brussels.

Stem, who said be had dealt fufi-

tixne with tire emotional issue of

Holocaust accounts for 18 months,

said Jewish leaders had made it dear
they were not after money but after

tire until in tracking down any lost

flgglS.

“Mt [WJC President Edgar)
Bronfman has said it over and over

dearly. This is not a question of

money. It is purely a question of
transparency, life want toknow what
really happened," Stan said, mast-
ing wartime documents now emerg-
ing from archives were driving toe

come in different shapes and sizes
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...the long and the short and the tall and they come with different talents and ambitions,

and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. And some come, usually through
no fault of their own. cfisktvaritagecl

That's where we come in.

For nearly fifty years, readers ofThe Jerusalem Post, both in Israel and in some 100
countries’ around the worldhave been sending money to help those less fortunate.

The Forsake-Me-No? fund, together with social workers and volunteers in ilie field, use
your donations to help old folks living in distressed circumstances.

with your help we’ve been able to alleviate suffering and provide a little hope.

Help us to help people by sending a contribution today to:
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IDE NOT'
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ID No.

The Jerusalem Post, p.o. Box 8 1

.

Jerusalem 91000, Israel

Friends of The Jerusalem Post Funds,

20 East 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022, LLS.A

Together, we shall overcome.

Swiss bankas argue itwould have *

been very bard for European Jews '

scared of Haler's growing power to
’*

transfer their wealth to Switzerland 1

in tire 1930s.

Even ifJews decided to hide their f
wealth ahroad, they probably would i
have favored Britain or toe US as a •

safe haven rather than Switzerland J

which could have been steam- *

xoUered by Nazi aggression, they 5

say. J

Bankers acknowledge neutral -

Switzerland’s solid banks bad a rep- -7

matron as pillars of discretion, but *

theyadd that practicalproblemskept *

them outofreach for most would-be
depositors. :

*

Carlo Jagmetti, Switzerland’s - '>

ambassador to Washington, has dis-
'r

missed as wildly exaggerated tire
- 1

-figure of $20 billion that Holocaust
v -

suryrvoES are trying to recover firm
Swiss banks in a class-action lawsuit .

filed through US courts.

“What is of course amazing Is the
"

figure,” Jagnretti told repartees. .. -
Banks’ searches of their records

tins year turned up 38.7 m3firin
s
jf

Swiss francs ($30.77 million^ M*
deposited by foreign cheats before

1945 sod whose owners have not .

been heard from in tire past 10 yeatii v
~fi

Only some of these may have .. I

belonged to Holocaust victims. *
bankas say. nJ

The head of Switzrriand’sbiggest
bank has dismissed as ^peaou&rJbe X
amount ofmoney involved.

As the search gets under way, to :- -4

Swiss banking ombudsman is «**:: *

dinatmg some 1,000 edasms that ",

have been submitted, buf tireWO -t

has criticized him for feffing-to tut&ry'J .

up any funds so fen - f

An indepeadait pane! set upw’ ’•

May by Jewish groups and S
\

bankas and chaired by fotnretilS.
‘

-

central bank chief Paul

soon set to hire auditora.to GtSmt?"

banks' records for unclaimedWMjK1 -*

that may have escaped A

^^Itsscarch will take at lea#

Vbteker has said. WSf:
ParijamentisalsQsettt>^c]g^?

*

approval in Darember
historians and
lift strict banking
duct a review of tire eta<^^^^g
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Geriatrics, psychiatrics:

HEALTH

A , ,
. . Bringing prostate cancer

Abandoned step-children out 0f the closet

die.

• JODY SFEGEL-rrZKOVlCH

:^V>?C? (
?
0NER ot later, if -we sur-

ri •
' *

*'*
j
,ve ' ^ of us win be candi-

' foxes for a little-mentioned

=. “edidM: Series.
... ‘ ^ although the government

k establishment has long given
lower priority to geriatric care, it

* -rh s.
1* m interest of everyone that
““s specialty get the funds and

. ^
>-r- -facilities it needs.

‘
: v Unfortunately, geriatrics - and

^medicine’s other stepchild, psy-
'

> - iV'Chiatrics - are at the bottom of the
' ’

‘ totem pole. Tbe National Health
... Insurance. System, which was sup-

i
PpseJ to include psychiatric ser-

!

uv
* vices in the basket of health care

^(financed by the health funds
rather than by the Health Ministry)
starting July 1996, has failed to
mest the deadline. The new date _

\ IVli January 1997 ~ is also in doubt,
• 4 \|fpr.as the Health Ministry hasn’t pre-

'vjjpared a detailed plan for its imple-
mentation; without this, the

S

Finance Ministry won’t approve
the transfer of responsibility.
Putting psychiatric services into

the health-services basket could
easily increase the demand for

’ them; directors of psychiatric hos-
! •-

i!::.V1̂
pitals are confused, unable to plan

,,rv7. for this eventuality and to know
. .

‘ ^
'

;'*> the amount of financing they will
.j;'""'.;, receive. Geriatric services had
;• -i^t .been due to become part of the' ’ basket of services in 1998, but the

.

‘ timing of that change is alcn in
doubt.

Dr. Yehezkel Caine, director-
1

/.
general of Jerusalem’s Herzog
Hospital since last year; is doing

«^his best to cope with the uncer-
i tainty. Caine, a surgeon and avia-

j
nAii'tion-medicine expert, is the only

1

1

'v/lii non-psychiatrist who brads such a

,

facility; he was brought in by the
voluntary hospital, because of his
proven administrative ability, after

the retirement of his predecessor,

Professor Ya’acov Mecczel.
Herzog, established over 100

years ago by the Ezrat Nashim
women’s organization as the first

psychiatric hospital in die Middle
Hast, now has 226 geriatric beds

Psychiatric hospitals are at the bottom ofthe health fund’s totem
pole and immediate change may not be cm the way^Dcpan&H^Magnnm)

mds

care we give is not as good. We
have neurology, psychogeriatrics
and rehabilitation departments
that are on a par with those in the

general hospitals.”

Caine explains that geriatrics is

a specialty dot requires a special

type of expertise mid personality.

The doctors and nurses must have
a lot of patience; they have to

know how to deal with elderly,

.. *«"• —- —« troubled ot demented people, and
. _

%nd only 100 psychiatric beds; it
. how to talk to and empathize with

‘ - was re-named several years ago in them. In addition, the elderly usu-
of hospital president- memory

Vl
- Sarah Herzog, wife of the late

- chief rabbi and mother of former
president Chaim Herzog. The

- • emphasis on the former has grown
with the aging of the population.

‘ -while the share of the latter has
- declined due to the increasing

- trend of treating mental illness on -

an outpatient basis in die conmrn-
. njty. This trend, as well as reduced
- government funds for psychiatric

institutions, has led to the closing

of public facilities.

The famed Talbieh Psychiatric

Hospital is in the process of
... becoming an outpatient center,

,, rather an inpatient facility. This,

says Caine, has put pressure on his

own hospital in Givat SbauL ‘I’m
full. I can’t squeeze in an addition-

*

.
al psychiatric patient.” he says

with a shrug. “The number ofpsy-

chiatric beds per capita has halved

during the past 25 years.”

Raising funds for a
geriatric/psychiatric facility is not

easy. “People are begging to

donate money for pediatrics or for

heart disease. If 1 wanted, I could

accept money for a candiac-
T- surgery department tomorrow, but
- • ’

I wouldn’t, because such a facility

* is not needed in Jerusalem. What
is needed is geriatric and psycho-

: geriatric beds."
' The main general hospitals have

’ psychiatric and geriatric units but
" these are meant for patients with

acute conditions, not chronic ones.

Caine notes that Herzog Hospital

can treat such patients ar a fraction

' of. for example, what Hadassab-

- University Hospitals or Shaare
- - Zedek Hospital can. “The reason

is that we don’t have all the

i departments and labs and all die

other highly expensive facilities

- that cost so much to build and

. maintain, or tbe large number of

staffers; this doesn't mean that the

ally have several chronic diseases

at once, and take a cocktail of pills

to deal with them. But in some
cases, the drugs - prescribed by
different doctors who don’t

always check - clash with each
other apd cause symptoms them-.

selves. Inaddition,the lack ofcer-
tain vitamins and nutrients can

- cause problems, including confu-

sion and dementia — and not be
due to Alzheimer’s or other neuro-

logical problems.

Located in the capital's Givat

Shaul quarter, close to haredi

strongholds. Herzog Hospital has

die only psychiatric department in

the country that completely sepa-

rates men and women. During a
previous government, a haredi

deputy health minister cam-
paigned to do the same in aB the

country's psychiatric wards, but

with no success. Psychiatrists

argued that completely segregat-

ing men and women could have a

harmful effect, as they would “not

be living in a real world.”

The British-born Caine, who
wears a crocheted fdppa, says

there is weight to arguments on

both sides of the question. “We
have completely separate depart-

ments for men and women — locat-

ed on different floors - because

fhgf is what many of our patients

want. Since psychiatric patients

don’t all have control over their

actions and can be abused, there is

some risk in putting them in the

same department, albeit in differ-

ent rooms. Many religious Jews

and their relatives would not agree

to hospitalization, even for a

severe illness, ifthere weren’t sep-

arate departments. For us, this is

the proper solution.”

Herzog has a special community
outpatient clinic in the Sanhedna

quarter - not far from Rebov Bar-

Ban - that deals almost exclusive-

ly with haredi patients. “We have
dose contact wnh the rabbis, who
trust us when it comes to treat-

menLAmong the special problems
dealt with, in addition to ‘ordi-

nary’ mental illness is paranoia

and post-traumatic stress disorder

in Holocaust survivors.

“The psychiatric wards are not
locked; there is no maximum-
security wards that keep patients

in against their win. Thus, psychi-

atric patients there want to be
treated there or have been brought
there by relatives.”

Herzog’s geriatric departments

and outpatient services are

expanding. Old people, says the

hospital director, have fewer bodi-
ly reserves. They have less bone
mass, body mass and physical

.

strength, and recovering from an

.

acute injury or Alness takes longer

than in younger people. Tbe aver-

age stay of an elderly patient in a
general hospital's internal medi-
cine department is four or five

days. This is often not enough for

recovery, be says; at Herzog, they

get considerably longer, ata lower
cost to the health fund 10 days .to

three weeks, on average:

The Hasson Day-Care Centex;

financed by donors from Belgium,
and the Karten Treatment Center,

donated by a British family, were
dedicated in recent weeks and will

serve asmodern, airy and pleasant

outpatient facilities. The Radler
Emergency Care Center, which
opened a few years ago. continues

to function in foe same wing and
will accept patients round foe

clock in winter.

The hospital’s geriatric-assess-

ment center will be expanded to

accept larger numbers of elderly.

Over tbe course of a day or two
they are thoroughly examined by
geriatricians to determine their

condition, whether they are get-

ting suitable medication, and if

they can continue to live at home
or need to go to an institution. The
cost is picked up by the health

funds (with the exception ofKupai
Holim Clalit).

Geriatrics, concludes Caine, is

still the stepchild ofthe health sys-

tem. As Israelis live increasingly

longer and develop chronic ill-

nesses, instead of dying prema-

turely from acute ones, it Is an
issue that can no longer be swept

under the rag.

JUDY SIEGEL-TTZKOVICH

PROSTATE cancer is to men
what breast cancer is to

women: It raises foe awe-
some specter of possible death,

affects their body image in the

most intimate way, and is most
survivable when detected early.

Although breast cancer was “let

out of the closet” many years ago,
commonly discussed in foe

and even turned into a political

issue in the US, prostate cancer
was barely researched or even
publicly mentioned until a few
years ago. Today, nearly everyone
in foe US can name famous
Americans treated for prostate
cancer Robert Dole, General
Norman Schwarzkopf and singer
Harry Belafonte. French president
Francois Mitterrand died of it.

Some well-known Israeli men
have been treated for it as well, blit

these cases are kept under wraps.
Cancer of this chestnut-sized

urological gland (it is called
armonit in Hebrew; chestnuts are
armonim) was regarded as a death
sentence in most cases until foe
last decade, when improved
Tneang of detection — the prostate-

specific antigen, or PSA test -
reduced die number of men diag-
nosed in the terminal state. A
Johns Hopkins University
Hospital urologist has pioneered
surgery that significantly mini-
mizes the two common side
effects fhat make$ many men
reluctant to undergo a radical

prostatectomy (complete surgical

removal of tbe prostate): impo-
tence and incontinence.

Professor Patrick Walsh, tbe 58-

year-old director of the Baltimore
hospital’s Brady Urological
Institute, was in Israel for foe first

time recently to demonstrate foe

procedure to 100 of foe country's

150 urologists. He was invited

here by Haifa's Carmel Hospital

and received by its urology depart-

ment, headed by Dr. Avi Stein; foe

visit took place with help from foe

Israel Cancer Association.

Tbe Brady Institute, attached to

foe highly rated, 1,000-bcd Johns
Hopkins Hospital, has three floors

filled with 90 staff researchers

who devote all their time to

prostate cancer research, with an
annual budget of nearly $5 mil-

lion. “There were great advances
in the detection and treatment of
breastand colon cancer in tbe 70s
and ’80s, but since prostate cancer

was usually detected when the dis-

ease was advanced, few

researchers were attracted to tbe

field," Walsh said in an interview

in Jerusalem.

The number of reported cases of
prostate cancer is growing rapidly;

In Israel, for example. 34 cases

were diagnosed for every 100.000
residents, compared to only 17 per
100.000 in tbe late Eighties. Last

year, there were 317,000 new
cases in the US and of these.

41.000 are expected to die; this

can be compared with 165,000
new cases of breast cancer among

'

American women, of whom
44.000 wflj die.

Walsh notes that as fewer men
die of cardiovascular diseases due
to improved prevention and treat-

ment, more of them live longer
and die of prostate cancer. Tbe
actual reason for prostate cells

turning cancerous is not known,
but the risk increases with age. A
high-fat diet may raise die risk;

drinking green tea may reduce h —
at least according to epidemiolo-
gists who note that 10 to 15 per-
cent of American men will get it,

compared to only 2 percent in
Japan. Black Americans are at tbe

highest risk.

There is also a genetic compo-
nent: If there was prostate cancer

in a man's family, be himself has
twice the average risk of getting

foe disease. There is apparently at

least one defective gene responsi-
ble for this, and it can be passed
down by one’s mother as well as
one’s father. Walsh says. Some
2^00 families believed to have
hereditary prostate cancer have
been studied in recent years by the
Brady Institute.

Any day now, Walsh and his col-

leagues will publicize their find-

ings (in Science) on tbe chromoso-
mal location of the gene. But only

9 percent of prostate cancer cases
are inherited, a proportion similar

to tbe share of inherited breast
cancer. “Nevertheless, by under-
standing foe mechanism of heredi-

tary prostate cancer, we will even-
tually be able to understand how
the disease is caused in general.”

Walsh adds.

Walsh is a strong advocate of
men undergoing foe PSA test,

even though its results can be mis-
interpreted and even lead to

unnecessary trouble. Tbe blood
test is prostate-specific, nor cancer
specific. A high PSA count can
mean only benign prostatic hyper-
plasia (a -non-cancerous swelling

of tbe gland that does not lead to

prostate cancer) or the presence of
microscopic cancer cells that

Walsh: By understanding tbe

mecbaxrism of hereditary
prostate cancer, eventually
we'U be able to understand tbe

canse oftbe disease,

develop so slowly that they won't
be the canse of foe patienfs even-
tual death.

The test, Walsh concedes, is not
100 percent sensitive. A quarter of
men diagnosed with prostate can-

cer nevertheless have normal PSA
counts. “But look, for comparison,
at mammography, which is used in

mass screening for women. Of all

those with a positive result, only

seven to 17 percent will be diag-

nosed with breast cancer. Of those

men with a positive PSA test, as
many as 35 percent will be found
to have prostate cancer.” he
asserts.

Walsh advises “men over the

age of 50 who have no family his-

tory of the disease to undergo an
annual digital rectal exam and a
PSA blood test, which costs

around S30. Ifthere is a close fam-
ily member with tbe disease, he
should start taking it at 40. There
is no use in taking it after the age
of 70 if foe patient is not healthy
with a life expectancy of at least

10 mare years,” he adds. “I would-
n’t order a PSA test for any man
over 70 unless he is accompanied
to my office by both of his par-
ents ” Walsh adds with a grin.

But there is no consensus here

about routine PSA tests. Israel

Cancer Association director-gen-

eral Miri Ziv notes that “there isn’t

a single country in the world that

conducts mass screenings of all

men over 50 with PSA tests. It can
lead to many false-positive cases

who will needlessly and even dan-

gerously undergo surgery. Men
should be tested on an individual

basis, when the doctor feels it is

justified." Dr. Stein of Camel
Hospital agrees: “It is important
for men over 50 to undergo annu-
ally a digital rectal exam and then

a PSA if deemed necessary due to

findings”

Once prostate cancer is diag-

nosed. the main treatments are

radiotherapy over a period of
about six weeks, or surgical

removal. Radiation itself can
cause impotence in about 40 per-

cent of the cases. Radical prostate-

ctomy was first performed at

Johns Hopkins in 1906. but it

caused such major side effects -
impotence and loss of control over
urination - that many patients

regarded foe cure as worse than
the disease.

In foe '70s, Walsh was interested

in a way to reduce these side

effects, caused by the severing of
microscopic nerves leading to the

bladder and penis. But it was
impossible to determine tbe loca-

tion of these nerves during autop-
sies, because the fixative chemi-
cals dissolved fat and foe relevant

tissue was pushed into a flat pan-
cake.

“I used the operating room as a
laboratory,” Walsh recalls. “While
doing surgery, I carefully studied

under a microscope foe anatomy
and location of these vital nerves.

Slowly. I was able to develop the

basis for a technique to reduce
bleeding during a radical prostate-

ctomy and to avoid severing the
nerves.” He perfected his tech-

nique in 19S1 while working with
a Leiden University urology pro-

fessor who was interested in the

same subject Having developed
the procedure (which is not yet

foolproof), Walsh has performed
2,000 of these nerve-saving opera-

tions with a high success rate: 70
percent of foe patients remained
potent and 95 percent were saved
from incontinence.

Stein notes that only a handful

of Israeli urological surgeons offer

foe nerve-saving surgery, and that

their success rates are still consid-

erably below those of Walsh and
his colleagues. But a number of
them, including Stein himself, will

soon go to Johns Hopkins and
other hospitals to study the proce-
dure intensively and bring h back
to Israel. Walsh’s demonstration at

Carmel Hospital bad tbe immedi-
ate effect of bringing to the urolo-.

.

gists’.attention the possibility of
preserving their patients’ potency -

and at least of offering them the

option.

5 minutes a day doesn’t keep thefat away

Alarge number of ab
(abdominal muscle) exer-

cisers are being advertised

today. Tbe ads claim that using
themfor ‘five minutes a day” is

enough to make a big difference.

Are any of them any good for
flattening stomachs? NJt,
Netanya.
Dr. Na’ama Constantini, a

sports medicine expert at the
Wingate Institute for Physical

Education in Netanya, comments:
No exercise (kmc five minutes a

day will make a difference in your
physical fitness. If a person is

overweight with a lot of fat accu-
mulated in the abdominal area, ab
exercisers win not be of help.

These devices - those thar have
you lie on foe floor and do abdom-
inal crouches or those with springs

that canse you to exert abdominal
muscles while silting - might be
helpful if you use them for a
decent time each day or at least

three or four times a week. But
tins is so only if you combine such
workouts with weight redaction

and other physical exercise.

The skin over tbe abdomen of
women who have had anumber of
pregnancies is likely to be flaccid,

tiros strengthening abdominal
muscles will not help much in this

Rx FOR READERS
POST HEALTH REPORTER

case; reduced abdominal fat and
strengthened abdominal muscles
won’t mate such women wash-
board flat, but could help some-
what.

There are various exercises good
for stomach flattening that can be
done without any devices at all:

Lie on your back, bend your
knees, raiseyour pelvis and hold it

up for as long as you can. Start

slowly and gradually work your-
selfup to more exertion.

I was diagnosedfour years ago
with multiple sclerosis, but have
been without symptoms during
the past two years. Why do the

blood banks refuse to accept my
blood? JL, Jerusalem.
Dr. Amrum Ben-David, director

of Magen David Adom‘s blood
services, replies:

Multiple sclerosis is an autoim-
mune disease; this means that tbe

body’s immune system attacks cer-

tain tissue that causes a breakdown
in tins tissue. In addition to MS,
others are hipus erythematosus,
rheumatoid arthritis. Birger’s dis-

ease and myasthenia gravis. To be

on foe safe side, we don’t accept

blood from people with any of
these, because a person with
autoimmune disease could cause

immunity problems in the recipient.

We are very grateful to all who
want to donate blood, but we must
be very careful. We don’t take

blood even from people who were
cored of cancer a decade ago, or
from those who take certain drags
for chronic illnesses. Many would-
be donors are turned down and are

surprised. Our staffers have a 200-
page book that they consult to

determine whether they may
accept a would-be donor's blood.
If the person objects, we refer him
to a doctor to get an explanation.

I am an 85-year-old man, live

alone and enjoy pretty good
health. I had blood and urine

tests recently, and they showed a
very high level of amylase. My

doctor didn’tsay whatthismeant
Is it a problem? Do I have to go
on a diet? IJ)., Jerusalem.

Prof. Ran Tur-Kaspa
, head of

intenuxl medicine D and liver

institute at the Rabin Medical
Center-Beilinson Campus,
answers:

The appearance of amylase,
which is a digestive enzyme, in the

blood and urine, could be a sign of
acute or chronic pancreatitis

(inflammation of the pancreas). 1

would recommend that you go to a
gastroenterologist to check this out

Rx For Readers welcomes
queries from readers about med-
icalproblems. Experts will answer
those wefind most interesting, and
replies will be printed in the twice-

monthly column on the Health
Page. Write Rx For Readers, do
Judy Siegel-ltzkovich, The
Jerusalem Post, POB 81,

Jerusalem 91000, fax it to 02-

538-9527 or e-mail it to

jusie@jpost.co.il, giving your ini-

tials, age andplace ofresidence.

Taboo on mental disorders prevails

EVEN in this day and age,

when every type of medical

problem is discussed openly,

many people who need psychiatric

care avoid it because they fear “what

people will think."
. „

A study of patients suffering nom

mental disorders who were refened

to a psychiatrist but declined to get

help, was conducted by Ben-Gurioo

University’s department of family

medicine and published in foe latest

issue of the Israel Journal of

Psychiatry.

Dr. Liubov Ben-Noun found foe

most common explanations for

refusal to get help were “I’m afraid

people would think Fm insane,” “It

might interfere with my sodalrela-

tiooships and threaten my job and

“I’m sufficiently strong to be able to

deal with the. problemjtnyselfi

Of 57 venaran Israelis with moder-

ate-to-serious mental problems, fully

47 refused to see a psychiatrist

despite repeated advice from foeir

familyphysknan. MOstieficcK were

jaged 25 to 44, women, and Jews of

Noth African orAsian origin.
_

Among foe disorders from which
- cy suffered weregeneralizedanxi-

.

J — d»i putui* ififflT-

bia, schizophrenia and anorexia.

“Our impression was that the

patients who refused psychiatac

treatment were frankly afiaoj of the

wads ‘psychiatry’ or ‘psychialnc

treatment,” Ben-Noun writes.

Another proWem. foe author sug-

aests, is fear their psychiatric history

couldbe used agamst Idem someimc

fo the future, when foey would need

“to provide a medical certificate to

some authority (place of employ-

ment. army, life insurance, etc.].

“In foe normal course of events

[they would have to] sign a form

giving confidentiality [tfaflflrj

personal medical details will be

accessible to all” Ben-Noon notes

even without going to a ptychiatnsL

however, the mental problem wouW
.v~.uk, k. emitted in foe patient s

prouamy iw—•— - r-

file by his own family pbysidan.

“Notenough is being done ttypty"

eftiamsts, social workers, family

pOySJCWE anu. r—TTTT
to counteract foe misguided .tank-

ing, not only of foe population at

r°L ttw.mprfical nrofes-

sjpn in tia comnninity. ....
She tfnggr^as professionals bow
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HATZALASAVES INA5HDOD
Haredixoen in black kaftans, ade-

ends and ritnal fringes providing

first aid are a comroon sight in a
number of cities. Many erf them are

Magea David Adosn-affifiated voT

nnteers through tbe religions organi-

zation Hatzala. The group has func-

tioned in Jerusalem, Bnei Brak,

Rehovot, Petah Tflcva, Haifa and

Migdal Ha’emek based on foe

model of haredi first-aid groups in

foe US.Now it is in Ashdod as well.

Scane 300 men who have bear

specially trained as ambulance dri-

vers/roedics to give first-aid volun-

teer for Hatzala m foil cooperation

withMDA.
The Ashdod branch’s 14 volun-

teers five in the town and respond

immediately when their beepers

alertthem, indudmgon Shabbat and

boEdaySL The service is fended by

foe Ashdod municipality. Since foe

Ashdod branch opened abewt dace

do; panic disorder with agurapho-

refosal of psychiatric treatment and

changing its “negative” image-

about 75 people, inefefong heart

and road-aemdentvictnns and

people involved in work accidents

and neardrownmgs.

THIRD-WORLD
MENUSDESIGNED

Three Mexican women who have

DO formal training is QUttitiOQ have

designed a cheap and nutritious efiet

to save theirfellow countrymen from

near-starvation Cristina. Orendam,

Delia Olea and Margarita Uribe of

Guadalajara have proven thar eight

people can eat a balanced meal on
the equivalent exf53 US ccoO-Many

Mexicans earn less than the average

mfrrtmnm wage ofS2JSQ per dav.

Awcixfing tofoeAssociated Press,

foe threewomenprepared about 100

recipes using tbe cheapest ingredi-

ents available: soybeans, soya

extracts, wheat, sorghum, millet,

oars, barley, chickpeas, amaranth,

beans, beetleaves, potatoes, chayote

fruit, okra and prickly peais.

Hie women are recent graduates

of a private school ran by Roman
Catholic mm For foe past three

month*, they have been living and

working in one' of Guadalajara's

poorest neighborhoods, where they

teach housewiveshow to cook nutri-

tiously and lecture on hucuemaking

and hygiene. Public health experts

have warned authorities Mexico
faces a serious nutritional crisis that

coaid increase illnesses lite rickets,

night blindness and anemia.

HIGH-TECH
SUGARCONTROL

A new US-made device uses a
computer to help patients with juve-

nile-onset (type I) diabetes control

foeir blood sugar Called One-Touch

Profile, and imported by foe Lapidot

Pharmaceuticals company, it

includes a hand-held device with an

dectrooic diary foathrips the patient

balance sugarand insulin levels,

A Hefarew-language program.cal-

culates insulin Deeds according to

physical activity, dosages taken and

the amount of carbohydrates eaten.

The portable device can be attached

to a personal computer, which can

store foe data at home or be sent to

foe doctor’s office by fax ore-maiL

Lapidot has installed the program

in a number of diabetes clinics

around tte country to assist people

who don’t have aPC at home. One-

Touch Profile costsNTS 522, and foe

computerprogram and cable linking

it to aPC sells forNK 367. They are

available at all Superpbarmbranches

and private pharmacies.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
If you don’t have e-mail

or even a computer you can still advertise!
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A new minister

TODAY’S appointment ofTzahi Hanegbi as

full-time justice minister not only marks
the maturing of a political firebrand, but is

indicative of the changes the Likud has under-

gone since it took office in June. Ln an interview

this weekend with Ma’arbv, Hanegbi {Raised the

previous government for having had the courage

to cross the political Rubicon and recognize the

PLO. He candidly admitted that the Likud would
never have been able to take such a step and thus,

in his words, would have doomed Israel and the

Palestinians to “eternal conflict”

And speaking of the planned redeployment
from Hebron, Hanegbi noted that so long as the

security of the Jewish population in the city

could be ensured, he would enthusiastically vote

in favor of the withdrawal. He stressed that he
had no desire to control the lives of the city’s

120,000 Arab residents. Such talk from a lead-

ing member of the Likud's right-wing faction

would have been unheard of a year ago. It marks

a healthy realization by senior cabinet ministers

that, however problematic, the diplomatic devel-

opments since 1993 cannot be ignored.

This moderation on the part of Hanegbi has

not gone unnoticed in some quarters. The bul-

letin boards of Jerusalem are full of "Wanted”
posters for the new justice minister, pasted up
by right-wing groups protesting Hanegbi 's fail-

ure to join the campaign against the Hebron
redeployment, a stance that is especially inter-

esting given that his mother, former Tehiya MK
Geula Cohen, now lives in Kiryal Arba. But
Hanegbi ’s change of thinking is also worthy of
note because of his own record of political

activism on the Right
Hanegbi sprang to nationwide attention almost

20 years ago, when he led the fight against

Israel’s withdrawal from Yamit, as mandated by
the peace treaty with Egypt While* student at

the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Hanegbi ’s

involvement in campuspolitics spilled over into
violence, leading to a court appearance and a

fine. Once a Knesset member, Hanegbi could

always be relied upon to liven up plenum ses-

sions with his acerbic comments, and, at the

height ofthe street protests-against then-premier

Yitzhak Rabin, Hanegbi tampered with the pub-

lic address system at a Jerusalem ceremony and
drowned out the prime minister's speech.

When he was given the job of acting justice

minister following the resignation of Ya’acov

Ne’email, many commentators slammed the

appointment, saying that despite his legal train-

ing, his "colorful” past made him unsuitable for

such a sensitive portfolio. But daring this peri-

od, Hanegbi has shown that - as he put it -

approaching middle age (die minister is still a

few months short of his 40th birthday) has

dampened his previous exuberance and lent him
the gravitas needed for his new position.

His fust and most important job as acting jus-

tice minister was to restore confidence to a

badly shaken staff at the Justice Ministry.

Ne’eman, who is religious, slammed the door

when he left in August, unfairly accusing the

ministry’s senior personnel of anti-religious

bias. Hanegbi has successfully restored calm to

the staffers, even stressing that be had no inten-

tions of firing Attorney-General Michael Ben-

Yair, who, for some on the Right, has become
the symbol of the previous administration and a

target for their ire.

But now that the caretaker period is over,

Hanegbi will have to do mean than show he can

smooth over hurt feelings. The major task he
faces is to set in motion the development of a

clear set of legal guidelines to govern both the

division of power between the executive, leg-

islative and judicial branches of government
and the resolution of religion-state conflicts.

The lack of a constitution has created a legal

vacuum on both of these issues, which is being

filled by an increasingly activist High Court of

Justice. While the court, as shown in opinion

polls, does enjoy the confidence of the majority

of the public, its increasing involvement in pub-

lic life has led to tensions with the religious

community.

Hanegbi is the first to admit that be cannot fill

former justice minister David Liba’i’s shoes as

a legal authority. This, however, should not

necessarily hinder him in his new task. So long

as Hanegbi succeeds in putting the best interests

of the judicial system - particularly in his

capacity as chairman of the committee forjudi-

cial appointments - above narrow political con-

siderations, then there is no reason to view his

appointment with the concern it might have

raised a few years ago.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
‘THE SHOW
MUSTGO ON”

Sir, - 1 have been going to con-
certs, the theater and the opera for

at least 55 years and have enjoyed
a lifetime of good music and
entertainment. True, there were
times when things did not go quite

right or when the unexpected
occurred. There was, for example,
the performance at the New- York
Metropolitan Opera where the

audience waited for about 90 min-
utes till a replacement for an ail-

ing tenor could be readied. I recall

an all-Copland concert by the

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
which ended up being conducted
by the guest of honor, Aaron
Copland himself, when the con-
ductor became ill. There was the

time in Zurich when a strike pre-
vented the scenery from being
delivered and the performance
was staged on a bare stage. There
was once the memorable incident

at the New York City Opera when
the lead soprano broke her leg

three days prior to the perfor-

mance. The replacement soprano
lost her voice just the morning of
her performance. But the opera
was staged, with the replacement
soprano acting out the part on the
stage whUe the other sang the part
in the orchestra pit The key
always was: “the show must go
on!”
As a result nothing, in my long

experience, prepared me for what I

encountered on Friday, October
25, at the Frederic R. Mann
Auditorium. My wife and I arrived
there expecting to hear the Israel

Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Prague Philharmonic Choir per-
form Handel ’s immortal Messiah
Oratorio. That is what we paid for
and that is what we, and everyone
in the audience, were entitled to
hear. Instead, to our great shock,
we learned that because of the
conductor’s need to catch a plane,
the last one third of the oratorio
would simply not be performed!
Now, we can appreciate that

Maestro Mehta can encounter per-
sonal problems that may make his

departure imperative. We can also

accept the fact dial a threatened strike

may upset seme plans. However, we
cannot believe that even on short
notice, a musician could not befound
to conduct the last, and most glori-

ous, portion of a well-known work
like Handel'sMessiah.

This was a blatant violation of a
contract between the orchestra's

management and its audience and
proper restitution is called foe.

CHARLESAND JEAN T1CHO
Rishon Lezion.

DISSATISFIED
PATIENT

Sir, - Reading Sam Orbaum’s
article, “The ‘Kacha zeh’ syn-

drome," (November 1) brought

back several horrid memories of

my own stay at Hadassah Em
Kerem last spring. I, too. can
remember the endless hours of

waiting and being shuffled from
place to place.

Upon filling out all required

forms with the nurse, I mentioned

my inability to digest milk prod-

ucts, under the assumption that it

would be taken into consideration

when preparing my meals. No
such luck, of course, as I was
given the same foods as everyone

else and was forced to leave most
of my breakfast on the tray.

I will never forget the worst part

of my stay at Hadassah Ein

Kerem. A doctor was preparing

me for what was a very emotional

and painful procedure. Lying on
the table experiencing severe

physical and mental anguish, I

was harshly told by the doctor to

keep quiet because I was disturb-

ing him. There were no words of
sympathy or comfort from him or
from the nurses present, which
was par for the course for (be

duration of my stay, with few
exceptions.

As a third-generation life-mem-
ber of Hadassah, 1 am disappoint-
ed and disillusioned. Even with
the many generous donations gar-

nered to create such outstanding
medical facilities; and to maintain
a staff whose medical expertise
has drawn people seeking medical
attention from the farthest comers
of the Middle East, it seems that

they have overlooked a factor
which must be a part of every
good doctor's or nurse's make-up
- compassion, for during my stay,

it was nowhere to be found.

LIZA FARACHDEL
Re’ut.

BRIGHTON BEACH

:
Sir. — Apropos of your feature

article of October 30, “Russians
settle nicely into US democratic
life," your readers may be interest--

ed to know that Brighton Beach is

a community in Brooklyn, which
remains to this day a boroueh of
New York Chy. .

BERNARD FRIEDLAND
Haifa.

CLEAR THINKING
Sir, - Thank you for Moshe

Kobn’s brilliant article of October

25, “Rabin was us." His was a lone

voice in the cacophony of idealiza-

tion and praises foisted upon those

of us whose memories are still clear

enough to remember die truth.

How refreshing to see the truth

in print. Since his assassination, an
act rued by friend and foe alike, he
has been depicted as a larger-than-

life hero and statesman. However,
an unfortunate death does not nec-

essarily clean one’s slate. I feel that

fee “peace process” is a grave mis-

take, more like Moshe Kobn says,

“...a march down fee road of uni-

lateral surrender," and Rabin was
far from my ideal of a statesman.

When Rabin disenfranchised

whole groups of his own people,

calling them names and exhorting

them to leave if they didn’t like

fee way be wanted to run things,

callously heaping abuse on them,

and was often inciteful and slan-

derous towards a large number of
loyal citizens of Israel, 1 felt puz-

zled, angered and frustrated. His

lack of caring and understanding
’ about Jewish values, such as Bible

and Land, made me feel threat-

ened by my own prime minister.

Hopefully we will be saved from
this dangerous morass begun by
Rabin. Certainly, articles as clear

and courageous as the one I cite by
Moshe Kohn can help us see

things in a true light Bravo! Keep
it up! We need all the clear think-

ing we can get.

MARILYN CARMEN
Jerusalem.

EXPRESSION OF
SYMPATHY

Sir, — Wife US officials always
expressing condolences for every
Israeli victim of fee violence, it

was refreshing to see fee US
Consul General in Jerusalem
Edward Abington visit the home of
10-year-old Abu Shusha in Husan.
Mr. Abington’s visit should not

be seen only as an expression of
sympathy to fee double tragedy of
the family who lost a son and the

only possible savior of his sister

who is dying from leukemia. The
visit is a clear condemnation of the

illegal Israeli policy of settlements.

One hopes that the Jewish settler

community reads the international

writing on fee wall and decides to

either live peacefully under
Palestinian rule or leave. The days
when settlers can turn fee West
Bank into fee WildWest are hope-
fully coming to a close.

DAOUD KUTTAB
Jerusalem.

OPINION Sunday, November 10, 1996 The Jerusalem Post

Kept
back

Absent no longer
During a visit to a

Presbyterian church in

Seattle, Washington, I

watched as a group of parish-

ioners assembled one Sunday
afternoon in a regularly-sched-

uled gathering to pray frapeace in

fee Middle East.

First they were shown a
Palestinian propaganda videotape

which charged that Israeli author-

ities were trampling Christian

holy sites as part of an effort to

“Judaize" the holy city. Needless
to say, the participants were horri-

fied.

“May God protect the people of
Palestine and their capital

Jerusalem from fee Israelis," one
of them implored in her prayer.

Several weeks later, in the midst
of the global flap over the

Hasmonean Tunnel, another

group of Protestants on a pilgrim-

age from Norway stood near the

Western Wall and prayed for God
to give Israel fee strength to with-

stand international pressure to

close fee tunnel.

“We have come to be wife fee
Jews and bless them in their hard

times," a nurse from Oslo told

me.
Two religiously-inspired views

of events in Israel. They reflect

such polaropposites feat one may
wonder how they could be
derived from anything remotely
resembling the same faith, let

alone fee same branch of
Christianity.

Yet despite the gulf between
them, both reactions are manifes-

tations of acommon trend among
Protestants worldwide; an increas-

ingly assertive desire to demand a
say in the future of Jerusalem.
For religious Protestants it is a

rediscovery, of sorts, of the

Christian claim to a city that fig-

ures in the theologies of fee three

major monotheistic faiths.

To be fair; fee Christian attitude

today is not territorial, as it is for

Jews and Moslems. That is, ferae

is no desire for political control as

long* as Christian shrines are

allowed to function freely.

The denominations that do
maintain churches in the Old City
— mainly Roman Catholicism and
Eastern Orthodoxy - date back to

the time of the Crusades and
before, when they did indeed par-

take in the recurring struggles

over the sacred city.

These churches still feel deeply

attached to fee city, as is manifest

in fee squabbling for control over
every inch of the floor at the

JEROME SOCOLOVSKY

Church of the Holy Sepulcher by
Orthodox Greeks, Syrians, Copts,

Armenians and Roman Catholics.

Protestants, especially from fee

US and other points outside

Europe, have no such roots. Their

sects are relatively recent innova-

tions, bom out of schisms far

removed in time, distance and
spirit from Jerusalem. But the

seeds of fee rediscovery were

Protestants are

beginning to leave

their markon the

city where their

savior was crucified

feeze from the beginning.

The Protestant emphasis on fee

scriptures of fee Old Testament

set the stage for a perpetually

unsettled ambivalence toward the

people who placed all their

emphasis on those same scrip-

tures, the Jews. It resulted in a
love-hale relationship feat bot-

tomed out in fee virulent anti-

semitism that underlay the

Holocaust bat which has now
readied a philo-Semitic peak in

fee pro-Israeli fervor ofProtestant
fimriflment’alists today.

In fact, fee establishment offee
State of Israel has given fee

ambivalence a new focal point at

a time when the religion is

spreading, especially in fee Third

World, through the efforts of
evangelists.

ACROSS THE board there is a
surge of interest in Jerusalem. As
fee Israeli-Palestinian negotia-

tions zero in on fee future of the

city, Christians find that fee

Jerusalem they read about Sunday
morning in their hymnals appears

in full tumult on the nightly news.

Since the 1970s a growing pres-

ence of Protestants and factions

not within fee circle of traditional

churches has been visible, mainly
outside the Old City walls.

. An “International Christian

Embassy," a fundamentalist setup

symbolically supporting Israel’s

claim to fee city as its capital,

attracts solid backing from die

Bible belts of the US, Norway,
South Africa and the Netherlands.
Every year it draws larger

crowds,' including growing con-
tingents from Africa and Latin

America, to a “Feast of

Tabernacles Celebration," a spec-

tacle to behold in which thou-

sands of Christians sing and pray

in Hebrew.
Up on Mount Scopus, the

Mormons, who paralleled their

struggle fra acceptance in the US
a century ago to the ancient

Israelite search fra a Promised

Land, have set up the Middle
Eastern Studies branch of

BrighamYoung University.

Sunday prayers are held in a

chapel wife panoramic windows
that open onto an inspirational

view of the Temple Mount.

In general, to fee extent feat fee

attitude of a Protestant Christian

is based on his or her beliefs, the

key factor is how literally those

same beliefs are rooted in the

scriptures.

Fra instance, Fundamentalists —
Evangelicals, Baptists and the like

- find it most natural to sympa-

thize with Israel; they take fee

prophecies they read in fee Bible

at face value and believe that sup-

porting the reestablishment of

Jewish sovereignty over all the

land of the biblical kingdom of
David will hasten the day of
redemption.

But for church-going members
of fee more liberal Protestant

denominations the matter is more
complex.
An allegorical approach to

scripture allows a more flexible

approach to die issue. For some,
religious motives make them
strong backers of IsraeL

Perhaps the most prominent
example is President Clinton,

who in a speech to die Knesset
two years ago recalled that as a

child he was told by his pastor

that the Jewish state should never

be forsaken.

But many others, like the

Presbyterians at the Seattle

church, are sincerely confused by
what they see and hear, and apt to

respond to propaganda from
almost any quarter.

What is clear is that one way or
another, Protestant Christians are

beginning to make np for an
absence of two millennia and
leaving their mark on the city

where their savior was crucified.

The writer, ajournalist who has
covered the Middle East for US
media, is currently doing research

in the politics of religion at the

Hebrew University.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

PHILIP WARBURG

L
AST week the Palestinian

Authority hosted a full-day

seminar on environmental

legislation at the Shawa

Conference Center in Gaza.

Palestinian officials from Gaza

and fee West Bank were expected

to attend. As it turned out, none

of the latter arrived.

It wasn’t for lack oftrying.

En route to Gaza from my West

Jerusalem home I drove by the

Gilo checkpoint to pick up a

Palestinian water quality expert

needing a ride. My colleague

stood waiting on the Bethlehem

side, neat in coat and tie.

Seeing me be approached an

IDF soldier and presented his

identity card and valid travel

permit. Hardly glancing at fee

papers the soldier told me: “He
can’t enter. There’s a closure." I

explained the purpose of qur

trip to Gaza. The soldier

shrugged.
The checkpoint offlcer-in-

cbarge gave the same categorical

refusal. As we spoke a steady

stream of Palestinian men made
their way through the barrier

after brief document inspec-

tions.

Asked why they were allowed

to enter Israel while my col-

league was not the commander
said without a moment’s pause:

“Only doctors can enter." Almost

all these “doctors" were dressed

in heavy work clothes better suit-

ed to a construction site than a

medical ward.

My questioning the officer's

flip and obviously inaccurate

explanation led to a clear threat:

“Tougher measures" would be

taken if I didn't relent.

Expressing my regrets to my
Palestinian colleague, I drove on

to Gaza alone.

Other Palestinian seminar invi-

tees did manage to cross into

Israel via the Ramallah check-

point. At Ercz, however, their

luck ran out. The IDF barred

them from entering Gaza.

The seminar went forward,

with some 80 PA officials

engaged in a serious and focused

discussion of options fra devel-

oping new environmental laws

and regulations. Notably absent,

however, was any West Bank
input
Two years ago an

Environmental Planning

Directorate was established with-

in the Palestinian Ministry of
Planning and International

Cooperation. Today this depart-

ment is working hard to build the

technical and institutional tools

for managing tough environmen-

tal problems.

Effective coordination between
Gaza and fee Wfest Bank is essen-

tial. Yet consistently Israeli secu-

rity practices stand in the way.

I’VE HEARD fee story again and

Why stop Palestinian

policymakers going

about their

iegitimate business?

again. PA officials from Gaza and
the West Bank arrange joint

meetings and seminars, but their

plans are stymied. In most cases
travel permits are denied without

explanation. In the relatively rare

instances they are granted, offi-

cials find themselves blocked at

IDF checkpoints.
Even during these past months

of tension many thousands of
Palestinian laborers have traveled

almost daily to construction sites

and otherjobs in Israel.

There must be a way to provide

PA officials from Gaza and fee_

West Bank with similar mobility.

The challenges feeing the PA
are enormous, calling for laws,
policies and institutions govern-
ing virtually every sphere of
social, economic and political

life.

The PA is not merely invited to

embrace these challenges; it is

specifically required to do so by
the Oslo accords.

If the prime minister is serious

about advancing the peace
process be must find better ways .

to enable Palestinian policymak-
ers to go about their business.

Preventing officials from travel-

ing between Gaza and the West
Bank can only fuel the growing
Palestinian fear that the gains so
painstakingly negotiated under-

.

Oslo are at risk.

As a West Jerusalem resident

wife two daughters hi iocaJprtt

schools I am painfully attuned to

the risks of terrorism; but this

seeming arbitrariness upsets me
deeply.

Official vigilance based on

sound intelligence is essential-

But if the peace process is to sur-

vive Palestinian efforts to build

viable means of self-goveinanee

must be encouraged, not fewKt-...

ed. ••

. ^

Pieces ofwhat appear to be broken glass emerge from the eye ofHasna Meselmani, a 12-year-old
Lebanese girl, in a phenomenon that doctors have been unable to explain. Hasna says die feels no
pain. At least two pieces of ‘glass’ have come out of her left eye every day since March. (Renters)

The writer directs the*

East Program ofthe Wfaskihgtd*

based EnviromhenuA-
.

14*
Institute.
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Votes for sale
Distinguishing economic incentives from bribes
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By Michael Sandel

Reformers have long worried about the role

ofmoney in American politics. So did

George Washington Plunkitt, the boss of
Tammany Hall. The problem with money in

politics, he said, is that there’s never enough to

go around.

This time, there has been plenty to go

.

around. The United States presidential campaign

alone has cost $800 million- Is that too much? By

one measure, its a bargain. In the weeks just

before Election Day, Americans spent $2.5 billion

to celebrate Halloween. That we spend three

times as much on candy, costumes and pumpkins

as on our most solemn civic ritual is good evi-

dence against the proposition that the people

know best how ro spend their money.

The real problem, of course, is not the

amount spent but the influence it buys. It’s not

exactly patriotic sentiment that motivates Philip

Morris, AT&T, the Association ofTrial Lawyers,

and the Teamsters to contribute millions of dol-

lars to the candidates and parties. Nor surprising-

ly, neither major party has made campai
fe
j

finance reform a serious issue.

To be sure, presidential candidate Bob Dole

has tried to capitalize on revelations that the pres-

ident Clinton accepted money from Indonesian

banking and real estate interests. And the Clinton

campaign has been railing attention to a Cuban

sugar magnate who has given generously to the

GOP and who benefited from Doles defense of

sugar subsidies. But lost in the volley of charges

and counter-charges was the larger question of

principle: If foreign money corrupts democratic

politics in theU S., what about domestic money?

What difference does it make whether American

political deliberations are distorted by Indonesian

banks, Cuban sugar empires or American tobacco

companies? Why sell elections to any moneyed

interest, foreign or domestic?

Across the political spectrum, reformers have

proposed measures to reduce the power ofmoney

— spending limits, fore television time, the closing

ofloopholes that allow massive contributions to be

founded through the parries, the elimination of

political action committees. But even die debare

over these proposals, itst
jr -oo dangerous for

Clinton and Dole, leaves untouched the deeper

corruption diar afflicts the U.S. election cam-

paigns: the politics ofself-interest. After all, if it is

wrong for moneyed interests to' bribe politicians

with campaign contributions, isn’t it also wrong

for politicians to bribe voters with campaign

promises directed squardy at their'pocketbooks?

Some bribes are more explicit than others.

In Plunkitt’s day, ward heelers distributed money,
meals and favors to bring their people to the

polls. In our day, it is more respectable to buy
votes wholesale than retail. When casino promot-
ers sought passage last year ofa ballot measure to

allow casino gambling in the state ofWashington, cut worse. At least the casinos in Washington
the measure provided that 10 percent ofthe prof- stace were offering their inducements from pri-

sake of a $500 tax cut? Consider three possible,

but ultimately unconvincing, attempts to distin-

guish the $500 bribe from the promise of a $500
tax cut (or other benefit):

(1)

The tax cut (or benefit) comes from
public funds, whereas the bribe comes from pri-

vate funds or party coders. But this makes the tax

its be paid to those who voted in the election.

Opponents ofthe measure complained that the

proposal constituted a bribe, but the other side

argued that a portion ofcasino profits often goes

to state governments. The Washington measure

simply cut out the middleman and offered the

money directly to the people.

But what, really, is the moral

difference between a politi-

cian who buys votes and.one
who panders to economic

self-interest?

In the early 1980s, the U.S. Supreme Court

considered the case of a candidate for county

commissioner in Kentucky who promised, if

elected, to lower the commissioner’s salary. His

opponent charged that the pledge violated a state

law barring candidates from offering constituents

a financial inducement for their votes. The court

rejected the challenge, ruling that the promised

salary reduction did not constitute a bribe. But its

opinion displayed the moral confusion at the

heart of the politics of self-interest. A state “may

surely prohibit a candidate from buying votes,”

Justice William Brennan wrote. “No body politic

worthy of being called a democracy entrusts the

selection of leaders to a process ofauction or

barter.” Brennan asserted, but did not defend, a

sharp distinction between buying votes and

appealing to voters’ self-interest. The American

“tradition ofpolitical pluralism” assumes “that

voters will pursue their individual good through

the political process,” he wrote. Personal benefit

“has always been, and remains, a reputable basis

upon which to casr one’s ballot.”

But what, really. Is the moral difference

between a politician who buys votes and onewho

panders to economic self-interest? Both offer a

financial reward in exchange for a vote. Ifit is

disreputable to sell my vote to a party boss for

$500, why is it reputable to cast my vote for the

vate profits, not state funds. Ifthe voters must be
paid off, better it be done with private money
than with taxpayer dollars.

(2) The campaign promise may not be kept,

and so will exert a lesser influence on voters than'

an outright bribe. But this suggests, perversely,

that the moral superiority of the campaign

promise rests on the fact that the politician who
makes it cannot be relied upon to keep his word.
In any case, ifvoters are skeptical that the

promise will be kept, chty can simply assign it a

value chat reflects their degree of uncertainty. A
promised $500 tax cut with, say, a 50 percent

chance of being enacted would be worth $250. It

wouldn’t be any more justifiable.

(3) The campaign promise is public and
available to all, but the bribe is secret and offered

only to certain people. Bur many campaign

promises (to cut taxes or to dispense benefits) are

also targeted at particular groups, or at least have
highly differential effects. In any case, if bribes are

wrong because they are offered to some and nor
others, why not universalize them? Ifvotes could

be bought and sold openly, the secrecy would fall

away and everyone would be free ro sell at the

going rate. The $800 million now squandered on
bumper stickers, lawn signs and attack ads could

go direedy to the people.

The reason none of these distinctions suc-

ceeds is that they share the assumption, so com-

mon these days, that the purpose ofdemocracy is

to aggregate people’s interests and preferences as

accurately as possible and translate them into pol-

icy. According to this theory, citizens are con-

sumers, and politics is economics by other means.

If this theory ofdemocracy is right, there is no

good reason to prohibit the buying and selling of

votes. If on the other hand, Americans want to

retain the idea that citizenship is something

money can’t buy, there is good reason to reconsid-

er the version ofdemocracy we practice in the

U.S. these days.

Michael Sandel is a contributing editor to The New
Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared.

All for one
By Samuel Issacharoff and
Richard H. Pildes

The decade-old United States federal policy ofclustering hiacks
and whites into racially designed districts has this fell cunic
under unprecedented attack. Forced by new court decisions to

run in majority-white districts, several black candidates across the
U.S. South free the prospect of losing their seats. But as this bitter

public spectacle plays itself out, the South is also experimenting with
another, less public solution to the problem ot deep-seated racial and
political division. And this one actually seems to be working.

• Chilton County. Ala., the self-proclaimed “Peach Capital of the
World,” is poor even by Alabama standards. Its black residents, 1

1

percent of the population dispersed in isolated pockets, are poorest of
all. In 1988, a U.S. federal court found that the county’s blacks had
been excluded from local office. The standard solution—minority dis-

tricts—was unworkable because the county's pockets of African
Americans are so geographically dispersed. After much aconiring,
white political leaders reluctandy tried something different: cumula-
tive voting Chilton County’s two most important political bodies,

die Count)' Commission and the Board of Education, were each
expanded to seven members. Every voter was allowed seven votes. He
could cast one for each of seven candidates, plump all seven down on
one, or choose any option in between.

At first, the shift perplexed many people, including the candi-
dates. Only Bobby Agee, a thoughtful black aspiranr for the Count)’
Commission, immediately grasped the concept and openlv asked vot-
ers for all seven oftheir votes. Most of his opponents seemed to believe
that, as the editor ofthe local paper put it, asking for more than one
vote per person was “not the Southern gentleman thing ro do.”

The results were dramatic a long-serving white member ofthe
Board ofEducation lost. Agee won more votes than any other candi-
date, even though only 1.5 percent ofwhites cast even a single vote
for him. For the first time since Reconstruction, blacks won seats on
the County Commission and the Board of Education. There were also
unexpected side effects. Other “minorities” started winning;.

Republicans, scarce in Chilton County JocaJ politics, got elected, and.
for the first rime, a woman won a seat on the Board of Education.

aJarger pattern: countries with proportional or semi-
proportional representation systems average 15 percent women in

their parliaments, -while democracies with single-member election dis-

tricts, such as the United States, average less than 6 percent.)

BobbyAgee embodies the hopes that cumulative voting schemes
raise. In 1988, he owed his election to black voters. In feet, he was the
only candidate to campaign in black areas. In a winner-take-all system,
like those used ro elect most local governments, he would have been
wiped out. When he first took office, he acknowledged, his fellow

commissioners considered him “the black representative." Yet, once in

office, Agee branched out. A white colleague admitted that Agee
proved to be the commission’s most educated and talented member.

The 1992 election, the second under cumulative voting, looked
quite different. Many white candidates changed their campaign strate-

gies. Realizing that whites would split their votes among whire candi-
dates, they turned to blacks as a potential swing constituency. Blacks
would vote for Agee, they reasoned, but perhaps the)’ might casr a

vote or two for them as well.

White candidates weren’t the only ones to shift their strategy.

Agee took on a new role as well. He was re-elected, and his fellow

commissioners elected him chair. And his election proved an impor-
tant axiom about the new system. Some white voters had clearly

become comfortable with his presence on the commission. Far from
causing a white backlash, proportional representation appears to haw
eased racial division. Agee won twice as many white votes in 1 992 as

m 1988, and he now gets more phone calls and requests from white

constituents than from black ones. Agees explanation ofwhat has

happened under the new voting system sounds almost quaint: people

in Chilton County, -he reports, are starting to “get away from race,

creed and color” and are “looking at the ability of the person."

Proportional representation schemes will be getting the closer

look thqr deserve elsewhere in the U.S., as well. Last year local offi-

cials, desperate to avoid costly and divisive redistricting battles, con-
vinced the Texas legislature to allow' them to replace majority-rule

school board elections with limited and cumulative voting schemes.
In North Carolina, after the U.S. Supreme Court first invalidated the

state’s black-majority congressional districts. Republicans proposed
dividing the state into three parts and electing congressional represen-

tatives by cumulative voting from within each area.

Such systems arc no panacea. But, as it becomes even clearer

that racial redistricring raises serious constitutional questions, manv
yearn for an alternative. When cumulative voting was first discussed

several years ago, it seemed too radical ro contemplate. But in Chilron

County, Alabama, this novel strategy for Transcending racial division

doesn’r look so radical after all.

Samuel Issacharoffis Professor ofLaw at the University ofTexas and
RichardH. Pildes is Professor ofLaw at tfse University ofMichigan. This

ardclefirst appeared in The New Republic.
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The real villain in

the Jewell fiasco
By Alan Dershowitz

Until the bombing at

Centennial Olympic Park

is finally solved, it will be

impossible to pass final judgment

on the law enforcement and media

actions which have destroyed the

life ofAmerican Richard JewelL

Some are blaming United States

law enforcement sources for leak-

ing the information that Jewell was

a suspect. Others are blaming die

media for publicizing die leaks

without independently corroborat-

ing the underlying information.

The real villain, however, has

escaped criticism.

The U.S. federal judge-magis-

trate, Gecrilyn G. Brill, who issued

the initial search warrant against

Jewell, on the basis ofa highly

questionable FBI affidavit, has

some hard constitutional questions

to answer The Fourth Amendment

in the U.S. Constitution requires

that no warrant be issued except on

“probable cause." Yet the affidavit

on which the judge issued the war-

rant does hoc seem to come close to

meeting that exacting standard,

according to several lawyers familiar

with the case.

' The FBI affidavit was kept

secret until now, because the U.S.

Attorney submitted a motion to

prevent its disclosure. The morion

filed on Sept. 6, 1996,' claimed that

“Jewell remains a suspect,"

although “ir is quite possible that

Jewell had no involvement in the

bombing" and although “there are

numerous suspects and leads entire-

ly unrelated to Jewell, and there is

evidence suggesting charJewell did

not commit the crime.”

Nevertheless, the government

asked the court to continue to keep

the search warrant affidavit secret.

Reading between the lines, die real

reason why the government wanted

to keep the affidavit under wraps

seems to be the potential embar-

rassment its disclosure might cause.

Now thar the affidavit, in redacted

form, has finally been unsealed, it is

easy to seewhy government officials

wanted to keep it from the public

It is chock full ofgossip, innuen-

does, suggestive halftruths and

hearsay, but short on hard facts

connecting Jewell to the crime. As

one ofJewells lawyers put ic “Every

American ought to be scared to

death about how. lirde it takes for

the government to search you and

to seize your property. I think its

unbelievable that they can conjure

up probable cause in this manner;"

And as Professor Mark Kadish of

the Georgia State University Law

School, and a former U.S. judge,

put ic “There’s very litde here that

connects {Jewell} to the bombing

other than he was there."

As one ofJewell’s

lawyers put it: ‘Every

American ought to

be scared to death

about how litde it

takes for the govern-

ment to search you

and to seize your

property/

According to the Atlanta

Journal and Constitution, this is

what U.S. Judge Brill had before

her when she found that here was

“probable cause" for believing that

Jewell was the killer.

1) Jewell was the person who
reported the suspicious package.

2} At approximately the same

time, an anonymous 911 call was

received warning that a bomb

would gCLoff in 30 minutes.

3)

'Aii FBI agent noticed that

“Jewell had a look of urgency

about him.”

4) When Jewell worked as a cam-

pus security guard he sometimes

“exceeded his responsibilities” and

conducted traffic stops offcampus.

5) Some at work said that Jewell

used to talk about “cop stuff” He
didn't have a “girlfriend, just die job

”

6) Someone said Jewell knew

something about bombs, including

pipe bombs.

7) Jewell wanted to be assigned to

the tower, near which the explosion

occurred, and he worked there “seven

days a week for 12 hours a day."

8) An unnamed source said that

Jewell once asked ifdie tower was

made ofaluminum and whether it

would “stand up" to an explosion.

9) Jewells whereabouts during die

time the explosion was planted can-

not be independently established.

10) On the evening before the

explosion “an unknown white

man" was seen placing a knapsack

in the area where the explosion

occurred.

11) Jewell said that he assisted vic-

tims after the explosion, but a

videotape shows him running away

from the victims.

Even ifall these “facts" are true

— and Jewell’s lawyers say they can

prove that the FBI took considerable

liberties in recounting what sources

cold them— they do not constitute

the probable cause requited for a

search warrant to be issued in the

U.S., pursuant to which federal

agents can break into a persons

home and conduct an intrusive

search ofhis most private papers and

effects. The U-S. Supreme Court has

defined “ftjhe task ofthe issuing

magistrate [as] simply to make a

practical, common-sense decision

whether; given all die circumstances

set forth in the affidavit before him,

including foe *veracity and ‘basis of

knowledge* ofpersons supplying

hearsay information, there is a fair

probability that contraband or evi-

dence ofa crime will be found in a

particular place.” The U.S. magis-

'

trace in the Jewell case fell far short

ofperforming her important consti-

tutional task.

The hearsay gossip on which

she issued the search warrant does

not come dose to demonstrating a

“fair probability" that Jewell was

the bomber The real tragedy is

that search warrants are issued

every day in the IJ^S. on the tasjs „

ofsimilar hfotreriddj^nd^p^^ J

tfon.Those’wha’Arafred tKfcEqtiriJi

Amendment of the U.S.

"

Constitution expected more ofour

American judges.

Alan M. Dmhowitz is a profissor of

law atHarvard University: His

newest book is Reasonable Doubts

(Simon & Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature
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1 Alma—
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10 Poet Round
14 Bookkeeper's entry
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21 Way out
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Parties labor for

congressional control

ByJohn Judis

CCTT7r
7e’Ii have a Democratic

\ yt / Congress controlled by labor

VV bosses,” United Stares Rep. Bill

Martini warned followers at a rally in West

Orange, N.J. Martinis complaint is standard

among Republicans, but it only tells halfthe.

story. TheAELrCIO s campaign this year was

largely reactive— prompted by a new, and

highly effective, coalition ofconservative inter-

ests. It brought together activists, think ranks/
* -

business organizations, lobbyists and politicians

to lull U.S. President Clinton administrations

legislative initiatives in 1994; it contributed to

the Republican congressional victory that

November, and drove the GOPs agenda in

1 995- Republicans fret about labors power, but

in its wildest dreams theAFL-CTO couldn't

wield as much influence under a Democratic

majority as would the coalition in a GOP-run
Congress.

The coalitions story begins at the end of
Clintons first year in office. For most ofthat

year, Republicans were in disarray. Some want-

ed to block every administration initiative;

some sought compromise. Even a longtime

Republican ally like die U.S. Chamber of
Commerce was working with the administra-

tion to develop its health care bilL But in

January 1994, a group of conservatives,

emboldened by revelations about Whitewater
and ocher administration scandals, took the

offensive against the administration.

Grover Norquist, president ofAmericans
for Tax Reform, brought together representa-

tives of conservative organizations, including
the National Rifle Association (NRA) and the
Christian Coalition, to meet everyWednesday
at his Dupont Circle office. Working closely

_
with Newt Gmgnch, John Boehner and the
House Republican leadership, they plotted the
defeat of Clinton’s health care bilL The husi-

,

ness lobby Citizens for a Sound Economy
organized a parallel group ofbusiness organiza-
tions that met regularly on Capitol Hill with
Georgia Sen. Paul CoverdelL Both groups
enjoyed the cooperation not only of the

Republican National Committee, but also of
the conservative media. Rush Limbaugfas
Washington representative regularly attended
the Wednesday Group. Norquist himselfwas
The American Spectator's political columnist

and enjoyed dose ties to The Wall Street

Journal editorial page.

The groups began by pressuring the

Chamber ofCommerce to repudiate the Clinton

plan. That spring, Chamber Vice President

William Aichey, who had nurtured the organiza-

tions ties to the administration, was forced to

resign. He was replaced by GOP loyalist Bruce

Josten, who brought the chamber into the new

anti-Clinton coalition. After helping defeat the

health care plan. Coalition members and their

allies in Congress helped stall the administra-

tions crime bill and block a measure to require

lobbying disclosure. In November, they con-

tributed campaign workers, brochures, ads and

money to the Republican effort: to take the

House. The National Federation ofIndependent

Business established a PAC that gave $700,000

exclusively to Republican candidates.

After the Republicans rook Congitss,

Norquist, Bodmer, Coverdeli, Josten and Paul

Bcckner ofCitizens for a Sound Economy*

organized the Thursday Group to plot

Republican legislative strategy. Composed of

lobbyists from businesses and trade associations

and representatives from the Christian

Coalition, NRA and other conservative groups,

it helped develop and then win support for the

major Republican initiatives of 1995: foe bal-

anced budget proposal (inducting its reduction

in projected Medicare spending), the tax-cut

plan and the bills slashing environmental regu-

lation. (The business lobbyists’ anti-regulation

“Project Relief” was a subcommittee of the

Thursday Group.) In the heady first days of the

Gingrich Congress, the Thursday Group func-

tioned as the Revolution's boosters and its

board of directors.

Soon after the *94 election, members of

dieThursday Group began contributing to

Republican candidates and to the Republican

National Committee, which funneled some of

the money bade to coalition organizations,

including $2 million to Norquist's Americans

forTax Reform. This spring, when die AFL-

CIO s Project ‘96, aimed at restoring a

Democratic Congress, began to enjoy surprising

success, members ofthe Thursday Group plot-

ted a counterattack. Josten, Norquist and Dirk

Van Dongen of the National Association of

Wholesaler-Distributors organized “the

Coalition,” composed of twenty-eight business

organizations drawn from theThursday Group.

To date, it has raised over $5 million to run ads

on behalfofRepublicans being attacked by the

AFL-CIO. “The purpose is to stop John

Sweeney (president ofthe AFI>CIO)i" says «,

Josten- The ads accuse the AFL-CIO ofspread-

ing “lies" and "untruths,” but contain question-

able claims oftheir own— for instance, that

“today Americans are paying the highest taxes in

history.” (Tax revenues increase widrGNP, but

federal tax rates now are considerably lower than

they were two decades ago.) And while die AFL-

CIO identifies itselfas the author ofits ads, the

business groups misleadingly credit theirs to

“Americans Working for Real Change."

The AFL-CIO functions primarily as one

pressure group among others inside the

Democratic Party, but the members ofthe

Wednesday Group, Thursday Group and the

Coalition represent a novel fusion ofpolitics,

parties, pressure groups and the media. Behind

this new alliance rests a vision much bolder

chan the labor movement's; Norquist wants to

transform bipartisan K Street into a handmaid-

en ofthe Republican agenda. Lobbyists, corpo-

rate reps and business organizations, which pre-

viously could cut deals irrespective ofparty ide-

ology, would accept the “radical free market

agenda” in exchange for influence over the tim-

ing and details oflegislation. “Ifyou are a lob-

byist or a consultant for Exxon, you will have

to be a Republican,” he says. One Thursday

Group operative, speaking on background, put

this objective even more brazenly. “After die

next election,” he said, “well own K Street.”

That depends, however, on whether die

Republicans retain control ofCongress, and by

how much. When I asked Frank Coleman of

the Chamber ofCommerce whether he is wor-

ried that the chamber’s identification with die

Gingrich Republicans will backfire, he replied,

“We don’t anticipate anybody other than

Speaker Gingrich in January.” Norquist is not

so ready to declare victory. He characterizes this

election as “the Battle of die Bulge.” “You guys

break through and you’ll slow us down for five

years,” he says, identifying me with the

Democrats and the AFL-CIO. “You fail to

break through, you are history. Do you really

think theAFL-CIO is going to be allowed to

fund campaigns as it does ifthe Republicans

control the Congress?” It’s quite a prospect,

enough to keep some American’s voting

Democratic well into the next century.

JohnJudis is a senior editor ofTheNew Republic,

in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic.
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Clinton loses cool-

and maybe votes-

in funding flap

By Robert Novak

WASHINGTON- Bill Clintons fobulous temper, held in

check even behind dosed doors during his reelecnon

campaign, exploded in the privacy ofAir Force One

late last week The cause: campaign finance.

United Stares President Clinton was furious that revelations

of questionable contributions from foreign sources were disrupting

his careful plans for coasting to a second term. Ifnot enough to

defeat him, the new developments may shave Clintons vore-per-

haps holding him below a 50 percent popular vote-and deprive

him ofa Democratic Congress for the next two years.

“The president was raging in a way nobody has seen in a

long, long time,” an insider told me. "He came aboard the plane

and started shouting, *Who did this?Who in the world thought we

needed this? Who’s the idiot?”

Nobody volunteered as the “idiot” who would walk the

plank In fact, Clinton himselffully participated in the quest for

overseas money: HE was caught on videotape praising arm-twisting

ofAsians to the tune of$3 million to $4 million byJohn Huang,

the Democratic National Committees Asian-American fund-raiser

(“my good friend,” the president called him).

But Clinton did not like the flood ofexposes about Huang

using his connections developed as a high-ranking U.S. Commerce

Department official to solicit, successfully, big money from

Indonesia and Taiwan.

Whenever political tides start to turn against Clinton, he

tends to blame somebody else. So he was scapegoating unnamed

party operatives for the first setback his campaign has sustained

all year.

Democratic hopes ofregaining

Congress have flagged since campaign

finance has become an issue.

There is no question that theelcventbTiour introduction of

campaign finance has had an effect on the campaign, but probably

not enough to avert a Clinton victory. The most recently released

Gallup poll (forCNN and USA Today) shows 50 percent for

Qinron-his lowest total in weeks-with Bob Dole stuck as 37 per-

cent and Ross Perot still in single digits at 7 percent.

The trends suggest Clinton falling short ofhis goal ofbecom-

ing the ffrst U.S. Democratic presidential candidate since Lyndon

Johnson in 1964 to finish well over 50 percent More important.

Democratic hopes ofregaining Congress have flagged since cam-

paign finance has become an issue.

The Clinton campaign at first used its patented tactic of

• responding to any aitadEsby charging Republican mean-spirited-

ness and then claiming the GOP has done the same thing. But by

last Wednesday, Clinton decided something more was needed: a

campaign reform speech to be delivered Friday In California.

It wasn’t one ofClintons better efforts. Very litde of it related

to campaign reform. There was no “action” item-such as promising

to return tainted foreign money. His call to bar contributions from

non-citizens echoed what Dole had said a day earlier.

But Dole also lacks credibility on the issue. Indeed, the issue

did not seem to affect public opinion until Reform Party nominee

Perot started slashing at Clinton with far more coherence and

effectiveness than Dole. Actually, neither Republicans nor

Democrats care much about campaign reform. But can a

Democratic president and a Republican Congress ignore this issue

in 1997 as they have in the U.S. for so many years?

RobertNovak is a syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago Sun-Times.

1996, The Creator’s Syndicate.
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Settlers under attack
- in Bangladesh

A builder with a hobby
ON CAMERA

DAVID BRAUNER
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"IpAHANGiR Hossain moved
to the Chittagong Hill Tracts

%M Bangladesh’s coastal^jct ofNoakfiali.in the eariy
1980s, under a government drive
to resettle people into less populat-
ed areas.

It cost him dearly. Within three
years, he had lost one brother and
two other relatives in banfes with
local tnbespeople who viewed the
newcomers as the enemy.
The victims were among abour

5.000 settlers killed in ethnic clash-
es in the region since 1980. accortl-
ing to official figures. About 3,000
tnbals have died, figures show.
Settlers say the lands the govern-

ment allotted them are quite far
from one another, and they Eve
isolated in open villages surround-
ed by tribal residents. “We always
live in fear and pass nights sleep-

. less. We are often afTykrd by the
tribals, and even our women and
children are not spared,” said
Salma Begum, a housewife.
In September, the tribal Sh«nti

Bahini (peace force), a guerrilla
group made up mostly of Chakxna
tribesmen, abducted 35 Bengali,
speaking Moslems in the
Rangamati district of the Hill
Tracts. They shot or stabbed 28 of
them to death. Most were behead-
ed, military sources said.

The isolation and continued vio-
lence has led many to sleep with
knives or iron rods under their pil-
lows, settlers said. Others have

'

firearms, but do not admit so pub-
licly.

The latest killings added fuel to
an ongoing ethnic rivalry, and
forced authorities to deploy extra
troops and police to prevent a
Moslem backlash. “We bad to take
lot of precautions to prevent a
bloodbath,” said Rangamati mili-
tary commander A.TA1 Zahiml
Alam.

“Unthinkable consequences
have been averted,” said local
journalist Maqsod Ahmed. “If it

(die backlash] had been started, it

would have swept die whole H21
Tracts region.”

The tribals, who make up nearly

60 percent of the region's roughly
one million residents, said they
would never welcome outsiders

into “our tribal homeland.” “The
settlers have violated tribal girls,

forced their parents from, their

land, and destroyed the whole
atmosphere in the tribal villages,”

one tribal headman said.

The Moslems dismissed the
charges.

“The government sent us here
because such a vast land cannot be
left to only 0.6 percenr ofthe coun-
try*s_ population, while density is
so high elsewhere that it’s some-
tracs difficult to breathe,” said
Shafiqul Islam.

Islam teaches in. a maJaab
(school) sex- up by Moslems,
which also enrolls tribal children.
^We don’t believe in discrimina-
tion. "What wc want is peaceful liv-
ing conditions," he said.

Settlers said that the mostly
Buddhist tnbespeople, especially
tile Shanti Bahini, had been trying
to ostracize the Moslems in their
own country. More than 87 percent
of Bangladesh's nearly 120 million
people are Moslems.
“The Chakmas [the biggest of 13

tribes in the HiJU Tracts] are
nomadic people who barf moved
mto our country... being ousted
from Burma and other places. Now
they are seeking autonomy for an
exclusive land within the bound-
aries of a free country,” said
Moslem leader Billal Hossain.
“Such demands are outrageous and
simply unacceptable within the
concept of a sovereign country.”
Moslems and tribals admit there

has been sexual violation of
women from both communities.
“These have been isolated cases of
crimes committed by hotheads. It

makes no difference if the predator
is a Moslem or a Buddhist,”
tribesman Mminrtra Hagra <pnrf

RabtUdm IAt Chalnma, rhairtrum

of the Rangamati Local Council,
said the government was trying
hard to convince both comxmmi-
ties to live in harmony. “It's an
impractical proposition to say all

settlers must be driven away. At
the same time, it’s too rude and
unacceptable that die tnbespeople
will be treated like aliens in their

own home,” he told Reuters last

week. “What we are trying for is

peaceful coexistence mid mutual
cooperation. The country belongs

Sndharam Mamk Karbari, a trib-

al headman, said: “Much of the

ethnic tension in die HQ1 Tracts is

to be blamed on disunity among
the settlos. They belong to various

political parties, serve their mas-
ons and theirown selfish interests.

They fight among themselves and
shift the blame onto us.”

(Reuter)

Kalman Givon has two
loves in his life: His wife
and photography. Not even

cm their honeymoon to Ashdod, in
1958, did Givon leave his camera
behind.

_
The vigorous 72-year-old Givon

is a classic amateur photographer.
A longtime resident of the Haifa
Bay area, he has been practicing
his bobby for over 50 years, and in

that time has amassed a store of
some 1 0,000 black-and-white neg-
atives.

His first contact with photogra-
phy came as a boy of nine or IQ.

Givon ’s family was staying with
friends in a small holiday village

is Germany. One of the sons had a
darkroom in the attic. “He could
only begin work around nine,”
Givon recalls, “after my bedtime.
He smuggled me upstairs. I was
fascinated.”

Givon ’s first camera was a
Voigtiauder 6x9 Bellows - a pre-
sent for his bar mitzva. This cam-
era was lost when he escaped to

Palestine from Germany in 1941.
After bang released from the

British army in 1 946, Givon began
working for Sole] Bench. He spent
his entire working life in the con-
struction industry.

“In those early days,”' says
Givon with an impish smile,
“there was only one girl to 11
boys, so I took up photography.
I’d go down to Acre, where it was
very picturesque."

In 1950 he bought his own lab

equipment and turned his tiny

kitchen into a darkroom after

nightfall. His first enlarger was an
Bxakta with two lenses. His cam-
era of choice then was a Rolleiftex

“where a negative was a nega-
tive.”

Givon’s construction work
involved him in some of the

nation’s highest-proffle engineer-

ing projects including the building

of the National Water Carrier, the

Eilat to Sharm el-Sheikh road and
the Western Wall plaza, all of
which he documented in pictures.

He also worked in Ghana and
Cyprus. While in Africa, from
1959-61, he bought himself a set

of scales to weigh out die raw
chemicals for his homemade
developers. To this day he stiH

uses the scales to make up his own
recipes from scratch. His secret

“Ami” formula was passed on to

Givon by Sole! Boneh’s official

photographer whose first name

was Ami. “He was a very good
photographer, the only teacher I

ever bad. I learned a lot from
him."
On the technical side, Givon

assigns every negative a catalog

number, and fills copybooks with
processing information for each
frame he prints. He also notes the

camera and lens he used.

Givon. whose “idol” is the
French photojournalist Henri
Cartier-Bresson, is a photographic
reporter. He states that there have
to be people in his pictures:

“People and wen-k, that’s what
interests me.”
His work also reflects his

“British” sense of humor. “You
see this picture here?” Givon
points out a 1957 photo of a con-
crete gun emplacement in

Jerusalem's former Mamilla
Quarter; in Hebrew, English and
Arabic, the word for “letters" is

painted under the slit “I call this:

From pillbox to letterbox^”

His wife Dina, who is' an artist

and often uses her husband's pho-
tos as models for her paintings,

says. “Kalman wasn't aware that

he was taking anything important,

or that he wanted to document his-

tory. He just took pictures out of
human interest.”

But as Israel approaches its

jubilee year in 1998, Givon has

begun to recognize the historic

value of his rare and largely

unpublished images of Oriental

immigrants and Holocaust sur-

vivors, transit and army camps,
early construction projects from
the '50s and ’60s, and Jerusalem’s

Old City immediately after the Six

Day Wan
Stef Wertheimer's Open

Museum in Ifcfen is buying some

A kerosene merchant sells Ins product to a Yemeni immigrant in 1958; Givon: People and work-
that’s what interests me. (Kilnum Givon; DnvidBmmer)

ofGivan’s prints for its collection,

and Jerusalem’s Central Zionist

Archives will shortly be present-

ing an exhibition of highlights

from his collection.

Since the early ’60s, Givon has
also been taking color sEdes.

Asked if be preferred color or
black-and-white, be answers, “It's

a difficult question. In a mono-
chrome picture, the picture talks to

you. In a color picture, it's the

color that talks to you; the color

dominates the picture.”

In spite of his devotion to pho-
tography, Givon was surprised
when asked if he’d ever consid-

ered turning professional. “No,”

he says firmly, “for me, photogra-

phy has always been a hobby.” He
recommends photography as “a
wonderful pastime” for retirees.

Then, with a gleam in his eye, be
jokingly turns to Dina, “I got mar-
ried for many reasons. Oik of the

reasons was so that I would have a
photographic assistant”

Athens tries building
a subway amid
buried treasure

NOT since the ancient

Athenians built the mar-
ble temples on Acropolis

hill has Greece’s capital been the

site of such intensive construc-

tion work.
This time, though, Athenians

are not glorifying heaven, but

tunneling 20 meters under-

ground. They are expanding
their antiquated rail system with

two new subway lines designed

to ease traffic congestion and cut

air pollution.

It has also become the single

largest archeological excavation

carried out in Athens — 69,200

square meters of digs.

.
Contractors have been forced to

coexist with archeologists whose
patience sometimes appears infi-

nite in their determination to

prevent damage to important

finds.

In the digging, workers and

archeologists found in the first

four meters evidence from every

major historical period dating

back to 1200 BCE. About 23
million cubic meters of earth is

being moved as the two under-

ground lines are laid and 21 sta-

tions are built.

At one point the tunnel had to

be diverted to prevent passible

damage to a fifth century BCE
graveyard in the Keramcikos
district.

L‘We never gave over anything

for destruction,” said Elisavet
Hadzipouliou. a Culture
Ministry archeologist involved

in overseeing the project. “This

is something that the metro com-
pany knew from the start. We
changed the course of the tunnel

to avoid problems."

_ Leonidas Kikiras, chairman of
the state-owned Atoko Metro
company, which is supervising

construction, said delays

because of archeological work
had caused some frictions with

contractors, for whom time is

money.
He said those delays had added

more than $42 million to original

projections for the project,

which is now expected to be

completed in 2001 after nine

years of work at a cost of $2.2

billion.

But, Kikiras added, the money
was well spent because of the

important discoveries that came
from the digs.

“This is not a penalty, it is a

sacrifice for ns to maintain our

cultural heritage,” he said.

“While we did pay a price, the

benefits will remain, both in

terms of finds and information.

If we consider that the whole

project will cost about $2.2 bil-

lion, we are talking about an

additional cost of about 3 per-

cent” . . ,

The extended system, which

Cats breeding like bunnies
HEADS ‘N’ TAILS

DYORA BEN SHAUL

will add 17 kilometers to the

city’s largely surface rail line, is

intended to cany 145 million .

passengers a year. That, in turn,

is expected to reduce daily car

trips to the city center by about

250,000.
The Athens area is home to

about four million of Greece’s

10.2 million people. With half

the country’s industries and

more than a million motor vehi-

cles, Athens has the highest air-

pollution levels of any capita] of

any European Union member.
The archeological work is now

mostly over, and the scientists

say the extra cost and time was
worth it.

“We go slowly because the

excavation is archeological

research. It is not like taking a
bulldozer and building roads,”

said Maria Pantou, a Culture

Ministry archeologist responsi-

ble for the city’s sites.

Among some of the important

finds at Constitution Square, the

city’s heart, are the remains of
Roman-era baths, the bed of the

Iridanos River that ran through

Athens in antiquity, rains of a

workshop and an ancient ceme-
tery that held a unique discovery
- fee grave of a dog wife its toys.

From past research, archeolo-
gists had expected rich discover-
ies at the square. But digs sever-

al hundred yards away also
yielded surprises.

“There were areas where we
knew nothing, such as near a
major state hospital where we
found parts of workshops, graves
and an irrigation system,”

' Hadzipouliou said. “We had
never dug there and there was a
wealth of findings.” (AP)

FfTHERE art few firings, in my

| opinion, more appealing than

JL that finfe bundle of paws and
claws called a kitten.But tightnow I

aminundated with Jotteosid some-
times hope 1’U never see another.

These are not kittens from my own
cats - urine are both spayed or

neutered. Nor are they the half-wild

offspring of the free-living cats

around here. These are the product

of fee neigbbeabood cats, all weJT
kept house cals whose owners seem
to drink that letting their cat produce
three liners of kittens every year is

perfectly all right but who take no
responsibility for the consequences.

Left out and not cared far, these

erstwhile house pets wander around

looking for a place to be, and sooner

or later same of than find my car-

door and move in

.

But this is the exact time of year

when kittens are bom in huge num-
bers mid consequently the time

when, somehow, these tiny bundles

of misery end up homeless,

orphaned and all too often on one’s

doorstep. Unfortunately not every-

one has access to an animal shelter

where they can take the kittens; in

this area there is no shelter at ah, and

few of us have the heart to just let

them die ofneglect But, on fee other

band, there’s also a limit to the num-
ber of cats one can reasonably keep

and provide fra, so what can we do?

Whenever I can. I try to find a

home for the kittens that adopt me -
in fact, some people are already

afraid to come by because they

know TD try to get them to take a

kitten. I yearn for the power of the

famed 17th-century Cardinal

Richelieu, probably the most power-
ful man in Europe in his time.

The cardinal always had a number
of kittens in his study, but he never

had a cal. He used tosend his savant
through the streets of Paris to bring

- him kittens. When visitors admired a

kitten. Richelieu would make him or

her a present of it. Since, while they

may have oily admired the kitten to

curry favor with the cardinal, they

certainly had no intention of offend-

ing such a powerful man, they look

the kitten home and took care of ft

since it was also known that the car-

dinal sometimes dropped in on peo-

ple unexpectedly - and heaven for-

bid that they had neglected his gifti

But there really is a problem with

the cat population, and most of the

problem is the cat owners. Feral cats

produce fewer litters and not many
kittens survive in these circum-

stances. It is the well-fed house cats

that breed until one cannot breathe.

Yet so far, I have never seen one

poster, advertisement or public ser-

vice announcement by the veteri-

naiy authorities encouraging people

to spay and neuter their house cals.

Spaying and neutering at reduced

rates iscommon in many cities at the

animal shelters and at clinics - and

fee municipalities subsidize the ser-

vice. If I could afford it. 1 would
spay or neuter every cat that comes
to me before giving it to anyone, but

my budget does not stretch to this.

So, I guess I'll just have to say that

it's kitten time again.

>V<»*
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ORCHESTRA, IBA

CHILDREN f\N0 EPiHILV(W 1

Presenter & Conductor Rashi Levaot

Staging Pablo Ariel

"The Magic Flute" by Mozart

with the participation of

Tamar Radium's students

Rubin Academy of Music, Tel-Aviv

& Btbiana GoldemhaTs students

RubinAcademy of Music & Dance, Jerusalem

Tues, 22.10 at 17.00 SeriesA

Wfed, 23.10 al 16:30 Series B & al 18.00 Series C

The Orchestra Box Tel: 561149S-9 Sun-Thur 16-20 Fri 10-13

"JUST BEFORE WYDN"

14. 1 1 Thomas Hengelbrock Conductor

Zehava Gal Mezzo Soprano

13.2 MartinAndre Conductor

Susan Roberts Soprano

17.4 Joshua Rifltin Conductor

Single ticket: NIS 100 / 25^ discount for ISO Subscribers

3-Concen-Package: NIS 270 NIS 200 for JSO Subscribers
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NFL individual leaders

Quarterbacks

Bway.Derh
Tomcza^Pt
Bledsoe, N-&

RHB.SBJU
Hosrfer.Oafc

TesttwnfcBaL
Cfendter. Hou.

Martno, Mia.

Hunphrfes, S.D.

Brunei. Jac.

AFC
Alt Com
306 185

200 12*

360 212

160 90

239 I4S

331 182

221 127

137 7?

216 12*

313 200

I

r

Rushan
Davis. Den-

Betts.Pl

Saft
7hWMS.au.
Mania FLE

iSea 1® 511

Att Yds
197 979

202 953

187 608

168 7*4

192 715

191 698

159 613

Yds TD lnt

2180 19 11

157* 7 6
2373 15 6

1218 6 3
1589 15 JO

2*50 20 13

1*85 11 5

1076 6 *

1313 9 3

2511 13 15

Aw LG TD

Reecften
Sharpe. Dw.

I Brown, Oak.

McCanMU*.
Martin, SD.
Chrehet, NY-J

PfcteB.CSa
Gterm, N-E

Jackson, BaL
Aiexandw. BaL

Reed, But

Smtti.Jac.

Coales, N-E

NO Yds
59 766

56 6*8

55 727
51 674

51 576
50 552

47 609
45 684
41 710
41 636

4T 557
41 487

50 71!

4.7 501

43 76
4.4 7B

3.7 36

3.7 57 10

19 34 6
13 S B

43 42 3
19 50t 3

Am LG TD
133 *a 8
115 42 7

132 52 2
112 51 10

112 44 2
11.0 46 4
110 371 2
152 28 8
172 641 7
106 601 3
116 62 5

112 B4t 6

PVMBfS Nj
Barnett. SJX *8

Kdd.Ka. *7

GanJodahcL 37

L Johnson, On. 51

Hansen, NY-0 41

3
Agiriar.ltC. 51

Tuten.Sea. 46

RotyHou. 37

Punt Returners No
DB-Gontoa&D. 23

Hudson, Jac.

Gateway. Sea.

KmcheaDea
Meggett,N£.
Gray. Hon.

.tfa.

But 1*

BaL 19

Yds LG Am
2326 66 485
2207 63 47.0

1734 60 462
2378 67 455
1890 69 46.1

1543 62 414
1668 67 45.1

2238 68 432
2013 63 433
1583 56 428

Yds Avg LG TD
370 18.1 811 1

261 117 60 0

142 113 aa i

300 11.5 40 0

389 114 40
180 11.4 40
177 95 31
114 18 19
119 15 19

155 82 31

tOefcdf Returners No Yds
SpteO'Mia. 16 421

Gay.Hou 28 702

Bartel 17 425

Jordart, Jac. 17 421

A- Coleman, SD. 32 777

Woods, ICC. 23 546

Hebron, Den. 25 590

Broussad, Sea. 36 846

V.N£ 17 398

,PL 16 370

AM LG TD
263 56

25.1 88
210 50

241 73
243 57
217 68

216 48
215 86

214 54
211 30

Touchdowns

Martin. ME
Martin, SD. 10

Jackson. BaL 6

AMiWabbar. Mb. 8

Sharpe, Den. 8

Alexander. BaL

Aten, ICC.

BettsjPiL

T. Brown, Oak.

Stewart, Jac.

SCORING

TD Rush Rk Rat Pis

13 10 3 0 80

10 0 60

8 0 52

0 0 48

8 0 48

7 0 44

0 0 42

0 0 42

7 0 42

1 0 42

Kicking RAT FB LG Pb
Dd Greco, Hou. 18-18 2327 56 87

Camey.SD. 18-18 2225 53 84
Standard, h± 12-12 21-23 52 75
VlnatterLME 2023 1825 50 74

N. Johnson. Pit 21-21 1721 48 72
Christie, But 15-15 1821 46 69

Sam, DM" SI . • 2929 1245 45 65

PMrafcGh. -iXn. .19-19.. 13-15 49- 58

Rrt.OMT —
' 2723 ~ TI-15 38 *

Peterson. Sea. 15-15 13-16 47 54

Quarterbacks Att Com Yds TD bit

Fane, fifl. 306 182 22*6 25 7
Define; Phi. 153 91 1143 6 3
ASmen.DaL 281 180 1923 10 7

S-Ybung.ST. 141 89 1036 4 4
K. Grafts^, Ariz 213 122 1346 10 5
Frame, was. 232 135 1737 6 5

MUcheUDeL 266 153 1824 14 11

&tac,S-F. 133 77 799 7 5
Collins. Car. 122 102 1408 7 6

Pests, Phi. 134 80 992 3 5

Rushes Att Yds a LG TD
Wanes. Phi 199 898 56 8
Men, Was. 201 852 42 4St 15

Sanders, DeL 165 797 42 541 4

E.Sra8h.DaL 187 719 36 24 9
Anderson, ML 140 683 SJ) 321 4

Ro6.Smfh.Mn. 162 692 42 57 3
Hampton, NY-G 177 595 3A 25 0
Bennett. RR. 132 558 42 23 1

Johnson. Cat. 123 532 43 29 2
L Johnson. Adz 67 476 55 70t 2

Receivers No Yds Avg LG TD

Moon. Dei. 63 822 110 50t 7

Centers, Ariz 51 445 7Z 21 4

raca.SJ. 58 741 118 39 5

Carter. Mb. 52 633 122 40 5

Bruce.SLL 50 802 16.0 55 3

ftyar.PhL 48 689 14.4 42 6

Conway. CHL 48 637 113 56 3

Parriman. Bat. *8 534 11.1 34 4

Reed, Min. 45 805 17J) 71 2

Mafias, AH.

Punters

&uerbrun.Chi.

<5

No
48

542

Yds
2216

12_0

LG
72

55 5

£$
Landeta,SU <7 2110 70 442
T«ic,Vfct. 46 2040 59 442
Royals, DeL 47 2066 60 442
Hutton. PhL 44 1931 60 432
Thompson, SJ. 45 2004 57 432
Feagles, Ariz 49 2121 S8 432
Horan, NY-G 61 2610 63 422
Bernhard. T3. *0 1703 62 422
Hentrich,GB. 38 1605 63 422

Punt Returners No Yds
S3

LG TD
KenrteonSU 13 231 65 1

Toomer.NY-G 18 298 16Jj 871 2
Qfrer, Car. 33 429 13.0 84? 1

MfcheOWas. 14 170 12.1 71 0
Howard, G-Bl 37 439 112 651 1

P&bner.Hn. 15 166 11.1 eet 1

Meted.AIL 17 186 102 33 0
Seay, PH. 19 200 102 56 0
Dowdell, Artz 22 229 10-4 35 0
M®um,Det 22 198 92 33 0

IGcfeoff Returners No Yds LG TD
Bales, Car. 21 673 931 1

Water, DaL 16 499 312 89 0
Beebe, GA 13 344 262 901 1

lAbum, Dflt. 30 77B 252 65 0
Hughes, MO. 45 1162 2S2 58 0
Engram,Cht 15 383 2S2 45 0
Wiherepoon, PhL 23 563 242 971 1

UtohelLWas. 27 653 242 50 0
Carter. SJ7. 22 528 242 71 0
Wheatley. NY-G 19 443

SCORING

232 43 0

Touchdowns TD Rush Rec Ret PIS

Alan, Was. 15 15 0 0 90

E. Smith, DaL 12 . 9 3 0 72
Watters, Ri 8 8 0 0 48

Moore. DeL 7 0 7 0 44
Fryer, PhL 6 0 5 0 36

Jackson. GiL 6 0 6 0 36
Rfce.SH 6 1 5 0 36

Mafias, AIL 5 0 5 0 32
Carrier, Car. 5 0 5 0 30
Carter, Min. 5 0 5 0 30
Freeman, GJ. 5 0 5 0 30
Levers.GA 5 2 3 0 30
Popson.SF. 5 0 5 0 30

Walls. Car. 5 0 5 0 30

.Kicking

Kasay/Car.

MT
15-16

FG
2328

LG
53

Pts
84

WBons. SF. 22-22 17-19 48 73

Jate.OB. 3031 14-18 53 72

Anderson, Pti 2323 14-16 46 65
Bond, DaL 17-18 15-19 52 62

.
Andersen, Att. 14-14 14-16 54 56
Sisson, Mh. 14-14 14-19 44 56
DaUso, NY-G 12-12 14-17 45 54

Blanton, Uta. 25-25 8-11 50 49
Lohnfler.SU 12-13 12-14 50 48

Team statistics
TOTALYARDAGE

AFC, Offense Yards Rush Pass
Denver 3581 1530 2051

JadoonvOe 3320 948 2372
Battmora 3218 916 2902
Oakland . 3155 1211 1944

New England 3112 858 2254
NY Jets 2999 967 gtpg

Pittsburgh 2951 1321 1630

Buffalo 2904 1214 1600
Bntfie 2884 934 1950

Miami

'

2824 900 1924

Houston 2769 1060 1689

San Diego 2B96 719 1977
Cincinnati 2675 940 1735

Kansas C3y 2600 996 1673
htfanapofa 2631 859 1772

Defense Yards Rush P»
Pittsburgh 2404 828 1575
Denver 2455 6S6 ires
Buffalo 2554 808 1748
Jacksonvie 2579 866 1713
Houston 2701 732 1969

Oakland 2719 8

S

1864

hdenapofis 2813 887 1926
Kansas City 2925 1010 1915

Seattle 2949 1204 1745

Gndnrafi 3076 930 2146
NY Jets 3079 1229 1850
Mamf 3110 843 2287
New England 3143 840 2303
San Diego 3194 1064 2130
Battnore 3331 1231 2100

NFC, Offense Yfcnta Rush Pass
Green Bay
CTJnrluh-ifiuntwaoejpraa

3177
3113

1042

1082
2135
2031

San Francisco 2990 1047 1943

Daw. 2944 976 1968

Atlanta 2900 839 2061
Washington 2885 1209 1676

Mmesraa 2856 640 2016
Carofina 2779 995 1784
Dallas 2758 895 1863
Chicago 2636 964 1672
Arizona 2628 872 1754

NewOxteans 2486 725 1761
NY Giants 2272 925 1347
Tampa Bay 2238 730 1506
SL Louts 2133 730 (403

Defense Yards Rush Pass
Green Bay 2241 748 1403
Dallas 2328 826 1502
San Francisco 2512 788 1724
Philadelphia 2608 864 1744
Carofew 2685 844 1811
Minnesota 2741 1058 1683
NY Bants 2772 1053 1719
Arizona 2837 1064 1773
Chicago 2849 887 1962
Tampa Bay 2884 1283 1621
Detroit 2965 958 2007
New Orleans 2986 1369 1617
Atlanta

. 3035 1004 2031
Washington 3270 1314 1956
Si Low. 3463 1201 awe*

AVERAGE PER GAME
AFC, Offense Yanis Rush Pass
Denver 397J 17OJ0 2273
Jadffionvfie 368J9 1052 2808
Battnore • 357.6 101.8 2552
Oakland 3506 134.5 2100
New England 3456 950 250.4

NYJets
'

3325 107.4 2254
Ptobumh 2273 1408 181.1

ftdfaln 322.7 1340 187.6

Seattle 3204 1008 2107
Miami 3108 1000 2108
Houston 307.7 1200 1877
San Diego 299.6 709 2197
Ondnnri 2972 104.4 192B
Kansas CSy 2906 1107 1852
hdenapofis 2322 95.4 1909

Defuse Yards Rush Ran
Pittsburgh 267.1 920 1751
Denver 272J 772 195.4

Buffalo 2836 808 1949
Jadoonvfle 2806 902 1903
Houston 3001 612 2108
Oakland 302.1 950 207.1

Bndanapofis 3126 906 214J3

Kansas Cty 325.0 1122 2128
Serfs 3277 1306 1909
Gndnrafi 341.8 1003 2304
NY Jets 342.1 1306 2006
Kami 3456 337 2513
New England 340.2 903 2553
San Diego 354J 1102 2307
Battnore 370.1 1308 2303

NFC, Offense tends Rush Pan
(teen Bay 353.0 115A 2372
PMhfcfefife 3455 1202 2257
San Francisco 3322 1103 2159
Detroit 327.1 1004 2187
Afianta 7022 902 2292
Washington 3206 1340 1862
Mnnesota 317-3 913 2242
Cantina 3008 1106 1982
Data 306.4 904 2072
Chicago 2929 107.1 1808
Arizona 291.8 909 1942
New Orleans 2702 806 1957
NY Gants 2524 1028 1497
Tampa Bay 248.7 81.1 1673
SL Louis 237.0 81.1 1553

Defense Yards Rush Pan
Green Bay 2490 801 1652
Dates 2507 912 1609
San Francisco 278.1 872 191.6

Phiadaiphe 2890 900 1908
Carolina 2900 908 2012
Mkmesola 304.6 117.6 187.0

NY Giants 3000 117X1 1913
Arizona 3157 1182 1972
Chicago 3106 906 2100
Tampa Bay 3204 1403 180.1

Detroit 329.4 106.4

New Orleans 331J 152.1 1797
Mania 3372 111£ 225.7

Washington
a. Louis

3632
3840

1400
133.4

2173
2513

l

r

NFL standings
AMBDCANCONFBtENCE

W L T Pet PF PA
Buffalo B 3 0 .667 167 158
New England 6 3 0 jB67 244 188
Inrfanapofis 5 4 0 555 19 171

Man' 4 5 0 .444 201 192
NY Jets 1 8 0 .111 145 233

Central
Pittsburgh 7 2 0 778 206 126
Houston 5 4 0 356 199 176
Brfmore 3 6 D 333 217 256
Cincinnati 3 6 0 333 160 202
Jacksonvtie 3 6 0 333 172

West
181

Denver 8 1 0 389 245 1S5
Kansas City 6 3 0 367 179 148
San Diego 5 4 0 556 198 218
OBMand 4 5 0 444 200 170
Seattle 4 5 0 .444 164 216

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East

w L T PcL PF RA
Phtedelphia 7 2 0 .778 211 179
Washington 7 2 0 778 205 153
Dates 5 4 0 556 198 146

N.Y. Giants 4 5 0 .444 140 162
Arizona 3 6 0 333 127 204

Central
Green Bay 8 1 0 589 268 117

Mnnesata 5 4 0 556 146 152
Chicago

Detroit

4
4

5
5

0
0

.444 132
444 187

175
187

TarpaBay 1 B 0 .111 95 178
West

San Francisco 7
Carofina 5

2
4

0

0

778 217

556 190
132

131

New Orleans 2 7 0 222 138 204
SL Louis 2 7 0 222 142 264
Adams 1 B 0 .111 160 244

This week’s schedule
Jbday’8 games:
Arizona at Washington
Atlanta at SL Louis
Buffalo at Philadelphia
Green Bay at Kansas City
Houston at New Orleans
Indianapolis at Miami
Kew England at NY Jets

Oakland at Tampa Bay
Pittsbnrgh at Cincinnati
Daflas.at San Francisco
Baltimore at Jacksonville
Chicago at Denver
Minnesota at Seattle
NYGiants at Carofina
Tomorrow: Detroit at San Diego
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Alomar tells his side of spitting story

IN TROUBLE AGAIN-RobertoAlomarcommits an error playing winterball for the San Joan Senators. (ap*

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) -
Roberto Alomar says umpire John

Hirschbeck cursed at him, provok-

ing the spitting incident dining the

final weekend of the Major
League Baseball season.

“I think people in the States

don't understand what happened.

They got me all wrong," the

Baltimore Orioles Puerto Rican

second baseman said Thursday

night after playing in the San Joan
Senators's winter league opener.

“I know 1 was wrong, and 1

regret iL But I think be was wrong
too, in calling me names. They
weren't precry names. I think peo-

ple who know me know there was
a reason for what I did.”

Alomar received a standing ova-

tion from the 12,000 fans at Hiram
Bithom Stadium before the

Senators* 6-4 loss to the Santurce
Crabbers. Playing first base, be
went O-for-4 and scored a run.

Recounting the events surround-

ing his ejection at Toronto
September 27, Alomar said he
challenged Hrrschbeck's called
third strike.

He said Hirschbeck replied;

“You'd bettea
- swing at that pitch.”

“That’s provoking me,” Alomar
said. “1 told him that if it's a strike.

I’ll swing.”
Alomar said that on his way to

the Orioles dugout; Hirschbeck
warned him not to say another

word or he'd be ejected. Alomar
said he readied the dugout and
said something to the effect of,

“Let’s get on with die game.”
At that point, he said,

Hirschbeck ejected him.

Alomar says that afterBaltimore:

manager Davey Johnson raced out

of the dugout to protest,

Hirschbeck started a string of epi-

thets.

"That's when 1 spit on him,”

Alomar said, explaining that he
thought Hirschbeck’s final insult

referred to his mother.

Alomar said reporters twisted

his remark about Hirschbeck
being “bitter” after the loss of his

son three years ago to a rare brain

disease. He said he was respond-

ing to a question and meant noth-

ing negative.

“I said he changed with the loss

of his son, and I don't blame him
for that.” Alomar said “I respect

everyone’s family.”

But, Alomar added, “He didn’t

respect my family, saying what he
did.”

Alomar; under pressure, issued a
written apology to Hirschbeck.
Following negotiations,

Hirschbeck issued a statement

saying he forgave Alomar.

“I regret what I did,” Alomar
said. But I love my family. _ He
provoked me first. That’s the

point I want to make. I didn’t

show him op. I didn't throw my
helmet,”

Alomar was suspended for the

first five games ofnext season by
AL president Gene Budig. He
riinnghf rimers by die umpires’

union to strike during theplayoffs

helped aggravate the situation.

“It was a union thing,” Alomar
said. “They (die media) made it

seem like I was the only one who
was wrong.”
FomaMLB starSandyAlomar

St — the Senators’ manager and

Roberto's father - said his son

regretted his actions and has paid

for them.

“People have to 'understand we
are hitman hemgg and as human
bangs we sometimes do wrong
things,” Sandy Alomar said. “He
knows he did. We have passed

through some difficult moments.
Thank God be had the mental

strength to deal with iL”

Roberto Alomar admitted the

criticism affected his play during

die postseason.

“It was tough to focus,” he said.

“It was a tough situation to play

in, people booing and calling me
names.”
Now, back in his native Puerto

Rico, Alomar looks forward to a

season of winter balL

“God gave me the talent to

play ” he said. “I'm going to have

fun doing iL”

Ferguson ponders ironies

of 10 years at United
MANCHESTER (Reuter) - Manchester United man-
ager Alex Ferguson must be wondering whether his

10th anniversary at the club is an occasion far laugh-

ter or tears.

Three wee^s ago ins side was one win away from a

place in the quarter-finals of the European Cup and
two points away from the top of die Premier League.
Memories of their 4-0 victory over title-rivals

Newcastle in the Charity Shield in August were still

fresh and die defending English champions had just

beaten arch-rivals Liverpool.

But since mid-October, the 53-year-old

Glaswegian has sees his side humiliated at

Newcastle and Southampton, beaten at borne in die

league for the first time since 1994 and robbed of a
much-cherished record by Fenerbahce in the

Champions' League.
Prior to last month's 1-0 reverse against the Turkish

champions. United had played 56 consecutive

European matches in Manchester without defeat.

Records like that do not go quiedy, and a sense of
unease bangs over Old TraffbnL
“It’s an ironic fife,” he reflected morbidly after the

Fenerbahce match. “You prepare to celebrate 10
years at a club and instead find yourselfsuffering the

first home defeat in Europe. I bad hoped it wouldn’t
happen during my time here.”

Happen it has, but if Ferguson needs cheering up
on his anniversary, if he needs refunding how far

United has come in his term of office, a glance back
to 1986. when he took the most demanding job in

British dub football, should do die trick.

In November that year, the ooce-migbty United sat

19th in die old 22-side First Division and had just

been dumped out of die League Cup - ironically

enough by Southampton.
The Reds' 1968 European Cup triumph seemed

more myth than reality with each passing season and
the team had not lifted the English league trophy for

19 years.

In Ferguson’s first match in charge, a demoralized
United lost 2^0 to lowly Oxford. Things had to

change.

Ferguson, a strict disciplinarian during his manage-
ment days atAberdeen and a master ofpsychological -

warfare, had noticed some of his players walking off
die Oxford pitch at halftime.

He reminded them they were representing one of
the world’s great club sides. From that moment on.
United players ran rather than ambled to the dressing
rooms at toe interval.

Short haircuts* puBed-up socks and tough training

sessions became toe order of toe day at Old Trafford

as Ferguson, following in a tradition of no-nonsense
Scots who have succeeded in management south of
the border; went about his task.

“It is the point of their job to reach a certain stan-

dard of fitness and keep it,” be asserted- “They know
I’m righL They know you can't achieve anything by
being lax in your life.”

But for a long time the Ferguson revolution failed

to gain momentum. , .

. Horn November 1986, when he took over; to May.
1990, when United lifted toe FA Cup, Ferguson

failed to bring a single piece of silverware to Old
Trafford.

“People had been calling fix' his head,” recalled

United legend Bobby Chariton in arecentnewspaper
interview. “But as a board of directors we decided

that when we appointed Alex we were going to give

him the time be needed - no matter whaL
“Alex excited us all with his dreams and hopes for

tire club. And he convinced us they would all soon
come to pass.”

The ctub’s patience was to be well rewarded.

The 1990 FA Cup led to toe Cup Winners’ Cup the

following season. United beat Barcelona in the final

to claim its first continental trophy since its solitary

European Cup in 1968.

Nextup was the League Cup in 1992 and, finally in

1993, the one toe Stretford End fens had yearned for
— the English League championship.
United’s final borne game of the season against

Blackburn was a canrivaL Ferguson, by nature a
terse, -short-tempered man, smiled in the May
evening sunshine as United’s ecstatic fans turnedOld
Trafford into a sea of red and white celebration.

In 1994 United wot the league and cup double and,
after a frustrating 1995 in which Ferguson’s men
relinquished their league title on the final day of the

season and their FA Cup title in toe final, they
reclaimed both trophies in 1996.

Ferguson, a Scot to the core of his soul, a former
Glasgow Rangers player and Scotland manager; had
become the first coach in history to win die English
domestic double twice.

It has been an astonishing 10 yean for “Fexgie”,

who has won admiration for toe way he has offered

paternal protection to young talents such as Ryan
Giggs and for gently guiding his wayward captain

Eric Cantona back to toe straight and narrow.

The man bean within sight of the giant

cranes on toe River Clyde has remained faithful to

his working-class origins. His politics are as red as
United’s famous shirts.

It will be a while before Ferguson, qualifies for the

legend status accorded to the late Sir Man Busby,
architect of post-war United and the club’s manager
for24 years from 1945.

But despite die 5-0 rout at Newcastle last month,
despite toe 6-3 defeat at Southampton, die 2-1 upset

against Chelsea and the historic home loss against

Fenerbahce, Ferguson is still king of Old Trafford.

The second decade starts here.

Australian cricket

coach unperturbed by
team’s dismal play

ADELAIDE, Australia (AP) -
The critics saidAustralia’s cricket

.
tour to India was a disaster. The-
Australians lost the only Test Jo
India and failed to win a match in

a limited-overs series against toe

host nation and South Africa.

It was hardly toe preparation

toe Australians were looking for

with a five-Test series against the

powerful West ladies scheduled

to start in Brisbane on November
22.

Australian coach Geoff Marsh,

however, had a simple message
for the Australian public: Don’t
panic.

Marsh, who 'took over from
Bobby Simpson earlier this year,

said Australia’s failure to win a
game in India was probably a
result of a lack of time to accli-

matize, rather than any serious

deficiencies in their play.

“If you look at our record over
the years we haven’t pfayed well

in India,” Marsh said after the

Australian squad returned home
last week.

“I think we’ve got to spend a
little bit more time when we go to

a place live Lidia or Pakistan in

preparing ourselves before a Test

match.
“The guys worked hard. Wejust

couldn’t get our consistency
among the team, that’s really

where we fell down.
“One day the batsman would

play well and then the bowlers
wouldn’t have a good day instead

of getting it all together.”

Australian vice-captain Ian

Healy. said, it .was clear, the

Australian players need to wpTk
hard over the next three weeks.

“We didn’t play particularly

well and we’ve definitely got

some work, to do,” he stud.

“There’s a loi of reasons why
we didn’t play well over there,

and a lot ofexcuses. Butyou have

to be judged on your performance

and we accept that.”

Marsh said it would be a mis-

take to write off Australia's

chances of retaining the Frank
Worrell Trophy it won in the

Caribbean last year and rejected

any need for major changes to the

“This team has done well over
the past 10 years,” he said. “Just

because they have six bad games
I don’t think you need to make
big changes.

"The players are there, they’ve

just got to get themselves in good
nick (condition).”

But Healy said the losses could
affect the confidence of toe play-

ers.
. .

“Team morale is fine but
whether toe losing streak affects

our confidence is yet to be seen,”

he said.

Batsman Michael Slater said he
was impressed with the spirit of
the Australian players despite the

series of defeats.

“The side -stuck together

extremely well," he said.

Turkish teams fined for fan violence
NYON, Switzerland (AP) - Itaridsh soccer dubs Galatasaray and
Fenerbahce have been heavfly fined by UEFA for violent conduct of
their fans in European cup competitions.

UEFA’s Disciplinary Committee fined Galatasaray 75,000 Swiss
francs ($60,000) for fans’ misbehavior at Jbe Cnp Winners Cup
game at Paris St Germain October 31 and 30,000 Cranes ($24,000)

tor violence at Its home game against the same dob two weeks ear-

.

her. '

Fenerbahce was fined 50,000 francs ($40,000) for unsporting and
violent conduct by its fans at its home game against Manchester
Ubfted in the ChampionsLeague October 16

Divisional leaders clash as Bills meet
NEW YORK (AP) - There's only one meeting between
division leaders in toe NFL today, and it’s not Dallas at San
Francisco.
While the big name teams slug it out on toe West Coast,

Buffalo will be at Philadelphia, the AFC East Division co-

leader against the team that's twogames up on the Cowboys
in the NFC East after beating Dallas last week.
Buffalo (6-3). did toe Eagles a favor last week, beating

Washington 38-13 to end toe Redskins* seven-game win-

ning streak and drop them into a tie with Philadelphia at 7-

2 after the Eagles’ dramatic 31-21 victory in Dallas.

All that victory over toe Cowboys did, however, was give

Ray Rhodes an excuse about keeping the Eagles on an even

keel, like the 1994 Eagles, who started 7-2, then lost seven

straigbf

“I’ve seen some other teams be 7-2 and think they’ve

arrived.” Rhodes says. “I think one of them was right

around here somewhere.”
This is a weekend of marquee matchups.
In addition to the Cowboys-49ecs and BillS-Eagies games,

Green Bay takes its 8-1 record to Kansas City, where toe

Chiefs’ loss to Pittsburgh last month was their first at home
in 12 regular-season games.
Philadelphia comes into toe Buffalo game offtoe improb-

able victory in Dallas. Just as the Cowboys seemed ready to

tie and perhaps win, James Willis intercepted Troy

Aikxnan's pass in the end zone and lateraled to Troy
Vincent, who returned it for the clinching touchdown.

The BIDS, tied with New England for the division lead, go
to Philadelphia off their best offensive game of the season.

They got 266 yards rushing against Washington, with both

ThurmanThomas and Darick Holmes going over 100 yards.

They did it in the “K-Gtm” offense, toe no-huddle, one-

back unit that helped them get to four Super Bowls.
“Of course we’ll continue to use iL” coach Marv Levy

said. “But systems don’t win, players do.”

In this case, toe most interesting matchup might involve

the Philadelphia offensive line against Buffalo’s defense. If

the Eagles are to win, Ty Detmei; 4-0 as a starter since tak-

ing over at quarterback forthe injured Rodney Peete, needs

time to throw.

That means toe key matchup is Barrett Brooks, the

Eagles' second-year left tackle, against Bruce Smith.

“He’s toe most complete defensive player I’ve ever

played,” Brooks said. “I don’t call him ‘Bruce.’ I call him
‘Me. Smith.’”

Dallas (5-4) has toe same record going to San Francisco

that toe 49ers had going to Dallas last season. San Francisco
was in even more dire straits then - toe quarterback was
backup Elvis Grbac.

But toe 49era got off quickly and won 38-20, their third

victory without a loss against Dallas teams coached by

Barry Switzer.

Deion Sanders, who has been playing both ways for-,
Dallas, might see a little less action at wide receiver this

week because of the return of Kevin Williams from a bro-
ken fooL Sanders first filled in when Michael Irvin was sus-
pended for substance abuse, then took over for Williams V

when Irvin returned.
“Hie ran routes and caught passes like he hasn't missed a

.

day of practice ” Switzer said ofWiHiams after his return to
practice on Wednesday. ........

Green Bay (8-1) has a similar problem when it goes to
Kansas City, which at 6-3 is two games behind Denver in
theAFC West
Both its starting offensive tackles, Ken Ruettgers and Earl

Dotson are out, leaving rookie John Michels and journey,- -

man Broce Wilkerson to block Neil Smith and Derrick"'
Thomas. Wilkerson at least has experience - he spent’ tot

'

majority of his years with the Raiders, playing the Chiefs .

twice.
' - \

The Chiefs have one other thing going - they've won 12 ;

.

of their last 13 games at home.
“They should be favored. They’ve won the games and pot

:

up die numbers. But they’re in ourhouse," Kansas Cityeon- •

terTim Grunhaid said.

“If we were going to their house, we’d be big"under-
dogs.” - .
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Hopeful Israel takes
on Cyprus today

Win would set visitors on course for France ’98

Comfortable England cruises

to victory over Georgia
passes

THE road to France
through Limassol.
Such are the words of Israel

c°ach Shlomo Scharf, who knows
ufflt if the national soccer team is to

OR! LEWIS

Israel’s fitness worries appear to

- i*'
-

have cleared op and all ihc pbyen;

Cup fimls in 1998 h^Srr^ mJu™s CD»vidAmM!em,
Cadi Bnnner, TaJ Banin, Eli Driks

Even if Israel fails to win, it will
have a chance to advance, but it
will be an unrealistic one, as it
cannot rely on the other two group
candidates, Russia and Bulgaria to
slip up m Cyprus as welL
Ideally Israel must beat Cyprus

to nave a good chance of clinching
one of the two top spots in
European qualifying Group 5 and
with it, a chance to play for a place
in the World Cup finals in just
under two years’ time.
The team ’s'_two previous results

in the qualifying tournament - a 2-

1 win over Bulgaria and a 1-1
draw with Russia, both at home —
have made today’s match the most
significant for Israel’s national
side since the two-leg encounter
against Colombia in 1989, ahead
of the 1990 Mondial in Italy the
following yean
On form of recent months, Israel

is favored to beat Cypriots (kick-
off 1 8:00), but it will be anything
but easy, as the hosts are a formi-
dable side on borne soiL

Israel and Cyprus have met on
five previous occasions with the
results reading three wins for
Israel and two draws.
Two of the five encounters have

had official international status,

when in 1960 the sides met in a
two-leg World Cup qualifier. The
first leg ended in a 1-1 draw in
Nicosia and Israel won the second
leg 6-1 in Ramat Gan.
Previously, Israel won 3-1 in a

friendly in Tel Aviv in 1949, and
two more friendlies playedin

much more recently, the' sides
drew 2-2 in Limassol in 1993 and
the following year, Israel won 4-3
at Teddy Stadium, but only in the
dying minutes, and only after the
Cypriots had led twice during the
match.

Cyprus has played only one
group game in the current tourna-

ment, and suffered a 4-0 loss to
Russia in Moscow in September.
But on home soil it will be a vast-

ly different proposition. In
European Championship quali-

fiers over the past 18 months.
Belgium, Denmark and
Macedonia all managed only 1-1

draws on the island, while in
friendlies the Cypriots have scored

a 3-1 win over Estonia and drew
3-3 with Sweden.

and Renner Harazi) have been
deemed fit to play by team doctor
Marc Rosnowsky. The Israelis,

probably as never before, are
brimming with talent in all depart-
ments and if they can reproduce
the second-half form they showed
in the game against Russia last

month, anything other than a win
would be a disappointment.
Scharf appears as if he has made

up his mind on the opening lineup
and the' only real dilemma still left

for him is the choice between
playing Ronnie Rosenthal or
Ronnen Harazi as a lone striker.

Initial signs yesterday suggested
that Rosenthal would carry the
burden from the opening whistle
with Harazi probably to be- intro-
duced later in the match, but
Scharf may yet change his mind at
the last moment today. Both
proved themselves satisfactorily
in training yesterday.
Harazi is lacking match practice,

following his injury while playing
for Betar Jerusalem immediately
after the game against Russia, he
has not participated in a full mamh
for almost a month
Rosenthal has played only a few

minutes for Tottenham Hotspur in

the same period, but has kept up
bis form while playing for the
Premier League club’s reserves.

The Cypriots, know they are the

underdogs, but will nevertheless

want to hold onto their impressive
home record. For certain, they will

not be intimidated by Israel.

Coach Andreas Michaelidis will

probably opt for a similar tactical

lineup to that of Israel’s, utilizing

three central defenders and a lone
striker, in so doing, he may be able
to thwart Israel’s own lone strik-

er’s efforts to break clear for goal
The Cypriot squad is made up

almost entirely of players who
compete for local sides, with only
33-year-old Marios Christodoulou

playing beyond die island’s

shores, for Greek First Division

side Heraklis Salonika.

Most dangerous among the

three times for the national team,
including in the 3-4 loss at Teddy
Stadium, one of his very first

matches as a Cyprus international.

Other players to watch out for
are central defender Pambos
Pittas, the 30-year-old captain
who has 53 caps, and Costas
Malekkos, 25, who could spell

danger with some skillful posses-
sion in midfield.
With the division of the island

22 - years ago, two of the Fust
Division clubs Anorthosis
Famagusta and Salamina hail
from the Turkish-controlled
Northern Cyprus, but in order to
compete with the rest of the league
they play their matches in the
Greek section of the island.

The locals expect only a 12,000
crowd to fifi the 22,000-seat stadi-
um in Limassol, and local TV is

not broadcasting the match live.

This is in stark contrast to the
interest the match is generating
among Israelis. Some 2.000 sup-
porters spent the weekend on the

island and several hundred more
are due today, making the short
flight from Ben-Gurion Airport to

Larnaca and then a 40-minute
drive to the island's southern port
city. The match will be shown live

on Channel 1 starting at 5:50 pm
and there will also be live com-
mentary on Israel Radio 2 be;

ning immediately ax the lac.

ScfaarTs expected lineup te
Goalkeeper: Safi Cohen. Defenders:

Felix Halfan, Gadi Bminer, Amir
SheJah, David Amsalem.

Midfielders: Thl Banin (captain),
Alon Hazan, Haim Revivo, Eyal
Berfcowilz, AvHSSnmL

Striker: Ronnie Rosenlhal/Ronnen

Newg agencies

Cyprus squad:
Goalkeepers: Andros Petrides

(APOEL Nicosia), Nicos Panayfotou
(Anorthosis Famagusta).
Defenders: George Tbeodoton

(ApoDoo Limassol), Demetris Ioannon
(Anorthosis Faxnagnsta), Costas
Panayi (Anorthosis Famagusta), Nicos
Thmrtheoo (APOEL Nicosia), Pambos
Pittas (ApoDoo Limassol, captain),

George Christodoulou (APOEL
Nicosia^

Midfielders: Pambia Andreoa
(Salamina), Saids Andram (Omonla
Nicosia), Marios Christodoulon
(Heraklis Salonika), Neophytos
Larkon (AEK Larnaca).

Forwards: KBndsAlezaadron (AEK
Larnaca), Marios Agatbocfeous (AEL
Limassol), Sraica Gogfe (Anorthosis
Famagusta), Costas Malekkos

Cypriots, roo paper at least. 7 (Omenta, Nicosia), Ytotis Engonutis.

appears to be-Sinica Gogic, also v
’-(Etiiriilc£s%

tYiazmos lounnon (apqeL"
33, a forward who plays for

“
Anorthosis Famagusta. Serbian-'

boro Gogic settled in Cyprus in

1989, and was naturalized three

years ago. He is a prolific scorerin

the league, but has struck only

Mizrahi hits hat trick for

Bnei Yehuda in Toto Cup
OR! LEWIS

A hat trick by Alon Mizrahi for

Bnei Yehuda sank Hapoel Taiba to

another defeat this season and set

up a showdown foe a berth in toe

semifinal of tire Toto Cup with

Betar Jerusalem in the final round

of group matches neat month.

Betar beat Maccabi Herzliya 2-1

and they and toe Hatikva Quarter

club has 11 points from their five

matches in Group C. The other

two clubs are out of the running

for a place in the semifinals. Only
the four group winners continue to

the latter stages of the competi-

tion.

Elsewhere, in Group B Hapoel

Beit She’an caused an upset by
beating Maccabi Petah Tikva 2-1

to give itself a chance of qualifica-

tion, and in Group D, resurgent

Hapoel Jerusalem beat Hapoel

Haifa 2-1 to keep things interest-

ing for the final group clash

between the Haifaites ami

leaders Hapoel Kfar Sava,

must win and needs a better goal

difference to qualify. Two interest-

ing clashes have been postponed

to midweek, on Tuesday Maccabi

hosts Hapoel in a Tel Aviv derby

and toe following day Maccabi

Haifa takes on Hapoel Beensbeba

at Kiryat Eliezer.

This week's winning Sportoto line:

1 .2.1 .2.1 .2,1 ,2,1 W
This week's winning Toto Plus line:

1X1A1X1AXX30CA1.
Winning Tototato numbers:

14, 16. 17, 19, 22, 23, 26.

Zsfririm Heton
Uac. Tri Aviv*

Bnri Yehuda

.

Mae. HffttUya

1

.ppd.

TOTO CUP
National League

Group A
.3 Irani Ashen

.

v. Hap. Tel Avfv

Group B
1 Hap. BeH Sha’an —2
v. Hapi BaersMba ppA

Group C
.3 Hap. Trtba 0

.1 Bat Jerusalem 2

Group D
Hap. JarusaJam 2 Hap. Haifa - —
Hap. FT. 1 Hap. War Suva 2

Mo be ptaysd Tuesday. 12/11. "-To

played Utadneadny. Wt
Group A
P W D L F

4 3 0 1 11

5 2 12 8

4 12 13
5 1 1 3 S

Group B
P W- D L F

4 2 2 0 5
5 2 12 4

5 12 2 1

4 112 7

Group C
P W D L F
5 3 2 0 IS

5 3 2 0 7

5 1 1 3 10

5 0 14 2

Group D
P w O L F
5 3 2 0 9

5 3 2 1 15

5 113 5

5 0 .3 2 a

Second Division

Mac. Jtefa.-

Nws Zlona

Mac. Tel Aviv

ZafrMrn Motor
Hap. TeS Mi*
Irani Riston

Mac. Haifa

Hap. Belt SWan
Mac.PT
Hap. Beeraheba

Bnei Yehuda
Bet. Jsnsafefn
Mac. Heraflya

Hap. Taba

Hap. (Car Sava
Hap. Haifa

Hap. Jerusalem

Hap PT

A Pta.

2 9

10 7
5 5

8 4

A Pta.

2 8

B 7
8 5
7 4

A Pta.

7 11
4 11

11 4

12 1

A POL
5 11
8 8
12 4
12 3

Irani Astaod —2
Mae. Netanya—

1

Hap. Aahdod 5

Hap. Ranat Gan -0
Mac. Yavna 0
HStoahRG 0
Hap. Hadera *

Mac. Acre 3

Kbyat Stmpna -

Bet Tel Aviv —
Mac. Kafr Karat

Hap. BatYlun ~
Hap. Aahfcelon -

Mae. JOryat Gat

Mac. Herzliya chairman quits

BOTTOM-of-the table Maccabi Herzlijra find toerose^es in

disarray this rooming after team coach Gil Landau and cl

Rony KJojman have both left the club. Earlier last week, assistant coach

to amass only wpotat out of a p^i-

and have sctnrd only one g^mfbetr

eight outings.

Nicosia).
' 1998 World Cup

European qualifying group 5
P W D L Of GePt*.

Russia 2 110 5 14
Israel 2 1 1 0 3 2 4
Bulgaria 2 10 13 3 3
Lummbouq 10 0 1 12 0
Cyprus 1 0 0 1 0 4 0

Gates, Torre

share AL
Manager of
the Year

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) -
Johnny Oates had toe Texas
Rangers* 24 years of bad baseball

looming over his head. Joe Torre

had the New York media, Yankees
fans and George Steinbrenner

peering down at him.

.

Dealing with those pressures

and deflecting them from their

players, both managers persevered
to win their divisions- They were
winners again Thursday, sharing

the AL Manager of the Year
award.

It was toe first tie in the 14-year
history of toe award, which is

voted on by two members of tire

Baseball Writers Association of
America per AL city. Both had 89
total points.

This rime last month. Torre’s

Yankees had just finished beating

Oates’s Rangers in a first-round

playoff series. New York went on

to win its first World Series title

since 1978. Voting was done

before the playoffs.

Padres skipper
gets NL honors
NEW YORK (AP) - Bruce
Bochy, who guided the San

Diego Padres to their first post-

season appearance since 1984,

was voted NL Manager of the

Year on Friday with a narrow
victory over Montreal’s Felipe

Alon.

Bochy, at 41 the youngest

active manager in the major

leagues, finished with 76 points,

two more than Alon and seven

more than Tony La Rnssa of the

St.Louis Cardinals.

VISITING England made it three

wins out of three with a dominat-
ing 2-0 success over a toothless

Georgia yesterday to go clear at

the top of soccer's World Cup
qualifying Group Two.
First-half goals by strikers

Teddy Sheringham and Les
Ferdinand enabled England to

cruise through to an easy win that

gives toe team nine points from
three games.

Italy is second on six from two
games and plays England at

Wembley in Febuary.
England manager Glenn Hoddle

reshuffled his team, making four
changes from the lineup that beat
Poland 2-1 a month ago. and
despite the bumpy pitch toe play-
ers always looked in control.

Paul Gascoigne, picked despite
his wife-beating admission, had a
quiet game in midfield where he
was outshone by man of (he match
David Batty.

Defender Tony Adams, restored
as captain, alongside impressive
debutante Sol Campbell, provided
a solid barrier that Geoigi
Kinkladze and Co. rarely threat-

ened.

Only in the opening minutes did
Georgia pose any threat as
England looked a little disorga-

nized.

But once Sheringham had
scored after 15 minutes the nerves
disappeared.

.Ferdinand slipped the ball wide
to toe right where the quick-witted

Tottenham jriayer tricked Kakha
Tskhadadze into committing him-
self to a futile lunge.

Sheringha then curled in a shot
with toe outside of his foot, which,
with the help of a deflection,

sailed over the stranded Irakli

Zoidze into the far comer.
Batty's tenacious tackling and

effervescent running, compliment-
ed by Paul luce, gave England
control of the midfield and the

second goal came after 36 min-
utes.

This time Sheringham fed
Ferdinand who survival an awk-
ward bobble to fire arare left-foot

shot past Zoidze, his first

England goal since Bulgaria in

March.
The Georgians sent on Gocha

,. Gogrichiani -.and . Giorgi
Gbudushauri for Shota Arveladze

.
and Kakbi Gogichaishvili but the
new men could make no impres-
sion.

“Tm delighted with the way we
played,” said Hoddle. “I’ve

always said that even without
(injured) Alan Shearer we’ve got

enough people in the country who
can put toe ball in the back of toe

net, and we showed thaL"
South Africa 1, Zaire 0

Midfielder Phil Masinga’s goal
during toe second half of toe

World Cup qualifier against- Zaire
gave toe home side a victory at

Johannesburg's FNB Stadium.

In the 74th minute Jerry

Sikhosana evaded a tackle on the

touch line.

His cross was accurate and Phil

Masinga was close by to finish

with a venomous shot to give

South Africa the opening goal.

The visitors, who arrived only
Friday evening, had an adventur-

ous approach to the game, attack-

ing whenever the opportunity

arose.

They were quick to turn defense

into attack and Lucas Radebe
played a masterful defensive role.

He cut off numerous dangerous

attacks by the Zairian forwards

and ensured they did not get clear

SCOREBOARD
NBA - Friday’s results:

Fbflpddphia 115, Boston 105; Tbrouto,

93, LA Lakers 92; Charlotte 202,

Washington 87; Miami SOI,

MDwankee 89; Cleveland 88,

Vaocomer73; Chicago 98, Detroit 80;
Seattle 87, San Antonio 75; Denver 94,

Golden State 9); New York 88, LA.
Clippers 81 (OT); Orlando 86, New
Jersey 82.

Thursday’s results: Orlando 108,

New Jersey 95; Houston 110; Denver

108 (OT); Seattle 103, Phoenix 98;
Portland 95, Minnesota 94 (OT); New
York 105, Golden State 100; Atlanta

91, Supramwrtn 87.

NHL - Friday’s results: Detroit 4,

Hartford 1; Pittsburgh 5, Ihmpa Bay
5 (OTh Colorado 4, Phoenix X; SL
Loins A Vancouver 1; San Jose 3,

Dallas 1; Anaheim 7, Los Angeles 4.

Thursday’s results: Edmonton 6,

Boston 0; Philadelphia 5, Buffalo 2i

Ottawa 6, Toronto 2; Florida A
Washington 2; New Jersey A Chicago

2; Los Angeles 4, Montreal L

FIELD FIGHT - England's Paul Gascoigne (right) tussles for the ban with Georgia’s Nugzar
Lobjanidze. (Rem*)

shots at the goal.

The timely intervention of South
African goalkeeper Andre
Areudse saved toe day on two
occasions as Zaire went in search
ofagoaL
Macedonia II, Liechtenstein 2

Spurred by three goals from
Dejvi Gavevski, the Macedonians
won atLiechtenstein for its second
victory in Group Eight and leaves

the home side smarting from its

fourth loss in a row.

More goals came from Mitko
Stojkovski Toni Micevski and
Sasa Ciric (two each), Geoigi
Hristo and Vanco Micevski.
Liechtenstein, playing without its

only pro player, Mario Frick, who
was injured, replied through Franz
Schadler in toe 79th minute with
his team already 9-0 down.
The goal-fest in Eschen was the

biggest win since Mexico crushed

SL Vincent 11-0 in qualifying for

toe 1994 World Cup. The World
Cup record is 13-0 by New
Zealand over Fiji in 1981.

Germany 1, N. Ireland 1

Gerry Taggart stunned German
fans in Nuernberg by firing

Northern Ireland ahead after 39
minutes only for Andreas Moeller
to level two minutes later.

Northern Ireland is not one of
soccer’s biggest teams but toe

Germans haven't beaten them in

their last five meetings, losing

twice and tying three times.

The Germans started with a 5-1

victoiy at Armenia last month but

could not reproduce that form
against a well-organized Northern
Ireland team although Jueigen
Klinsmann was unlucky to see a
header stay out after hitting one
post and then toe other.

Netherlands 7, Wales 1

The Netherlands, favorites to

qualify for toe World Cup finals

from European Group 7, routed

under-strength Wales.

The Dutch, who beat Wales 3-1

in Cardiff last month in their

group opener, maintained then-

perfect start to toe group courtesy

of a hat-trick from Arsenal’s
Dennis Bergkamp and a goal
apiece from toe de Boer twins -
Ronald and Frank - and one each
to Phillip Cocu and Wim Jonk.

A dispirited Wales, outclassed

and run ragged, managed a single

Dean Saunders strike in reply, but

toe team’s evening was summed
up with the customary caution for

Vinnie Jones, made captain for his

World Cup debut aged 31, for a

clumsy rather than malicious first

half challenge on Clarence
Scedorf.

The win puts the Netherlands on
six points, level with Belgium
after two games. Wales have six

points from four games.
Armenia I, Albania 1

Substitute Akop Ter Petrosyan

took advantage of a goalkeeper's

blunder to earn Armenia a tie.

After Bayram Fraholli had given
the Albanians a 57th minute lead

in the Group 9 game, Petrosyan

struck with only a minute remain-
ing.

Blendi Nallbani caught but then
dropped a shot from Gamlet
Mkluiaxyan andTerPetrosyan was
well placed to fire the ball into the

net
Austria 2, Latvia 1

A classy 74th minute goal by
Andreas Herzog gave Austria vic-

tory over 10-man Latvia.

Hexzog, easily the best’playeron
view, thundered a shot past goal-

keeper Olegs Karavajevs from the

left side of toe box to send his

team top of European Group 4.

Anton Polster put Austria ahead
with a record 35th goal for his

national side, tapping home a 43rd
minute corner.

But the home fans' joy was
short-lived with Vfts Rftnkus mak-
ing the most ofa goalkeeping mis-

take to grab an equalizer on the

stroke of halftime.

Seventeen minutes into toe sec-

ond half Latvia lost defender Igors

Stepanovs after a second yellow

card offense. Werder Bremen's
Herzog sealed the issue just 12

minutes later.

In other European games yester-

day, Ukraine, winner of its first

two matches, was scheduled to

play Portugal.

Today’s schedule in Europe
includes Yugoslavia-Czech
Republic, Switzeriand-Norway
and Scotland-Sweden while the

US faces Trinidad and Tobago at

Richmond, Viiginia.

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - An rates
include VAT:a Weekday - NIS 117 lor 10 words

num), each additional word NIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
175J0 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257*40 lor 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
2S.74.
WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 351.00
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-

dflional word - NIS 44.46.

MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 702.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 70.20.

Rates are valid until 30.11.98.

DEADLINES offices;

Jerusalem - weekdays 12 noon the day
before pubficaQon; lor Friday 4 p.m. on

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, priv.

bathroom. T.V/Tel, quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757. Fax 02-251-297.

RENTALS
SHEAL - INFORMATION SERVICE lor

flats and rooms. 21 King George SL.
Jerusalem, Tel 02-B25-6919.

SALES

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central. 20
sq.m, basement, garden, underground

"ISRABUILD" Tel

DANISH SPEAKERS WANTED! High
•salary I Call Eran at TeL 03-575-8255.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

IMMEDIATE! HIGH SALARY lor an pair,

iivB-in. for childcare and cleaning. Tel.
03-524-2085.

SITUATIONS VACANT

parKlng. if

02-5666571

Tel AyIv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; tor Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

Erlich plays Weidenfeld in satellite final

TOP seed Eyal Erlich will be test-

ed by Raviv Weidenfeld, third

seed, in the final of the first leg of

toe four-week satellite today in

Ramat Hasharon.

Yesterday. Erlich, Israel’s No- 4

player, beat fourth seed Wolfgang

Schranz from Austria 6-3, 7-

6(8/6) and Weidenfeld overcame

Hard Levy 6-1 ,
4-6, 6-4.

In the quarter-finals on Friday,

Erlich beat Slovakian Iztdk Bozic

6-3, 6-4 and Weidenfeld defeated

HEATHER CHAIT

another local player. Liot
1 Mor, 6-

4, 6-1.

Levy was the victor against sec-

ond seed Ofer Sela, winning 6-2,

6-2 .

No local racket reached the

final of the Maijorie Sherman

women’s challenger, also in

Ramat Hasharon. American Pam

Nelson, who dismissed Anna

Smashnova in the first round, will

face Petra Rampre from Slovakia

in the final.

Tzippi Obziler was defeated by

Rampre in yesterday’s match,

losing 6-0, 1-6, 6-2 while Hila

Rosen lost 6-3, 6-3 in Friday’s

quarter-final to Noelle Van

Lotrum from Holland who was

subsequently pm out by Nelson

yesterday.
,

From Ramat Hasharon me
men’s satellite now moves to

Jaffa, Ashkelon and Beersheva.

Edelson, Copans
win bike race

THE Tonr de Sdom mountain

bike race at the Dead Sea area

was won yesterday by Han
Edelson from Ra’anana who cov-

ered the 22-kilometer distance in

1:14.41. Second was Andre

Myburgh (1:14.47) with Chacho

Box Ami third (1:1535).

Laurie Copans was the first

woman rider home in 3:32.03

with Yael Hiyari behind her with

1:4332. Heather Ckait

02-531
4epho
5944.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.

Startand tong term rentals.

Bed and breakfast,

P.O. Bax 4233, Jerusalem 81044.

TeL 02-5611745, Fax: 02-561-5541.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. ISRAailLD. Td 02-55S-S571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

age. parking. S495.000. ISRABUIID, TeL
02-568-6571.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

WHERE TO STAY
~

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS / SUITES.
Gan Hair, near sea, tourists l business-
men, short/Iong term, Tel. 03-695-9092.
050-358872.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS

HERZLIYA PTTUAH1 FOR rertf. fully fur-

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

GENERAL

Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST)! We are the bestU
The biggest and oldest Bgency in Israel
For the highest quality live-ln jobs
phone Au Pair International, 03-
6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest lam i lies, best conditions, the
agency with a heart lor the Au Pairs. CaH
HiimaTel. 03-9659937.

PURCHASE/SALES
General

Misa

BUY, SELL OR exchange antique furni-

ture, apartmenl contents and liquida-

tions. Tel. D3-683- 1724.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED

ARIE PALOSE - QUALITY CARS:
i. teasing, trading.

-6523735, 050440977.
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Dow sets another

record close

FTSE struggles upward
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

WALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Stocks
pulled into positive territory near

the close Friday lifting the Dow
Jones industrial average and oth-

er market measures further into

record territory to cap a powerful

election-week rally.

On Wall Street, the Dow
closed at 6,219.82, adding 13.78

points. It was the fifth straight

winning session for the blue-chip

average, which added 197.89

points on the week.

The Standard and Poor's 500
stock index and the New York
Stock Exchange composite index

closed at new highs for the fourth

consecutive session. The technol-

ogy-rich Nasdaq composite index

moved within a point of its first

record close since mid-October.

Advancing issues outnum-
bered decliners by a 6-to-5 mar-

gin on the New York Stock Ex-

change, with 1,315 np, 1,096

down and 883 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 402.32

million shares as of 4 pjo, vs.

500.74 million in the previous

session.

The Standard and Poor’s 500-

stock index rose 3.17 to 730.82, •

and the NYSE’s composite index

rose 1.41 to 38632.
The Nasdaq composite index

rase 336 to 135730, and the

American Stock Exchange’s market

value index rose 1.14 to 58039.

LONDON (Renter) - UK shares

struggled to a modestly higher

finish Friday after another disap-

pointing week as interest rate

worries continued to pressure the

London market The FTSE index

closed at 3910.8 points, up 10.4

on the day but down 37.7 points

on the week.

FRANKFURT - The German

DAX index of 30 leading shares

ended floor trade at a record high

on Friday, driven by gains in

bond prices and by the Dow
Jones index which ended over-

night above 6,200 points for first

time. The DAX raced up to a

day’s high of 2,74430 points and

then slipped back slightly to end

up 26.61 points, or 0.9S percent,

at 2,739.83, a new record bourse

close. It was up 5638 from last

Friday. In post-bourse trade the

index was up 8.04 at 2,732-29.

PARIS - French shares dosed
in negative ground after racking

up major gains this week, track-

ing Wall Street's welcome to Bill

Clinton’s return to the White
House. The blue chip CAC-40
index dosed down 6.61 points or

03 percent at 2305.20, while on

the week, the index advanced

3.02 percent. It was a rise of 64-69

since last week.

TOKYO - Tokyo stocks held

on to earlier gams to close more

than two percent higher on Fri-

day. But the rises were mainly

attributed to technical buying,

linked to the futures trade. The
key 225-share Nikkei average

soared 429.93 points or 2.07% to

end at 21301.04. Rising 567.98

points from last week.

Flexible

Ball in Clinton’s court
WALL STREETWEEK

Dollar falls again
CURRENCY REPORT

Shares

NEW YORK (Reuter) - Post-elec-

tion hurrahs set off fireworks in the

stock market but Wall Street may
turn cautious as it waits to get a

glimpse at President Clinton's

agenda for his second term.

The experts say the ball is in

Clinton’s court now that the vot-

ers have sent him back to the

White House for another four

years, and his legislative agenda

could have a major impact on the

stock market just as the economy

starts to slow.

Investors raced to buy stocks

this week, giving their stamp of

approval to Clinton’s big re-elec-

tion win and the Republicans’

control of Congress.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age extended its bullish run, set-

ting its 34th record high for the

year on Friday and its second big-

gest weekly gain ever.

Invest in the world'smajorexchanges

with Israel Discount Bank

( m* )X K'V&J.s
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The rally, which started the

day after the election, was
impressive.

The blue-chip index's gain on
Wednesday of 97 points or 1.6

percent was the second biggest

post-election rise since World
War IL

For die week, die Dow was up
' 19739 points - the second largest

weekly rise after the 206.77-point

gain in the week of Aug. 2 this

year.

Wall Street was happy with the

status quo in Washington — a divi-

sion of power that has worked

very well for stocks during the

last couple of years.

The counterbalance between

the Democratic administration

and the Republican-controlled

Congress has also been compati-

ble with the economy.

Unlike Clinton’s first term,

when he got off to a fast start with

plans for universal health care

and other high profile initiatives,

the president has so for not tipped

his hand as to what new legisla-

tive goals his administration will

promote.

For die week, the Standard &
Poor’s composite index of 500

stocks rose 27.05 points ending

Friday at a record high of 73032;

the Nasdaq composite index 'rose

35.73. to, 135731; the American

Stock Exchange index rose 7.81

to 58039; and the NYSE com-

posite index of all listed common
stocks was up 12.64 at a new high

of 38632.

NEW YORK (AP) — The dollar

weakened further Friday on fear

that Japan and the US now want

a stronger yen, despite assur-

ances ton top Japanese officials

that their foreign-exchange policy

remains unchanged.

Traders were skeptical because

the backtracking came a day after

the dollar’s plunge. Many sus-

pected it was merely an attempt

to slow the fall. Their doubts

were increased by a conspicuous

lade of comment from US offi-

cials supporting the dollar.

Traders reacted by selling the

dollar going into the weekend.

In late New York trading the

dollar cost 11130 yen, down
from 111.60 yen Thursday.

Patah (foreign currency depoaft rataa) (11.9.96]

Currency (dsgaaft ton) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
U.S. doflar (5250,000) 4.750 5.000 5375
Pound BtBrtng (£100,000) 1875 4.000 <250
German mark(DM 200,000} 1.625 1.625 2.125
Swiss franc (SF 200,000) 0625 0.750 1X00
Yen {lOmfflonyen) — — —

(Rates vary higher or lower than Indicated according to deposit)

Shekaf Foreign Exchange Rates* (8.11.96)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rap.
Buy Sad Buy Sen Rate**

Currency basket 3.6113 3.6696 — — 3.6500
U.S. donor 32111 3.2629 3.15 331 32450
German meric 2.1279 2.1623 2.09 Z20 21482
Pound Sterling 5-3023 53879 &21 5.47 5.3599
French franc 0.6296 0.6396 0.61 065 0.6356
Japanese yen (100) 08709 2.9173 282 2.96 2*978
Dutch florin 1.8967 1.9273 1.86 1.96 1.9147
Swiss franc 2J5244 25652 2.48 2.61 25481
Swedish krona 0.4651 04930 047 050 0.4899
Norwegian krone 05065 05147 0.40 0.53 0.5112
Danish krone 05535 0.5625 054 058 05588
PkVMh meric 0.7046 07180 089 073 07115
Canadian dotar
Austrafen doflar

S. African rand
franc (10)

Austrian echOhg (10)
baton Bra.(1000)
Jordanian (Snar

-

Egyptian pound

State Bonds

Mahpcmt 54063
Spaniah peseta (100) 25265

07180 089 073 07115
24532 237 249 24405
25706 248 261 2£501
06963 062 070 0.6920
1.0487 1.01 1.07 1.0426
3.0731 297 3.12 3.0535
21464 2SI1 216 -2,1315
4.7700 4.48 477 - 40079
09900 081 '

' 099 . 4.0384
4.1395 — — 4.1150
52919 021 5.47 53607
25673 248 261 25514

*Tlieaentee vary according to bank. **Bank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANKLEUMI
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
MichaelAjzenstajdt

in Kaveis Ma Mere L'oye, Havdn’s Qfirh

BeimyS!luchm performs Berio’s Sequenza V for
Ju
Sf

S
,
vcrdJov Performs Debussy's

**>—
j™™ Nebenbaus leads the Israel

iE*®?™ Rishon Lesion in
Schubert s Fifth Symphony, Haydn’s 43rd

Six£h Brandenbore
Conttrto, while David Carmel plays CimarosalOboe Concerto, tonight (8:30) mRishonLrS^

CTXIST Natasha Gutman joins Russian ensem-

rwt
M

r-

ICa VlVa P^onning *e Haydn C majorCello Concerto while the chamber orchestra
plays woricsfey Glinka, Grieg and Arensky under
the bum of Alexander Rudin. Tonight ar the

S^d
NT
Beh?5^nIer m Jcrusaten^ and tomorrow

at the Noga Theater in Jaffa at 8:30.

I?E 3il?u,z Chamber Orchestra performs
Mozart s Requiem in memory of Yitzhak Rabin
tonight (8) in Kfar Sava.

ENGLISH THEATER
Helen Kaye

Benny Slnchin plays Berio’s Sequenza V for
trombone at the Tel Aviv Museum.

Thursday 4:30 pjn. (Hebrew)

DANCE

WHAT happens when a young hairdresser who
wants an education meets a disillusioned professor
who s bored with everything? Willy Russell’s
exhilarating Educating Rua provides some unex-
pected answers. The Tel Aviv Community Theater
production is ably directed by Dawn Nadel with
Yanky Fachler as Frank and newcomer Joanne
Humphries as Rita sparkling on stage. Last show
tomght at Yad Labanim at 8:30 p.m. Tickets: (03)
752-6407.

Michael Ajzenstadt

TONIGHT is the Lyons Opera Ballet's last perfor-
mance of Magi Maran’s Coppeiia. This powerful
and beguiling production is at 8:30 at the Tel Aviv
Performing Arts Center.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

THEATER
Helen Kaye

THIS is the play that has caught London by the
ears. It’s Art by French playwright Yasmina Reza,
a wicked, witty send-up ofmodem art, and a more
serious discussion an the nature of friendship. The
Beit Lessin production has three virtuoso perfor-
mances from Yossi Banai, Sasson Gabai and Avi
Uriya. It’s at the Jerusalem Theater in Sberover
Hall tonight and through Wednesday at 8:30 pin.

*172 THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE
DAME — This is a spooky Elm that doesn’t shy
away from the heavier themes of die Victor Hugo
noveL Of course, Disney win always be Disney:
At the (happy) end of the movie, die filmmakers
can't resist the urge to plant a smiley fece on. the
great tortured romance, and exchange
Quasimodo’s anti-social suffering for a
Bambiesque moral about tolerance, friendship and
the need to look beyond appearances. All things
considered, though, it’s a remarkably eerie and
engaging cartoon. (In both English and Hebrew
versions. General audiences.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Limit, quite precise, set by

engineers (8)

5 Brings together many
animals (6)

9A lot rent accommodation
for freedom (8)

10 Flatter skinhead relation,

right? (6)

11 Got upset and cried, so

clearing out (8)

12 Air force (6)

14 Fair judge after support

(6*4)

18 Not yet twenty
—-emphasise that (10)

22 An island with soundways

(6)

23 The guard's quarters

reorganised in Lent (8)

24 Greek socialworkers make

allowances (6)

25 Changing the PM (8)

26 Strive without end to be

up-to-the-minute (6)

27 Saucy fines, not SB-written

(8)

DOWN
INote wrong answer is

given (6)

2 Take a youngster on board

for some food (6)

3 Conned—not for the first

time (6)

4 Good sense shown by.

.
Conservative leader on
discipline (10)

to which one6The
may rise! (8)

7 Fruit and nuts—alas, all

bad (8)

8Yarn about upturn and
. .. beam (8)

13 Travel with a fellow
worker (10)

15 Utter “Blooming ToriesT
(8)

16 Stand up far the person
the case (8)

17 Stopped. a leftist

restraining others (8)

19Having to sing out for a
drink (6)

20 Quite incomparable
French article Canty (6)

21 Thin, but that’s of little

consequence (6)

SOLUTIONS

[aaausaaooaQ m
a a a 0 a uaaii

SffloaaasanaQ 0
a a b a o osan

0 a a a
30Q000 oassLODn
Q a QDQ0U B 0s a n <iisaia
h n 3m000 a
inmnaaa namtUQ
a a a n a 0
O0Q0 a a a @ Q

m aDsacasaBaa
amaa 0 0033000000

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Waster, 4 Thyme, 8

Erred, 9 Torrent, IS Intent, U
is Woo, 14 Shoe, IS VSow, 18

Roe. XL AUo. S3 Canter, 25
gt«^,ir.n

| 28 Ocean, 87 Laden, 28

Sketctu
DOWN: 1 Weevil, 2 Stretch, S

Endanger, 4 Torn, $ Yield, 6
Esteem, 7 Strew, IS Overtook, 18S. 17 Damsel 19 Edmi, 20
Drench.22 Staid, 24 Sign.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
lPngiHst(5)
4 Competitive
games (7)

8 Stretchy (7)

9 Blunder (5)

10 Norwegian
dramatist(5)

11 Marriage (7)

13 Hebridean isle (4)

15 Assisted (6)
17 Slender (6)

20Burden (4)

22 Counsellor (7)

24 Piles (5)

26 Money-bag (5)

27 Sooner (7)

28Dead (7)'

29 Odour (5)

DOWN
1 Flaw (7)

2 Skeletal pictures
(1-4)

3Mowing (7)

4 Parrots (6)

5 Step (5)

6Stimiier(7)
7 Uncaringgesture
(5)

12 SioHanvolcano
(4) ,

14 Lazy (4)

"lSYotmgharefD
18 Sticks (7)

19 Spendthrift (7)

21 East (6)

22 Plenty (5)

23 Gloss (5)

25 lithe (5)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

1

631 News in Arabic &45 Exercise Hour
7i00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

&00 Man and Hte World &3Q Family
Relations WO Geography 930 Nature
930 Engfeh ft45 Programs lor cnUtfan
10:10 They Simply Said No 10:15
Stories from life 10:45 Looking at
Arithmetic 11:10 Engfeft 11 :35 Seven in

Heaven 12:00 Mathematics 12:15
Mathematics in Daily life 1230 Social
Stufies 1330 The Onedh Line 14.-00

Surprise Train 14:25 Kiev Cot and""
’ 14:45 Gaya. Gal and Gi 15.-00

11

the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

14:05 Revel'sAmerican Tails 143Q Ybu
Bet Your L* 15:00 French Programs
16:00 Wbrid Echo 16:30 The Famous
Five 1730 News flash 17*1 Search
and Rescue 1630 French programs
1930 News headlines 19:35 The Fresh
Prince of Bel Air 2031 Auto Classics
20:30Abum Show 21:10 Blade's Magic
22:00 News In Engfash 22:30 Madsen
23:15 Miami Vice O&OO Yes Minister

MIDDLE EASTTV

1030 Changed Lives 11:00 Lighthouse
11:30 Hour of Power 12:30 Central
Message 1330 love Worth Finding
14.-00 This Is Your Day 1430 John

! touchOsteen 15:00 In 16:00

CHANNEL 1

15:30Zap to 1 15:32 Video Force 1530
The Adventures of Dodo 16:00 The
Mysterious Island - adventure series
based on Jules Verne's book about
escapees from the American Civil War
1&30 Gingi - based on GaQa Bon-
Fedor's book 1830 The Adventures of
Dodo 1639ANew Evening 17:34 News
In English 17:45 Soccer: Israel vs
Cyprus - five 18:45 News in Arabic

25
s55 Soccer terael vs Cyprus -five

20:00 News 20:45 Mr. Manl - eframa
series 2130 Pride and Prejudice-Jane

' 22:45 Wbrid

Adventures Of Dry Gulch 16:30
Sandokan 16*5 Richard Scarry 17:20
Gfifbert 17:45 Dennis the Menace
18:10 Happiness 1&35 Mask 1930
Bob Newhart 19:30 Rhoda 20ri» Cats’
Eyes 21:00 Remington Steele 22M) hffl

Street Blues 2300 Lou Grant 00:00
Love Connexion

CABLE

Austen classic (rpt)

2330 News 0030 i

r SOCCff
A Gtimpee of Asftdod

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Genie and the Captain 13:30 hz
and Mltz 14:00 Echo Point 1430 TieTac
- quiz show 1530 Yogi's Gang 1530
Dave’s World 16.-00 The Bold and the
Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with
Rafi Reahef 17:30 Sister Sister 1&00
Senora 1930 The Ring 2030 News
2fe30 Dudu Topaz 2230 Chicago Hope
2238 Murder Ope 0030 News 0035
Documentary Box - short documentary
wms 0035 Moonlight — music program
with WBchal Shavtt 1:35 Sex. Love end
COW Hard Cash - a former convict and
a cafl-gjri join forces to track a mafia
accountantwho has ran off with mflions.
With Jo Befit Wffliams 3000 Going Down
to Egypt - documentary (rpt) 3:30 On

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature ore
charged at NIS2IL08 per line.
Including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.&5 per Sne, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours ofthe
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daily Sun.-Thu r., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9, 23, 26. 28. For info, call

882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall WhtcJows. Tel.

02-416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Following the
Shock: Graffiti in Yitzhak Rabin
Square; Ten years to the Ministry of
education Prize in Plastic Arts.
Portraits: By a group of Israefi artists;

Virtual Reality: The domestic and
realistic in contemporary israefi art;

Menashe Kadishman: Drawings;
Itzhak Danziger A Retrospective
until November 9. Menashe
Kadishman: Drawings until

November 4. Two New Israeli

Exhibitions: Portraits -"Virtual

Reality”; Face to Face: Didactic
Exhibition. New acquisition: Two
Tiffany Stained Glass Windows.
HELSIA RUBINSTEIN PAVHJON
FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
Stilomo Ben-David and Amon Ben-
David, New works. Hours: Weekdays
10 ajn.-6 pjn. Tua. 10 ajn.-10 pjn.
FrL 10 am,-2 pjn. Meyerfioff Art
Education Center, Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, (Sal 04-
374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yid
Haratzim, 673-1475; Balsam. Salah e-DIn,
627-2315; Sfwatat, Shuafat Road, 581-
D108; Dsr AJdawa. Hanxfs Gate. 625-
2056.
Td Avftr Pharma Daf Jdxriinaky, 125 bn
Gvfrol 5462040; Ku^ Hofim Maocabl 7
HaSWa. 5465558. 7® 3 am Monday:
Pharma Daf Jabottaaky. 125 bn GviroL
5462040. Till midnight: Superpharm
Ramat Avfv, 40 Bnstaki, 541-3730;
London Vfinfetore Superpharm. 4 Shad
Hametech, 696-0115-
Ra’anana-Kfw Sava: Hadar, 12
Habanbn, Hod Hasharon, 740-1435.
Natanya: Geva, 14 Sha*ar Hagai 822695.
HattK Hanassl Denya. 99 Abta Khoushy,
834-Ilia
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Sftttat Uocfln,
Kkyat MotzWn. 870-77703.
Harllg! Ctat Pharm, Bail Mariazkn, 6
MasWt (cnc. Sderot HagaBrn), Herzfiya
Pbjah. 558472, 556407. Open 9 am. to
mUrtight
Upper Naareth: Qal Pharm. Lav Hair
Mab. 570468. Open 9 aon. to 10 pjn.

.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal
orthopedcs, ototeritea. B4T); Bfcur HoSm
(surgery); Hadassah E3n Keren (pedL

^C

AvtK
>

TdAw%Ldbal Canter Dana
PedMric Hospital (peefiatriesh Tal Aviv
Medfcal Center flrtemal sugary).

Natanya: Lanado.

POUCE 100
RRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Heixew) or 911

(Engfish) in most peris of (he country. In

aridCiom
AshdocT 8551333 War Sava* 902222
Ajftkelor »51332 WahariysT B912333
B*«fttoars2747sr NoawreMM4
Belt Shwnwh 65B3133
Dan Batfon* 5793333 fWKwrWl333
sar^44 «*ixjrr^^33
Hah* 6512233 SoM 920333
Janaatom’ 523133 TW Ariv* SWffl
KanltT 9985444 Tfceraa' 782444
• Moide Wareire Care Unft (MiCU) torecan the

area, around Bw dodt

for tourists (In Engfeh)

177-022-9116
The National Prison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours

a day, for inclination in case of prisoning.

Eran — EmoSonaJ First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-1111

(chfldrenSyoutfi 696-1113), Haifa 867-

2222/3, Beerahrita 6494333, Natanya

862-5110. Karaite! 9866770. Kfar Sava
7674S».Had0ra 848789.

Wbo hotlines for battered wwnn 02-

Ki-4111, 03-546-1133 teiso in Russian).

07-837-6310, 068554506 (also In

Amtieric). _ . J

Rapa Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Avfv

525-4819, 544-9191 (men). JoruwJmri

625-5558, Haifa 853-0533. Btat 633-

1977.
,

Hadassah Medtoaf Organization- Israel

Cancer .Association support service 02-

6247676).

[TV 3 (33)

18:15 Things Which Can't Be Sold
17:00 Weekly Column 1&00 Amores
19:00 News tn Arabic 19^0 News in

Russian 2030 News 20^45 TeJekessef
21:15 Blah Blah 2200 The Fortunes of
War23^25 The Russian war

ETV 2(23)

15^0 Wonder Years ItfcOO CUmate and
its Effect on Man 1630 A Possible
World 17:00 Zombit 17^5 Wad Lite b
Russia 18:00 Cybemews 18:30 Media
FBe 19ri» Jerusalem in Art 1930 Print
of View 20ri» A New Evening 20:30
Destines 21.-00 Sar Trek: The Next
Generation 21:45 Rim Writer Run -
Czech movie about a Prague womaniz-
er (85 mins.) 23:30 The European
Mirada

FAMILYCHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9ri)0 One Life to Live
(rpt) 9:45 The Young and the Restless
(rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives (rpt) 11:20
Peria Ntnra 12:10 Neighbors (rpt)

1235 D^as (rpt) 1330 Starting all30
1435 Nursing School 143S Sisters
15:45 Days of Our Lives 16:40
Neighbors 17:10 Dates 1830 One Life
to Live 18:45 The Young and the
Restless 1930 Local broadcast 2030
Peria Negra 2030 Third Rock from the
Sun 21:15 The Single Guy 21:40 Jag
2230 Law and Order 2330 The Larry
Sanders Show 23»45 Melrose Place
0030 SilkStaHngs 130 The Print Man

MOVIE CHA**EL (4)

1130 Against Their W9 (1994) (rpt)

1330 Special reporton Mrihoftand Falls

(rpt) 1450 Lady For A Day (1933) -
classic comedy (95 mins.) 1450 Ad
Madness 1535 Big Deri on Madonna
Street (Italian, 1988) - heist comedy
with Vittorio Gassman and Marceflo
Mastrriannl (96 mire.) 17:05 Letter to

Brezhnev (1985) - two women from
Liverpool befriend a pair of Ruslan
sritors. Wdh Alfred MoBna. (88 mins.)
1&40 Mother of the Bride (1991) -com-
edy about wedrings @0 mins) 20:15
Spencer A Savage Place (1992) -
Robert Urich plays detective Spencer
who is visited by awoman from ha past

mire.) 21:40. SpedaT Report on
rage Under Fee, starring Meg Ryan

and Denzel Was!

"

Someone She Knows i.

mystery (87 mins.) 2335 Slhouette
1 (1994) - a nurse is murdered aid her
sister uncovers her past Wth Jo Beth
WflTtams (86 mins.) 135 Critters 11986)
(rpt) 230 Eve of Destruction (1991) - a
robot goes out of control wan Gregory
Hines (95 mins.)

Washington 2230
nows (1994) - murder

Bebewe Closet 1435 Littie ktousa an the
Prairie 1435 HeaihcWt 1530 VR
TreopBre 1530 Little University 1630
Krt 1635 Saved by the Be'J 16:45
Recto'S Modem Lite 1730 Animal Pa-k
1730 Sweet Valley High 18:15 Tau Tau
18:40 Make-Briieve Closet 1930 Sonc
1930 Three's Company 1955 Mamed
With Children 2030 Rcseanne 21:45
Step Dy Step 21:10 Lq« and Clark

SECOND SHOWING (6)

2230 OBwer. Olivier (French, 1933) - a
family's rvne-year-cJa son disappear
and the fam2y tSsintegrates. Six yeare
later the police amve with a boy suffer-

ing from amnesia. Is he Otnaer? Written

and rirected byAgnieszka Holland, (t 03
mins.) 2350 Crush (1992) - a woman
impersonates her injured friend (92
mms.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Long
Distance Running (n») 13:00 Amazing
America (rpt) 13:30 The Hex: Step (rpy
14j00 Open Unnrereity 16:00 Long
Distance Running (rp!) 1730 Amazing
Amenca (rpt) 1730 the Next Step (rp»
1830 Open University 20:00 Deep
Wrier Exploration: Mexico 2130 Chaos
22:00 Beyond 2000 22:30 The Bw
Questions 23:00 Deep Water
Exploration: Mexico (rpt) 00:50 Open
Unnrersrty

SUPER CHANNEL

830 Adventures 7:00 Europe 2000
730 Ushuaia 1030 Adventures 1130
Executive Lifestyles 11:30 Travel
Express 1230 Supershop 13:00 Gillette

Sports Magazine 1330 Horse Racsra
14:00 Goth TOA tour 1530 NBC Spcrfa
Magazine 16:00 CoUege Baseball.
NCAA finals 1730 The MzLaugMin
Group 1730 Meet the Press 1830 How
to Succeed n Business 1930 Scan
1930 The First and me Best 20:00
Executive Litestytes 2030 &irope 2000
2130 Adventures 2230 Goth Anderson
Worfd Champnnshri0030 ProSter 1:00
TaBon* Jazz 1:30 Travel Express 230
The Tonight Shew with Jay Leno 330
MSNBCI'

‘

STAR PLUS

830 Hindi shows730 Armti India Show
8:00 The Road Show 8:30 India
Business Week 9:30 Star Trek 10:30
Inrian mov» 13:30 Irafia Business
Week 1430 Charlie's Angels 15:00
Batman 1530The Simpsons 1630 The
Adrians Farraty 1630 lifriine 17:00
Reporter 1730 Countdown Plus 1830
Star Week 1930 Dynasty 2030 India

Business Week 2130 Amu! Intfa Show
2230 AO Our Children -BBC documen-
tary 2330 The Outlaw (1943) - classfc
Western 130 Thteftators 230 Home
andAway 2:30 The Sufivans

CHANNELS

630 Bocfies in Motion 16:00 Bodies in

Motion 1630 Spanish if*anw Soccer,
Barcelona vs. Athlriioo Madrid (rpt)

18:00 National League Handball -
Maccabi Rehovot vs. ASA Tri Aviv (rpt)

19:30 American League Footbaff- final

20:45 To be announced 2230 Soccer:
World Cup quafifytng matches

EUROSPORT

9:30 Biathlon: World Championship
from Germany 10:30 Alpine Skiing:
World Championship from Span 1130
Alpine Skiing 1230 Tennis: ATP Tour
from Sweden -samMinris - five 14:00
Soccer Wbrid Cup Qualifying Games
(rpt) 16:00 Tennis: ATP Tour from
Sweeten - finals - five 1830 Horse
jumping: Wbrid Cup from Belgium 2030
Amateur Videos — sports magazine
2130 GT car radng from China 2330
Soccer Wbrid Cup Qualifying Games
(ret) 130 Goth Hassan ft Cup from
Morocco 230 Lawn Bowls: European
Championship from France

PRIMESPORTS

live 15:00 Soccer Grit Cup, Match 2
(rpt) 16.-30 Pnme Boxing 18:30 Car
Racing Macao Grand Prat History 1930
NBA Game of the weelc Washington vs.
Intfiana (rpt) 21:30 BWiarts: Aslan
Classic Snooker 22:30 Soccer. Grit
Cup, Match 2 (rpt) 0030 NBA Game of
tee week: Washingon vs. Indiana (rpt)

230 Masters Athletics from Mumbai
3:30 Asia Soooer Show

BBC WORLD

News on the how 635 Horizons (rpt)

7:25 Inda Business Report 830 Earth
Report (rpt) fc20 This Week 1035
Assignment 1130 Ftoytfs Amenron Pie
1235 Heart of the Matter (rpt) 1320
Window on Europe (rpt) 14:05 Around
tee Wbrid in 80 Days 15:05 Breridret
with Frost 1630 Hobday (rpt) 17:05
Hanzons (rpt) 1820 Earth Report (rpt)

18:30 Film *96 (rpt) 19:30 Jeremy
Clarkson's Motorworid (rpt) 2020 On
tee Record 2120 Window on Europe
Opt! 2235 Wheeler on America 2330
Tomorrow's World (rptl 0030 World
Business Report 2:10 The Money
i*)ivj!diiune (fpi)

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 630 Evans
and Novak 730 World News 8:30
Science and Technology 930 World
Sport 1030 Style with Elsa Klensch
1130CNN Computer Connection 1230
World Report 1330 World Business
Week 14:30 World Sport 15:30 This
Week in Pro Golf 1&00 Larry King
Weekend 1730 World Sport (rpt) 1830
Science and Technology 1930 CNN’s
Late Edtton 20:30 Moneyweek 2130
World Report 23:30 Investigative
Repots 00:00 Style with Elsa Ktensch
00:30 World Sport 1:00 The Wbrid
Today 1:30 Future Watch 2:00
Diplomatic Lcense 230 Earth Watch

SKY NEWS

News on the hour 630 48 horn with
Dan Rather 7:30 The Entertainment
Show 10:30 Sports Sunday 11:30
Sunday Business News 12:45 Live
broadcast of Remembrance Day ser-

vices 14:30 The Book Show 15:30
Beyond 2000 16:30 Reuters News
1T30 Target 1830 Court TV 1830

in ReviewWeek 1930 Live at Five

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

636 Morning Concert 9:05 Telemann:
Don Quixote Suite; C.P.E. Bach: Oboe
concerto in E flat; Mozart: 2 arias from
The Magic Flute, aria from Cost fan

tutte, ana bom La domenza d Tito;

Schubert Hungarian Divertissement tor

piano 4 hands D818; Schumann: Great
Sonata no 2 in D minor for vtofin and
piano op 121 (Zukerman. Nekiug): C.
Franr"

“
Symphonic
i: Bizet Ron

VWatkxis for piano

CHU-DREN(Q

630 Cartoons 9:05The M3cyWay930
VRTroopers935 Lfttte University 1030“ " ‘ Thow 1035The Ren and Stimpy Show

'

Monsters 1130 Animal Park 1230

6:00 Asia Sport Show 630 Futbol
Mundial 7:00 Cricket Singer
Championship Trophy - New Zealand
vs. Pakistan - five 1030 Sports India

11:15 Cricket Singer Championship
Trophy - New Zealand vs. Pakistan -

Beethoven, Rodrigo, Bizet.

Shostakovich 13:00 Artist of the Week-
Arturo Benedetto Mlchetenged
Italian Concerto BWV 971;

Debussy: Children's Comer;
Beethoven: Sonata no 32 in C minor op
111 1436 Encore - Manuel de Falla on
the 50th anniversary of Ns death 1530
Falla: La Vida Breve lyric drama 1630
Music for Sunday - Bach: Cantata no
55; Grandv: Mass tor Mary; Haydnr.
Stabat Mater Poulenc: Stahai rater
1830 New CDs - Haydn: Piano sonata
in Eflat Ekan: 3 AndantJewish Tunesi
Schubert
1930
broadcast
Music Center, Jerusalem, lakemitsu:
Rain Coming; Dan Yuhas: Songs of

Fogel; Chan: Feu (fornixes; Messiaen:
Oiseauc Exotiques 2030 From Our
Concert Halls - Israel Chamber
Orchestra, cond. Kart Anton
Rlckanbacher. soloist Benny Saluhin
(trombone). Selected Israefi work;
Ravefc Ma mdre Toye. Berio: Sequenza
V; Takemltsu: PhantasnVCantus II;

Debussy: Danses sacres et profanes:
Haydn: Symphony no 96 •Mirada"
2330 Sounds to End the Day

CRITIC’S CHOICE
JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Four Rooms 5 *
Babe 7 * Girl B 930 * Wlm
Wander's Student Films 930 G.G.
GIL Jerusalem Mall (Matha) v
6788448 FledaThe NuttyProfessor* Boca
BoeaaSubstltuteaMulIholand Falls
•Circle of -Friends 4:45, 7:15. 9:45

Jude 430, 7:15, 10 * A Time to
Kill 7:15, 10 * Escape From LA. s
4:45 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus SL » 5610011 A Summer In
La Qoulette 930 * Le Afflntta
Etetttve 7; LEV SMADAR
Stealing Beauty 730. 10 -k
Trainspotting . 5:45 RAV CHEN 1-
7 » 6792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 6794477 Rav-Mecher
Building, 19 Ha’oman SL, Talplot
Spitfire GrlltoCourage Under
FlrodThe PsIIbearertfiRuroble In the
Bronx 5, 730, 9:45 * Independence
Day 4. 7, 9:45 *. Lone Star 4:45,
7:15. B-.45 * Chain Reaction 5. 7:30,
9:45 The Truth About Cats and
Dgp^jSp.™.,0

GAN HATH Fargo 5. 730, 9:45
Priscilla s 2:30 GAT
•696788 Spitfire Grill 5. 730. 9:45
GORDON Sense and Sensibility 5.
730. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 * 5226226
Hod Passage, 101 Dteengoff SL Jude
4:30, 7:15, 10 FledaThe Nutty
Professor 10 * Escape From L-A.
5, 730 SL Clara 5,730, 10 LEV
Stealing Beauty 11 a.nu. 1:15.330,
5:45, 7:45, 10 * The Pillow Book
1:15, 330. 7:45, 10 * Cold Comfort

• Farm 11:15 a.m„ 5:45 * A Time to
Kill 11 a-m.. 7:15. 10 * Antonia's
Line 3,5* Mon. Homme 1:30, 3 *
Le Afflna Eletttve 11 a.m.,1.5.730.
10 G.G. PE’ER Jude 4:30. 7:15.
10 it-ATime to Kill 430,7:15,10*
SubstttuteaTtie EighthOay 5, 7:30,
10 RAV-CHENw 5282288 Dtzengoff
Center Courage Under FlreaChaln
Reaction 5, 730. 9:45 * Rumble in
the Bronx 5, 730, 9:45 * Dogs Are
Color Blind 1130 eum., 2:30. 5,

730. 9:45 * Independence Day
1130 a.m., 4:15, 7. 9:45 * The Rock
1130 a.m.. 2, 4:30. 7:15. 9:45
James and the Giant PeachCSpjr
HardOSwan Princess (Hebrew (Balog)

•Muppets Traasura isiandClt Takes
TwoCThe Hunchback .of Notre Etome
(Hebrew dialog) 5.7:30.9:45 G.G.
TEL AVIV * 5281181 85 Pinsker SL
FledaTwteterosubstftute 5. 730.
10 TEL AVIV MUSEUK4
Unlimited Joy 5. 8. 10

CINEMA CAFE AMAM1 * 8325755
Cold Comfort Farm 7:15, 9:15 *
Trainspotting 9:15 * Antonia’s
Line 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON
Mulhoiland Falls 4:30, 7, 9:30 *
Chain ReactionaSL ClaraaTwIster
4:30. 7. 9:15 * Independmce Day
4:15. 6:45. 9:15 GLOBECITY
SubstftuteBFted aMulholiand Falls

4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * Jude 4:30. 7:15.

10 * The Nutty Professor 7:15,9:30

The Planet Blue Thu 11:30
ORLY® 8381868 Lone Star 6:45,

9:15 PANORAMA A Time to Kin 7.

930 * The Eighth DayaUnlimited
Joy 4:30, 7. 930 * The Nutty
Professor 430 * Swan Princes
(Hebrew dialog) 4:45. 7. 9:15 RAV-
MOR 1-7 * 8416898 Chain
ReactlontThe Pallbearer •Feeling
Minnesota 4:45, 7, 9:15 * Courage
Under Fire 430, 7, 9:15 * Rumble in

the Bronx .4:45, 7. 9:15 * Dogs Are

Color Blind 7. 9:15 * Spitfire Grill

5. 7. 9:15 * James and the Giant
Peach 5 * Spy Hard 4:45.7,9:15
* The Pallbearer 4:45. 7, 9:15 *
Dogs Are Color Blind 4:45, 9:15 *
The Truth About Cats and Dogs 7*
James and the Giant PeachPSpy
HardaThe Hunchback of Notre
DamefHebrew dialog) 7. 930 A
Time to Kltf 7. 9:45
ARAD
STAR TralnspottlngaChaln
Reaction 7:15, 9:45 * The Nutty
Professor 7:15.9:45
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 Chain
ReactlonaRurabie In the
Bronx#Multiplicity 5. 730. 10 *
Moll Flanders 7:30, 10 * A Time to
Kill 7:15, 10 * TWtsteraThB Nutty
Professor s 5 G.G. ORI 1-3“
711223 Mulhoiland
FalhsaFtedaSubstftute 5, 730, 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL “ 729977
F i • d • Substitute
aTWteteraMulholtsnd Falls 5. 7:30.
10 * A Time to Kill 7:15, 10 RAV
CHEN Chain ReaetlonaDogs Are
Color BlIndaRumble in the Bronx
5. 7:30. 9:45 * Beautiful Girls 730.
9:45 Independence Day 4. 7, 9:45
* .lames and the Giant Peach 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Feeling Minnesota*
Courage Under FlreWFJed *Chaln
Reaction 5, 7:30. 9:45 * Rumble In

the Bronx 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
independence Day 4, 7. 9:45 * Spy
Hard 5
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL
FledaThe Eighth Day*Mulhollsnd
Falls*SubsUtute 5. 730. 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 « 235278 Courage
Under FireOChaln ReactIonsFeeling
MlnnesoteaRumble in the Bronx 5,
7:30. 9:45
EILAT
Trainspotting 7:30, 10 * Escape
From t_A.aDogs Are Color Blind
730, 10
HADERA
LEV Stealing BeautyaEscape From
L.A. 7:30, 10 * A Time to Kill 7:15.

10 * Mon. Homme 7:30 *
Trainspotting 10
HERZLIYA
DANIEL HOTEL The Eighth Day
730. 10 STAfttr 589068 SL Clara
7:45* ATime to Kill 10* The Nutty
Professor 7:30, 10 * Fled 7:30, 10
KARMIEL
CINEMA KARMIEL 04-9882521
Things To Do In Denver 7, 9:30 * A
Time to Kid 7, 930 * Rumble In the
Bronx 7. 930 _
KFAR SAVA G.G. GIL *7877370
FfedOSubstttute 5, 730. 10 * Jude
7:15. 10 * The Nutty Professor 4:45
* James and the Giant Peach 5.

7:30 * Circle of Friends 10 *
Mulhoiland Falls 5. 730. 10 * A
Time to Kill 4:45.7:15.10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL Fiedaspy
HardteSubstltuteaThe Nutty
Professor 4:45. 7. 9:30 * It Takes
Two 4:45. 7. 930 * The Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Hebrew dialog) 4:45
* Phenomenon 7. 930 * stealing
Beauty 4:45. 7. 9:30 * Babe
(Hebrew dialog) 7, 9:30 * A Time to
mi 7.930
KlRYAt SHMONA
G.G. GIL « 6905080
Phenomenon*The Nutty Professor
trainspotting 430, 7, 9:30

LOD
STAR The Nutty ProfessoraEscaps
From L.A.ann Cup 730. 10
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Tin Cup 4:30. 7, 9:30 *
Multiplicity a Substitute a Chain
Reaction a Mulhoiland Falls a Mod
Flanders 430. 7. 9:30 Circle of
Friends 7. 930 * The Nutty
Professors 430
NESS ZiONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 • 404729
FledOSubstltute 5, 7:30. 10 * Jude
7:15. 10 * The Nutty Professor 5 *
Mulhoiland Falls 5,7:30,10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 FledaMulhoIland Falls
•Substitute 5, 7:30. 10 * JudeaA
Time to Kill 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN
Courage Under FlreaChaln Reaction
aTha Pallbearer 5. 730. 9:45 *
Rumble in the Bronx 5. 7:30, 9:45
OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN A Tima to Kill 7, 9:30 *
Chsin ReaetionaThlngs To Do In
Denver 7:15. 9:30
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 SL ClarsaCIrcle of
Friends S. 7:30. 10 * independence
Day#A Time to Kill 430, 7:15. 10
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL FledaSubSthute 5.
730. 10 * Mulhoiland Falls 5. 7:30,
10 G.G. RAM 1-3 * 9340818 A Time
to KJtiaMoil Renders 430, 7:15. 10
* Chain Reaction 5, 730, 10
RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET Le Atflnlta Eletttve
Wed.. Thu 8:30
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 » 6197121 Feeling
MlnnesotaaCourage Under
Fire#Dogs Are Color BIlndaTha
Pallbearer 5, 730. 9:45 RAV
OASIS Red 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Rumble
In the Bronx 5, 7:30. 9:45 *
Mulhoiland Falls 5,730.9:45
RAMAT HASHAR6N
KOKHAV Steeling Beauty 7:15,
930
REHOVOT
RAV MOR Lone Star 430, 7:15,
9:45 * Mulhoiland Falls •Courage
Under FireaFeeeling Minnesota
aRumble In the Bronx 5. 730. 9:45
* Dogs Are Color Blind 9:45 *
Chain Reaction 5, 730
RISHON LEZI0N
GAL A Time to Kill 7:15. 10 *
TralnspottlngaTwIsteraThe Nutty
ProtessoraBeautiful Girts 730, 10
GIL 1-3 Mulhoiland Falls 7:30, 10
* The Nutty Professor 5 * St
CtaraOSubstitute 5.730,10 HAZ-
AHAV Rumble In the
&ronx«F!ed*Subsiltute 5, 730, 10
* Mulhoiland Falls 5. 730, 10 RAV
CHEN Courage Under FlreSSpItflre
Grill 5. 7:30. 9:45 * The Pallbearer
5. 7:30. 9:45 * Rumble In the Bronx
5, 7:30, 9:45 STAR Courage Under
Fire 7:30. 10 * Chain Reaction
7:30 * Independence Day 10 *
Jude 7:30, 10 * The Eighth Day
7:30. 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Spitfire Grill S. 730.
9:45 * The PallbeareraRumble in

the Bronx 5. 730. 9:45 * Chain
Reaction 7:30, 9:45 * Jamas and
the Giant Peach 5

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv
5252244 Phone reservations: Haifa
728878 All times are p.m. unless oth-
erwise Indicated.
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Conservationists protest

Hula Valley tourism plans
THOUSANDS of people converged on

the reflooded section of the Hula Valley

yesteiday as pan of an event organized

by conservationists opposed to tourism

development plans for die area.

Traffic jams developed on the track

leading to the site and spilled over onto

the main Rosh Pina-Kiryat Shmona road

because of attempts by fanners to block

the entrance.

The Society for the Protection of

Nature in Israel (SPNT), which organized

the event, called in the police, charging

that although the land surrounding the

new lake is privately owned, die access

track is a public right-of-way.

"When we reached the access route, we
found the track had been blocked off

with rope and hand-written ‘No Entry.

Private Land’ signs had been pot up,”

said SPNT spokeswoman Orit Nevo.

“The police intervened, especially after

seeing the crowds of people and the traf-

fic jams, and the track was opened,” said

Nevo.
The SPNT held free guided toms of the

site for visitors and and explained to

them why the society is opposed to the

DAVID RUDGE

plans for building a vacation resort and
other tourism facilities alongside the

recently re-flooded section of the valley.

The society maintains that the develop-

ment proposed by fanners from local

kibbutzim and moshavim would drive

away wildlife, especially water fowl and
migrating birds, which have begun to

return to the area.

The original Hula lake was drained in

the 1950's to create more land for agri-

culture in the region, which comes under

the jurisdiction of three regional coun-

cils, Merom Galil, Mevo’ot Hermon and
Upper GalUee.
The project, however, only partially

succeeded because a large section of the

land, in the heart of the valley, proved

unsuitable for any profitable form of
agriculture because of the ground 's peaty
nature.

Several years ago, it was decided to re-

flood over 1,000 dunams and create a
lake and waterways. The work, costing

tens of millions of dollars, was carried

out by the Jewish National Fund.

Since then, according to the SPNL the

re-flooded section has become a major
attraction for wildlife, including migrat-

ing birds such as pelicans, storks, cor-
morants and even rare cranes, as well as

indigenous birds, water fowl and fish.

“We arc not opposed to tourism devel-

opment in the region generally. On foe

contrary, we believe, given the public
interest in the site, that viable and sus-

tainable tourism projects can and should
be established,” said SPNI official Eitan
Gdaiizon.

“We believe, however, that the propos-
als put forward to date for holiday rooms,
restaurants, cafes, a promenade, the con-
struction of a jetty orr the lake for sailing

and other plans, would drive away the

wildlife, particularly the birds.

“If the development was to take place

on the periphery, rather than alongside
the lake, it would be a different story and
everybody would benefit,” be said.

“Around 6.000 people came to the site

throughout the day and we see this as a
sign of support for our stance, and that

the public wants to preserve the site itself

as a natural resource.”

Histadrut warns manpower agencies:

Don’t replace Haifa Chemicals strikers
THE Histadrut 's Haifa branch over the

weekend warned manpower agencies
against dispatching workers to the Haifa
Chemicals plant to replace those on
strike.

The branch attorney. Dan Gorvich, sent

letters to two personnel agencies saying

that sending workers to a plant on strike

would be a violation of the law and the

licenses under which the agencies oper-

ate.

Last week, the Histadrut declared a

general strike at the plant after manage-
ment closed down its operations due to

the work sanctions and disruptions being

carried out at the plant by the workers.

The plant workers are protesting the

management's announcement to annul

foe existing collective agreement, which
expires next month, and introduce

sweeping changes, including personal

contracts. Management has also sent dis-

missal notices to 100 workers.

(lorn)
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Real estate

executive

suspected of

evading

NIS 97m. in

taxes

4 arrested on suspicion of forging ID cards

calcid

risk, ?

Monk
NEWS IN BRIEF

TEL AVIV police on Thursday

night raided a factory that alleged-

ly produced forged identity cards

and other documents. Four sus-

pects have been arrested.

The factory, Which operated in

an apartment on Tel Aviv's Rehov
Yinniyahu. was raided after police

received a tip. Fake salary slips

were also produced there, police

said.

Police found a printing press and

official blue plastic covets for foe

cards that were apparently stolen

from foe Interior Ministry. Various

credit cards, health fund cards, and

membership cards were also found,

in addition to bullets and drugs.

A 36-year-old man who lives in

foe apartment was arrested, as wasa
.man allegedly seen receiving fake

identity cards from him on foe street

Another two suspects allegedly

purchased fake ID cards to be used

in financial crimes, including

withdrawing money from bank
accounts, and receiving loans by
using fake guarantors.

The four were brought before a

Tel Aviv Magistrate's Court judge

Friday fora remand hearing.

(Idm)

A REAL estate executive suspect-

ed of evading some NIS 97 mil-

lion in taxes by issuing and buy-

ing forged receipts was remanded
Friday by Tel Aviv Magistrate's

Court.

Yitzhak Eini, 42, foe owner of
two companies. Shaul Emi and
Sons and the Shai company,
was arrested Wednesday at Ben-
Gurion Airport as he was about to

fly to London with his son.

According to customs and tax

officials, between 1992 and the

present Eini, through his compa-
nies, issued false receipts to cus-

tomers that greatly inflated the

value of the transactions conduct-

ed.

To avoid having to pay taxes on

these inflated amounts, Emi then

allegedly purchased false receipts

documenting fictitious outlays and
recorded them in his books. This

artificially inflated his companies’

expenses and thus reduced their

tax obligation.

Customs officials also claimed
that foe suspect’s son, Shaul Eini,

hid the companies’ 1992-1995
account books after learning that

an investigation had been
launched.

Officials said that during ques-

tioning, Yitzhak Eini claimed that

the companies’ tax records had
been lost in a fire, and that he had
gotten foe false receipts from a
man whose name he knew, but he
did not know anything else about

him that could aid in locating him.

Yitzhak's brother, Avrabam, was
also arrested last week in connec-

tion with foe case. (Itim)

Israelis and Palestinians ‘play for peace’
AN American-based organization

is hoping to help improve Israeli

Palestinian relations by encourag-

ing children from both communi-
ties to play with each other:

The Play For Peace organization

is to conduct a pilot project in Beit

Sahur with the aid of Jewish and
Arab educators and volunteers.

This follows whatwas described

as an extremely successful venture

last week with Jewish and Israeli

Arab youngsters in foe Galilee, in

conjunction with the local

Shemesh organization.

“The aim is to promote positive

relationsamong children from cul-

tures in conflict,” said Harry
Rhodes, executive director of
Shemesh, a non-profit body spon-

sored by the Abraham Fund,
which encourages Jewish-Arab
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cooperation and coexistence

through various joint activities.

“Tire Play for Peace coordina-

tors spent four days here, first

teaching Jewish and Arab high-

school students how to organize

and run joint play sessions for foe

youngsters and then bolding the

sessions themselves,” said

-Rhodes, a resident of Moshav'
Shorashim in foe Misgav region of

the Galilee.

“It was something very special

to see how children can come
together through playing games
and quickly overcome any terriers

of language and cultural differ-

ences, that might exist between
them.

“From the experience we have

gained herewe can see that this is

something which can be used
throughout the world to try and

solve conflicts between different

peoples,” be said.

Craig Dobkin of Colorado, one
of the founders ofPlay For Peace,
said foe play sessions between
Jewish and Arab children in the

Galilee was foe organization’s first

international venture, after suc-

cessfully launching die project in

America.

He said they are now anxious to

try the concept among
Palestinians and Israelis, starting

with the pilot project in Beit Sahur
that was to have started yesterday.

“Play for Peace is not designed
to achieve deep understanding.

but to give a chance [for foe cre-

ation of] laughter and compas-
sion through play, so that chil-

dren can get to know and appre-

ciate one another as friends,”

Dobkin said.

“We believe that you should not

live in the problem but in foe solu-

tion. Children are the greatest

resource in tins respect, which is

why we work with youngsters

aged between six and 10.

“They have fun playing with one
another and the adult and teenage

supervisors have a good feeling

from seeing them playing happily

together.

“It may be only a small step, but

it’s a positive one. If we do our

part and other people do theirs,

we can make a change,” Dobkin
said.

Man belt for raping girlfriend’s daughter
A man suspected of molesting and then raping his girlfriend 's 25-

year-old daughter was remanded Friday for five days by Haifa

Magistrate's Court.

The alleged crimes were revealed when the girl told her father

about them. The accused lives with foe girl’s mother, who is

divorced.

Police said the accused had threatened to kill foe girl if she told

anyone about foe incidents, so site refrained from reporting them

for a long period.

The man denied the allegations, and his lawyer noted that the

girl's mother upbold's his version and rejects her daughter's

claims. Itim

Worker clubbed in brawl
ARomanian worker working in Eilat suffered a serious head

injury on Friday when he was hit by another worker with an iron

bar during a fight He was flown by helicopter to Soroka Hospital

in Beersheba for treatment
F-fla* police arrested three other workers for involvement in foe

incident One admitted to hitting foe man, police said, bnt the other

two insisted they had tried to separate foe two quarreling workers.

Itim

Man murdered in Kfar Sava
David Nahshon. 37, was shot dead in Kfar Sava Friday morning,

in what police believe was a drag dealing dispute. A Kfar Sava
resident 22, and a Neveh Yamin resident 19, were arrested over

the weekend in connection with the murder. They are to be

remanded today. Police said Nahshon had a criminal record. Itim

Hundreds protest against new land tax
HUNDREDS of landowners from
the North gathered outside foe

Prime Monster’s Office on Friday

morning to protest what they

claimed are unfair land taxes.

Shabtai Azriel, who heads a
group formed to protest the prop-

erty taxes, complained that foe

new tax on land designated for

construction is also apptied to land

where construction has been tem-

porarily prohibited. These taxes

can amount to hundreds of thou-

sands of shekels a year, Azriel

said.

People who inherit such land

cannot afford to pay foe taxes, but

the market value of foe land is low
so it is not worthwhile for them to

sell the land, be said. Arab fami-

lies also prefer to pass their land

on to their children rather than to

sell it, be noted.

“We demand that [the govern-

ment] immediately stop collecting

the tax on lands on which con-
struction has been frozen,” Azriel

said.

He called for an investigation of
how land taxes are determined and
foe • possibility of granting

landowners refunds for past taxes.

(Itim)

Clinton: I’ll keep
supporting Israel

“I WILL continue to ensure that

we remain steadfast in our com-
mitment to enhancing the security

and well-bemg of Israel,” US
President Bill Clinton wrote
Friday to Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu in reply to a
letter of congratulations on his

reclectioa Batskeva Tsur

Man remanded for impersonating lawyer
Haifa Magistrate’s Court on Friday remanded Khatib Meadar for

two days for allegedly impersonating a lawyer, and offering his

services to prisoners. Police claim that over the past few months
Meadar, 25, of Ein el-Asad, approached inmates in Tseimon and
Kishon Prisons and offered them legal aid and to buy goods for

them. He allegedly received NIS 2,000 from one prisoner and NIS
770 from two others. Itim

I v.'j; • -. i

Winning cards
In Friday’s daily Chance drawing, die winning cards were foe king
of spades, foe king of hearts, foe ace of diamonds and foe eight of
chibs.

Army cuts backs on physical training to save money
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Police crack
down on bikers

POLICE issued some 120 traffic

tickets to motorcyclists caught
committing various traffic viola-

tions on Tel Aviv’s Rokah
Boulevard through Thursday
night. One biker also was arrested.

Forty tickets were issued to bik-
ers whose motorcycles were not
fit for foe road, 35 to bikers whose
licenses were not in order and 40
to bikers who were pulled off the
road for reckless driving.

Itim

IN an effort to cut costs, the IDF has can-

celed foe traditional Golani Run and other

sporting events, a move military sources

say won’t necessarily save money and
shows a distorted sense of priorities by
putting physical fitness on the back burn-

er.

According to foe latest IDF figures,

Israeli high schoolers are less fit than

ever, with only half of those headed to

field units passing a combat physical fit-

ness exam. Recruits to armor and artillery

school are in even worse shape with only

40 percent passing the test

“The youth we receive are unsatisfacto-

ry and that is putting it politely,” said one
military source. He attributed the prob-
lem to Israeli -society in general and the

educational system in particular, since

high schools only devote about two hours
a week to sports.

“We’ve become a sedentary society.

Maybe we are foe people of foe book after

all,” the source said.

To drive the point home, the source

noted that in Ra’anana a school was just

linked to the Internet so children can log
in and obtain information from teachers.

“What's next? Sports classes from the

comfort of your own home?” foe source
said.

To pass foe combat physical fitness

exam, which is not to be confused with
the medical profile exam, soldiers have to

do sit-ups, pull-ups and push-ups and run

2,000 meters in a specified time frame.
The criteria for passing was lowered two
years ago, but foe rate of fitness still

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

dropped, sources said

The IDF has adoptedThe IDF has adopted a training schedule
that gradually puts recruits into shape so
that by the time their basic training ends
nearly all recruits are physically fit.

This approach also leads to less medical
problems related to physical stress, a mil-
itary source noted
A decade ago it was possible to have

whole units temporarily disabled while

today that doesn’t happen, the source said
Still, military sources said IDF soldier;

who wens taken from training schedules

and rushed to Judea and Samaria follow-

ing September’s riots or those sent to foe

northern border were getting out of shape
since their physical training bad virtually

ceased
On top of this, foe army has not only

called off foe annual Golani Run, in which
Golani troops would crisscross foe state

proudly toting foe brigade flag. The army
has also canceled foe IDF commanders
sports championship in which officers

with foe rank of lieutenant-colonel and
above would compete.

• Those involved with physical training in

the IDF are incensed
“Physical fitness programs are not a

drain on the IDF budget. It doesn’t cost

money to do push-ups and sit-nps. It

seems they lash out at anything to cut

the budget,” a senior military source

said
“Technology is advancing and it comes

at the expense of fitness, where soldiers

once needed to be able to lift and cany
heavy equipment, they are -now pushing

buttons,” ah IDF source said

Last year, foe IDF did away with the

.

physical fitness test requirement for pro-

motion, a move opposed by those
involved with physical training.

“The membars of the career army force

mirror Israeli society and it shouldn't be
this way. All those who are in uniform
need to be in shape and able to be ready to .

act in a state of emergency at all tiniest

the source said.

Military sources said a plan is to be

.

implemented early next year that will

greatly enhance the physical fitness of fob

career soldiers. They declined to live-

details of the plan, but said it was unique
to foe IDF.
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NIGHT RATE DURING THE DAY? YOU MUST BE KIDDING!

WE'VE TURNED DAY INTO NIGHT
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Today, Bezeq International's unprecedented offer lets you phone the USA and Canada at any time during the day,
at the reduced night rate. Today, we've turned day into night for you, all day long.
So put your armchair by the phone and get ready for a wonderful chat. For more details call us on 188.
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good for Bezeq subscribers' phones only - not valid for pay phones, IDF phones, cellular phones, Bezeqcard etc. 'v-
js o er is with the special approval of the Ministry of Communication, which regulates the prices of Bezeq International.
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